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This research report presents the results from the Work Package 2 of IDEALiC. This report 
“D.2.3: A Qualitative Analysis of the Development of Digital Autonomy from Within a Life 
Course Perspective” was executed under the scientific direction of Prof. Dr. Patricia 
Vendramin. The research was carried out at the Fondation Travail-Université and the Centre 
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Abstract 
This deliverable D.2.3. “A Qualitative Analysis of the Development of Digital Autonomy from 
Within a Life Course Perspective” examines the question of the uses of digital technologies 
and, in particular, the issues related to the increasing digitization of society and its impacts 
throughout a life course. Based on an empirical set of 85 interviews, this research report 
questions the experiences of users and the way in which the relationship that individuals 
maintain with ICTs throughout different life stages influences their uses.  

Although uses are often thought of in terms of competences and needs, this report focuses on 
the notion of choice in diverse manners and seeks to understand how choice regarding ICT 
uses is more or less constrained by the situations an individual has to face during his or her 
life course. In doing so, this analysis builds on a relational approach to digital autonomy that 
takes distance from the technical and competences-driven conceptions of autonomy, and 
rather sees digital autonomy as the room for manoeuvre an individual possesses in the face 
of the use of digital technologies in diverse situations of daily life – work, school, parenthood, 
etc. Here, autonomy should not be understood as an individual attribute, but rather as a 
particular relationship with society, where everyone is able to take advantage of resources 
made available by society without the assistance of institutions. Thus, at a time when the 
choices of uses are increasingly constrained by a form of digitization by default, how should 
the social and digital inclusion of each and the means of autonomous participation in society 
be approached?  

The first part of this deliverable develops the empirical framework used to collect and analyse 
the data. The second part proposes an analysis of representations and perceptions of digital 
choice according to three life stage groups: young adults, adults and seniors. Then, the third 
part moves to broader representations of digital technologies constructed during experiences 
of uses in daily life. The fourth part focuses on life trajectories and the different ways in which 
life choices can be made, in order to highlight the non-linearity of a life course and the way in 
which individuals position themselves in regard to their life trajectory. Finally, the last part 
proposes a more general discussion and a return to recent scientific literature, in order to 
nourish our analysis and to consider digital inclusion and societal participation of individuals, 
in a contemporary society where the choices made with regard to the digital seem to be more 
and more constrained by various macro and micro mechanisms of changes.  
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Introduction 
The ongoing digitization of services – both public and private – has led to an increased risk 
amongst the general population of being or becoming digitally excluded (Helsper, 2008; Mariën 
et al., 2013; van Dijk, 2005). The so-called “digital turn” is posing a threat to all individuals that 
do not have the necessary digital skills to handle the digitization of the various life domains 
(Helsper, 2011a). Recent studies have shown that the socio-economic background of 
individuals no longer solely defines digital exclusion, and, moreover, that mechanisms of digital 
exclusion go beyond socio-economically vulnerable groups (Brotcorne et al., 2009; Schurmans 
& Mariën, 2013). There is no longer a clear view on the groups at risk of being or becoming 
digitally excluded. The traditionally defined twofold and dichotomous categories of included 
versus excluded population groups – e.g. rich versus poor; young versus old; male versus 
female – are no longer valid. Consequently, new and more contextualized approaches are 
needed to identify those at risk of being digitally excluded. Moreover, research by experts in 
the field such as van Deursen and van Dijk (2014) emphasizes that digital skills and the ability 
to deal with digital media in an autonomous and strategic way are of increasing importance in 
order to ensure one’s full societal participation. This move towards strategic goals and added 
value gained through the use of digital media is also visible at the level of e-inclusion policies 
that have shifted from the mere provision of physical access to broader societal goals such as 
empowerment, inclusion and participation (Mariën & Prodnik, 2014; Steyn & Johanson, 2011; 
Witte & Mannon, 2010; Zillien & Hargittai, 2009).  

The IDEALiC project aims to address these issues by focusing on setting the new scene of e-
inclusion for the upcoming years. The central research question of the IDEALiC project is how 
e-inclusion policies and initiatives can provide solutions for the mechanisms of digital exclusion 
that coincide with the digital turn. With regard to theory, the IDEALiC project aims to lead to a 
renewed insight of the core concepts of the project. Particular attention is thus given to the 
changing concepts of digital exclusion and inclusion as well as digital competences in the 
current context of convergence and diversification of digital technologies. 

The IDEALiC project therefore develops two innovative and complementary qualitative 
empirical studies, based on the life course of users. The experiences of e-inclusion from a life 
course perspective are addressed from two distinct standpoints: 

§ From within a life course perspective 

The first study, conducted by the Université Catholique de Louvain (UCLouvain) and Fondation 
Travail-Université (FTU), analysed the various usage patterns and experiences with digital 
technologies within each of the three life stages, with the aim of highlighting the differences 
amongst individuals that are part of the same life stage group. It examines the divergences 
and convergences in terms of the construction of digital autonomy, according to age and to 
specific life events. 
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§ Beyond a life course perspective 

The second study, carried out by the Vrije Universiteit Brussel (VUB), shed light on experiences 
of digital inequalities across the three life stage groups. Do experiences with ICTs still differ 
according to so-called “digital generations” (digital natives, digital immigrants, silver surfers, 
etc.) or is another approach needed? Are there, for example, user profiles that are present 
amongst all three life stage groups? 

An explicit focus on life stages enables an in-depth understanding of the subjective perceptions 
of individuals and the complexity, ambiguity and dynamism of their use of digital technologies, 
along with their particular experiences regarding the acquirement of digital skills. 

In total, 85 qualitative semi-structured in-depth interviews were conducted among Belgian 
citizens aged between 18 and 70. According to current standards in biographical models 
commonly used in European social policies (Mayer, 2009), the sample is divided into three life 
stage groups. These life stage groups correspond to the expected levels of autonomy1: (1) 
from 18 to 30 years old where individuals are building autonomy; (2) from 31 to 50 years old 
where individuals have gained autonomy; and (3) from 31 to 50 years old where the challenge 
is to maintain autonomy.  

This deliverable D.2.3. “A Qualitative Analysis of the Development of Digital Autonomy from 
Within a Life Course Perspective” explores the common and divergent features regarding the 
development of digital autonomy of individuals that are part of the same life stage group. In 
particular, this research seeks views on investigating the interactions among life trajectories, 
digital practices and digital autonomy2. Firstly, this research focuses on the shared features of 
individuals that belong to the same life stage group; in particular, their shared representations 
about digital technologies and digital society are investigated. Secondly, it investigates the 
dynamics of digital autonomy that could be specific to young adult, adult and senior 
generations. Thirdly, it assesses various situations where digital autonomy is put under 
pressure and could increase social and digital exclusion, and, finally, what exists and what 
seems to need more attention to tackle these vulnerabilities. In sum, this research report aims 
to answer the following questions:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

																																																								
1 See Section 1.1.1 “Autonomy” for the definition of autonomy used to define these life stage groups. 
2 See Section 3.2.1 “Back on some key notions” for a definition of digital autonomy. 
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Table	1:	Research	questions	

THEMES RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

REPRESENTATIONS AND NORMS OF 
DIGITAL SOCIETY 

RQ1: To what extent do the understanding and 
representations regarding the injunction to use differ among 
life stage groups? 

RQ2: What are the expectations of use within one life stage? 

RQ3: What are the representations of digital technologies and 
to what extent do they impact on digital uses or non-uses? 

 
IDENTIFICATION OF SITUATIONS AT 

RISK OF DIGITAL EXCLUSION 

RQ4a: What are the life course narratives and experiences of 
the respondents by life stage groups? 

RQ4b: What are the life trajectories of respondents? 

RQ5: What are the situations that could generate a risk of 
digital exclusion with which each life stage group is 
confronted? 

 
DEVELOPMENT OF DIGITAL 

AUTONOMY AND DIGITAL INCLUSION 

RQ5: What are the impacts of injunction to use and norms of 
uses on social participation? 

RQ5a: How can digital inclusion be defined in the face of the 
injunction to use? 

In order to understand and answer these questions, the results are presented under six 
headings. The following section provides an overview of the research process from the 
theoretical to the empirical standpoints. 

 Chapter 1: Theoretical framework  

This section provides a short review of the main concepts and terms of digital 
inequalities and digital inclusion studies in order to give a more consensual basis to the 
empirical analysis that follows.  

 Chapter 2: Methodological framework 

This section, divided into two main parts, describes firstly the methodology used 
throughout this research, that is, the set of principles used to conduct this research. 
Secondly, the methodological framework sets the task of detailing the research design 
with the presentation of the qualitative analysis software (NVivo©) as well as a detailed 
overview of the participants in this research.  

The subsequent chapters present the results of the empirical research and concentrate on the 
analysis of the development of digital autonomy within the life course. The results are 
presented and discussed under four main headings:  
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 Chapter 3: Representations and choice in the digital society 

The first part of the analysis investigates the social representations of individuals in the 
digital society. In particular, it addresses the way in which people understand and 
represent themselves regarding the injunction to use. Accordingly, it focuses on the 
uses, behaviours, attitudes, representations and meanings of individuals in relation to 
digital tools and their digital practices, by age group. 

Chapter 4: Representations of digital technologies to better understand digital 

uses 

Following the previous chapter, this part of the analysis focuses on the positive, 
negative and often ambivalent perceptions individuals have of digital technologies. The 
aim is to highlight the possible breaks that digital technologies represent for individuals 
and the impact that these perceptions have on digital uses. 

Chapter 5: At-risk situations of digital exclusion  

The third part identifies the range of life events leading to being at-risk of digital 
exclusion. In particular, it investigates life course narratives, experience and life choice. 
Then it discusses life course trajectories for each life domain. Building upon these life 
domains, it will identify specific situations of being at-risk of digital exclusion. 

Chapter 6: Autonomy, digital inclusion and the participation issue 

In this chapter the results are interpreted against the background of the insights that 
were gained from the previous chapters. This discussion of the results assesses more 
precisely the question of social participation and the challenges this participation faces 
due to recent evolutions of digital technologies.  
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 The digital divide debate 

Behind the generic term of digital divide, we are speaking inequality of what? Is it 
inequality of opportunities, life chances, freedom, capital resources, positions, skills, or 
what? (Van Dijk, 2005:5). 

Since it became clear that information and communication technologies (ICTs), and particularly 
the Internet, will play an increasingly significant role in all aspects of life, general concerns 
about inequalities related to ICT diffusion and adoption have grown in theoretical and political 
circles. Indeed, with the increasing democratization of the Internet, policies and academic 
debates have been built around the idea that the development of digital technologies would 
lead to an informational revolution that would change the way people live and interact with 
each other. The digital divide, defined as “the gap that separates segments of society as well 
as whole nations into those who are able to take advantage of new ICT opportunities and those 
who are not” (OECD, 2000:3), is based on the deterministic assumption that mere access will 
automatically lead to a full use of ICTs, regardless of the various social and cultural contexts 
in which they are embedded. Put differently, the notion tends to imply a singular demarcation 
between the digitally engaged and the digitally disengaged. With this definition in mind, 
numerous policies and academic researches have focused on disparities in physical and 
material access with the idea that socio-economic status was the sole predictor of Internet use.  

As more people gained access to digital technologies, observers started noticing that certain 
categories of people (whites, males, wealthy…) were more likely to use the Internet than others 
(Lenhart & Horrigan, 2003). The strong differences among people with formal access to the 
Internet encouraged researchers and policymakers to shift the debate towards understanding 
the patterns of inequalities brought to light and exacerbated by digital technologies.  

Henceforth, this section reviews the core concepts related to the terms “digital divide”, “digital 
exclusion” and “digital inequalities” highlighted in the previous publications of the IDEALiC 
project3 in order to provide consensual definitions for the subsequent empirical analysis.  

 

 Key theoretical points 

 Autonomy  

The Oxford Dictionary defines autonomy as “freedom from external control or influence; 
independence”4. The term has been used in a number of disciplines, either in relation to 
autonomous behaviour, autonomous development or autonomous learning. In education, and 
particularly in language learning, autonomy has been described as both an attitude towards 
learning and a capacity for independent learning (Dickinson, 1995:167). To demonstrate the 
former, independent or autonomous learners have been found to be more active in the learning 
process; they can identify and formulate their own goals as well as tailor them to their learning 

																																																								
3 See D.1.1. “A theoretical revision of the evolution of the concept of digital inclusion” and D.1.2. “Reconsidering 
digital skills. A theoretical questioning of the skills that define e-inclusion”.  
4 http:/.www.oxforddictionaries.com. 
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needs and interests (Wang & Peverly, 1986). As for the latter, this has been associated with 
detachment, critical reflection, decision-making, responsibility and independent action 
(Dickinson, 1995; Little, 1991).  

 Digital skills  

Several studies advance the hypothesis that social inequalities among users are primarily 
related to an unequal distribution of digital skills (Brotcorne & Valenduc, 2008; Brotcorne & 
Valenduc, 2009; Hargittai, 2002; Selwyn & Facer, 2007; van Deursen & van Dijk, 2014; van 
Dijk, 2005). Indeed, in general terms, people who are more skilled tend to develop broader 
types of online activities and are able to participate to a greater extent in the digital sphere. 
Moreover, they are also more likely to gain benefits from these practices in different areas of 
daily life.  

Numerous researches have provided useful classifications with regard to the types of skills 
needed to use digital technologies in a meaningful and autonomous manner (Mariën et al., 
2010; van Deursen, Helsper & Eynon, 2014; van Deursen & van Dijk, 2011) and with a growing 
interest in the process leading to the development of these skills. It thus appears firstly that 
acquiring and developing digital skills is strongly shaped by individuals’ social context and 
influenced by their needs to use technology in order to achieve specific goals. Secondly, many 
researchers have stressed the importance of the informal learning settings within supportive 
networks, which are playing an important role in the development of digital skills. These recent 
evolutions in research tend thus to agree with the conclusion of Eynon and Geniet that “the 
development of digital skills has a strong experiential component” (2016:2).  

 Access  

Autonomous and unrestricted access and use of digital tools can influence the development 
of digital skills and underlying competencies in a number of ways. Research has shown that 
the freedom to access and use technology when and where one wishes has a highly significant 
and positive impact on the use of digital tools and the development of digital skills (Hargittai, 
2002). The question of access itself can be looked at from a number of viewpoints. There is, 
of course, the matter of basic access in terms of time, as well as unrestricted access to certain 
software or online channels and communities. Indeed, access restrictions as well as the quality 
of access usually result in a very targeted approach to using the Internet as users are often 
only concerned with achieving specific goals (for example: homework or searching for 
information). What a person can accomplish with an outdated machine in a public library with 
mandatory filtering software and no opportunity for storage and transmission pales in 
comparison to what a person can accomplish with a home computer with unfettered Internet 
access, high bandwidth and continuous connectivity (Jenkins, 2006:13). As such, although 
these elements are essentially interlinked, it is instrumentalist to consider the implications of 
each with regard to the possibilities for using digital tools, and how these can support the 
development of digital skills.  
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 Usage 

One of the pitfalls of digital inclusion studies is that they have often been approached through 
the lens of ICT diffusion and appropriation models that excluded the social factors from the 
various forms of digital (dis)engagement.  

As such, some studies aim at a renewed focus on the interweaving between social and digital 
exclusion mechanisms. From the usage gap perspective, it has been clearly shown that one 
of the strong predictors of differentiation in usage patterns is socio-economic status, indicating 
the straightforward relationship between traditional determinants of social exclusion and digital 
exclusion (Witte & Mannon, 2010). From this point of view, it is assumed that obtaining more 
information offers direct social benefits with the underlying statement that the rich get richer 
and the poor get poorer due to the fact that differentiated online activities generate unequal 
societal advantages (Helsper & van Deursen, 2017). 

Whilst most scholars agree that information uses are more ‘legitimate’ than entertainment 
uses, some researchers have argued that gaming and other entertainment-based ICTs can 
bring added value to skills such as strategic planning or interactive communication, albeit on a 
less visible level (Bleumers et al., 2012; Helsper, 2012; Livingstone & Helsper, 2007). 
Moreover, recent researches show that the socio-economic background of individuals does 
not solely define digital exclusion. Indeed, there exist other more circumstantial and individual 
factors that come into play when engaging with ICT, which indicates that mechanisms of digital 
exclusion go beyond vulnerable socio-economic groups.  

 Empowerment  

The notion of empowerment features prominently in many contemporary discourses putting an 
emphasis on the participation of the “have-nots” in the decision-making processes. Its current 
and extensive uses in a variety of contexts make it a difficult notion to define. Nevertheless, 
beyond the diversity of interpretations, the term “empowerment” can be extensively defined as 
processes whereby individuals, groups or communities improve their power in various daily life 
circumstances with the ultimate goal of emancipation (Bacqué & Biewener, 2015).  

However, while studies have emphasized the multifaceted dynamics of empowerment, a 
reductionist perspective linking empowerment to individual agency and realization seems to 
be visible in current digital inclusion initiatives (Mariën & Prodnik, 2014). Indeed, reflections 
and practices aimed at empowering individuals through the use of ICT are often conceived as 
individual dynamics. Put differently, it appears that empowerment is often seen as a process 
of gaining self-worth and personal power via the use of ICT, especially among at-risk groups, 
with an emphasis on individual agency and little attention to the role of community and 
collective support in achieving the emancipatory process.  
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 Empirical framework  
 

 Research methodology  

 The life course perspective  

Since it is essential to study digital inequalities and digital inclusion from a broader contextual 
perspective, a life course approach allows individuals’ life progression and the consequences 
of digital differentiation to be looked at according to the evolution of both circumstantial and 
structural aspects that define people’s various needs, wants and constraints. 

The aim of this approach is to uncover specific moments or turning points in life that triggered 
or halted the use of digital media, in order to see whether life events have had, or still have, an 
influence on the current use of digital media. Thus, tackling the issue of digital exclusion from 
a life course perspective is an innovative standpoint insofar as it enables a dynamic 
understanding of the meanings individuals attribute to their uses of digital technologies. It also 
sheds light on the complexity and ambiguity of their uses, and their societal outcomes 
according to the particular life events encountered. Indeed, an explicit focus on life stage 
groups allows one to grasp, through life events (e.g. marriage, birth, studies, etc.), the meaning 
of life experiences, attitudes and their impacts on the development of digital uses.  

The life course perspective refers thus to a sequence of activities or events embedded in 
individual lives and seeks mapping, explaining and describing changes in social positions over 
time (Elder, 1994; Mayer, 2009). This approach states that individuals at each life stage 
experience specific life transitions. Further, the notion of life stage refers to the social positions 
and roles an individual occupies over time. From this viewpoint, each transition corresponds 
to a significant step in life, which not only modifies the social status and role of individuals, both 
from objective and subjective standpoints, but also their participation in different social 
spheres.  

Hence, on the one hand, a life transition is characterized by the high probability of facing it in 
a certain period of life (e.g. first job, retirement, etc.) and, on the other hand, a life transition 
happens according to a pre-established sequence common to the most.  

In addition to these instituted transitions, the life course approach insists on taking into account 
the singularity of individual paths and thus pays attention to the discontinuities and ruptures in 
existence. These biographic ruptures could be of professional purposes (e.g. unemployment, 
reconversion, etc.), in personal life (e.g. divorce, illness, accident, etc.) or even geographical 
(e.g. relocation, immigration, etc.). Biographic ruptures have an effect, as a life transition does, 
on the social status and role of individuals (Van de Velde, 2015).  

As such, the life course approach focuses on the changes in human lives and apprehends 
individual trajectories as “the outcome of personal characteristics and individual actions as well 
as of cultural frames and institutional and structural conditions […] viewed in the context of 
collective contexts” (Mayer, 2009:414).  
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Framed in this research, the life course perspective intends to understand the development of 
digital autonomy as:  

§ the outcome of personal characteristics and individual action, understood, on the one 
hand, as the influence of socio-demographic variables and, on the other, as the 
inclusion of human agency in the trajectory; 

§ the outcome of societal norms, and how they are integrated and constitute possibilities 
and constraints that influence the use of ICTs;  

§ emanating from collective contexts, more precisely from social interactions of different 
natures, from the most formal to the most informal. 

This said, this research is built upon interviews with 85 respondents distributed across the 
three following life stages (Mayer, 2009): 

§ The first life stage (18 to 30 years old) is the period in which young people are building 
autonomy in all domains of social life (e.g. employment, relationships, etc.) and steadily 
increasing their social, economic and political participation in society. 

§ The second life stage (31 to 50 years old) corresponds to a period in which individuals 
are assumed to have developed autonomy and participate fully in society. However, 
the challenge for these individuals is to maintain this autonomy and full participation 
while at the same time managing the balance between private and professional 
spheres. 

§ The third life stage (51 to 70 years old) can be characterized by the desire to remain 
active participants of society and to remain independent while ageing is considered an 
increasingly important policy challenge. 

As such, the life course perspective is valuable insofar as it recognizes that different periods 
of life influence status, social identity, roles, rights and expectations in society, and emphasizes 
the fact that developmental changes are continuous processes experienced through life and 
not just through particular episodes of narrow life phases. 

However, it should be noted that the experiences of life transitions outlined can differ from one 
individual to another. Therefore, the research design ensures equal distribution and 
representation in terms of gender and educational level in order to include those who do not 
follow the previously described outsets of life stages (e.g. dropped out of education, long-term 
illness, inability to find work, etc.).  

This report focuses on the development of digital autonomy within the life course 

perspective. Put differently, the aim of this deliverable is to analyse experiences of digital 
vulnerabilities in each of the above-mentioned life stages. Analysing different age groups is 
valuable for further e-inclusion policies for at least two reasons: 

• working on the gap between what is expected by individuals as “young adults”, 
“adults” or “seniors” and what one actually does, according to one’s life 
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circumstances, can lead to more contextualized approaches of inclusion that take 
into account the needs of individuals, but also tackle digital stereotypes; 

• while focusing on the development of digital autonomy from within each life stage 
group, a partition into three life stage groups can lead to a renewed approach of 
intergenerational support for inclusion, as the analysis by life stages can point out 
with precision what the weaknesses and strengths of each generation are and work 
on those variables for further inclusive e-policies. 

 In-depth interviews  

The data used in this research come from empirical individual in-depth interviews conducted 
by both UCLouvain-Fondation Travail-Université (French-speaking respondents) and Vrije 
Universiteit Brussels (Dutch-speaking respondents) teams. The interviews were designed as 
semi-structured life practice narrative interviews (Laviolette, 2016).  

As a comprehensive approach, life practice narratives are aimed at grasping the singular 
experiences and meanings assigned to the uses of digital technologies from the perspective, 
and in the words, of the informant. Put differently, life practice narratives assume that the 
language used by someone reveals his or her specific world view and thus puts an emphasis 
on allowing the story or narrative to emerge from the interaction between interviewer and 
respondents (Muylaert et al., 2014). The objective is to find out what kinds of things are 
happening by providing space for each respondent to tell his or her story instead of 
predetermining the kinds of things the researcher believes have already happened (Lofland et 
al., 1971). As such, life practice narratives give insight into (1) one’s experiences and (2) the 
more general comprehension of the social world a respondent has. This approach is especially 
relevant when it comes to the meaning individuals give to their practices and the value systems 
that underlie them. Indeed, it gives us an insight into the ways in which individuals enact the 
social norms and translate them in their uses of digital technologies. Due to the focus on 
experiences and the sense that is given to them life practice narratives enable one to seize the 
significances and strategies that guide an individual in his or her uses, and to inscribe them in 
more structural power relationships. 

 

 Research design 

 Interview guide  

The second work package of the IDEALiC project entailed the gathering of new empirical data 
through a qualitative user-oriented research in order to develop a renewed and contextualized 
understanding of e-inclusion at the micro level. For this purpose, in-depth interviews were 
conducted with 85 respondents to identify the individuals or groups at risk of being digitally 
excluded.  
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As such, an interview guide was developed as guidance for each research team with a set of 
topics and questions to be covered during the interviews. However, far from being a 
constraining protocol, the interview guide functioned more as a reminder, with each research 
team encouraged to add extra questions when relevant areas emerged.  

a. Themes  

The interview guide was thus divided into seven themes. 

Table	2:	Thematic	sections	of	the	interview	guide		

THEME  

PRESENTATION 
This section was aimed mainly at putting the respondent at ease by allowing him 
or her to present him-/herself and gave particular attention to potential life 
transitions or biographic ruptures.  

EQUIPMENT, 
USAGE AND 
LEARNING 

PROCESSES 

This section looked at the types of uses of digital media and the learning 
processes of the respondent. It addressed the uses and non-uses, frequencies, 
places and circumstances of access and use. It also focused on the evolution of 
competences, as well as the potential obstacles encountered. The aim of this 
section was to understand the importance of digital media in the daily life of the 
respondent along with the understanding of usage patterns and levels of digital 
skills.  

IMPACTS OF ICT 
USES IN 

DIFFERENT LIFE 
DOMAINS 

This section was related to the impacts of digital media in the different life 
domains (private life, social life, professional life, etc.). The purpose was to 
identify the determinant life phases and pathways of the respondent to see how 
digital media influenced life trajectories and vice versa. Interview cards with 
pictograms were used to inspire the respondent and start a discussion about the 
uses and impacts of digital media over the life course.  

ROLES OF ICT 
USES IN THE 

DIFFERENT LIFE 
DOMAINS 

Following the life course perspective and its emphasis on life transitions and 
biographic ruptures, this section focused on the positive and/or negative effects 
of digital media for the respondent during these life events. For instance, was 
using digital media helpful in finding a job or did the frequency of use change with 
retirement?  

EXPERIENCES OF 
USE WITH ONLINE 

SERVICES: 
HEALTH CARE, 
MOBILITY AND 

ADMINISTRATION 

This section was dedicated to the digitization of services in order to establish 
possible relations between this work package and the case studies undertaken 
for Work Package 35. 

DIGITIZATION OF 
SOCIETY 

The aim of this section was to understand the perceptions and opinions of 
individuals with regard to the increasing digitization of services, both private and 
public. Building on the previous themes, the respondent was asked whether she 
or he had the feeling of being pushed toward more use of digital.  

FINAL QUESTIONS 
OR REMARKS 

The last section was left entirely at the disposal of the respondent for added 
questions or remarks about the research process, and for comments on themes 
judged unexplored. 

																																																								
5 See D.3.1. to D.3.4., to be published in 2019.  
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b. Selection criteria 

The project partners agreed on a set of criteria for selecting respondents:  

• life stages: the methodological choice of three life stages for this report refers to 
current standards in biographical models, commonly used in European social 
policies (see p. 9) (Mayer, 2009); 

• spoken language: French or Dutch; 

• education level: divided into three categories related to the last diploma obtained: 

o low education level (max. middle school diploma);  

o medium education level (max. high school diploma)  

o high education level (min. bachelor degree); 

• gender; 

Further, two additional variables were introduced and taken into account when collecting 
interviews:  

• the professional status of the respondent: employed or not, student or retired; 

• the declared degree of familiarity with ICTs: according to the frequency and 
intensity of use. 

With respect to these selection criteria, the objective was to equally spread the profiles to allow 
us to gather diversified discourses and life trajectories. By doing so, the purpose was, for each 
linguistic part, to have a minimum of two respondents by subcategories of gender and diploma. 
Conducting qualitative analysis, the choices for sampling were not driven in terms of statistical 
representativeness but sought for variety in the individual stories collected. The aim of such 
an approach was to grasp the similarities and divergences in the uses of, and relations with, 
ICTs for individuals belonging to the same life stage group and across these life stage groups.  

Table	3:	Overview	of	the	85	interviews	investigated	for	IDEALiC	research	

 
18 – 30 Y/O 30 – 50 Y/O 50 – 70 Y/O  

F M F M F M TOTAL 

LOW EDUCATION LEVEL 3 6 2 5 6 5 27 

MEDIUM EDUCATION LEVEL 3 3 5 3 7 4 25 

HIGH EDUCATION LEVEL 5 4 5 6 4 8 32 

UNDETERMINED  1  1 

TOTAL F/M 11 13 12 14 18 17 85 

TOTAL 24 26 35  
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Interviews were conducted in two phases: a first wave was conducted between April 2017 and 
June 2017 and a second wave of interviews took place between February 2018 and April 2018. 

 NVivo© software  

Qualitative data analysis consists of looking at relationships between categories and themes 
in data in order to understand a specific phenomenon. Traditionally, researchers used coloured 
pens and papers to categorize data. Yet, the increasing amount of data, along with the varied 
modes of data collection, have rendered the traditional process time-consuming and less 
reliable. As such, innovations in qualitative data analysis software (QDAS) have significantly 
diminished the complexity and have allowed for an easier management of data.  

NVivo© is a data analysis software designed for rich text-based data, such as in-depth 
interviews. It is tailored to facilitate common qualitative techniques for organizing, analysing 
and sharing data no matter the research design or analytical approach used. One of the main 
advantages of using NVivo© for qualitative research is that it leaves room for the creativity of 
the researcher insofar as it allows a deep focus on underlying themes, interpretation and theory 
instead of the time-consuming copy-cut-paste process of traditional data collection. Hence, it 
ensures easy, efficient and safe coding as all sources and data are stored under the same roof 
and consequently available to be reused.  

A second added value of using NVivo© is that it improves the accuracy and reliability of the 
research. Indeed, with coding and queries, the software facilitates the generation of complex 
data that would be very difficult to sort otherwise. This is especially true with in-depth interviews 
and the “thickness” of the empirical material. As such, NVivo© serves as an analysis tool by 
complementing the iterative research process while leaving the analytical procedures in the 
hands of the researcher.  

Figure	1:	Using	NVivo©	for	qualitative	research6.	

																																																								
6 Source: http://help-nv11.qsrinternational.com/desktop/concepts/using_nvivo_for_qualitative_research.htm. 
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As IDEALiC is a collaborative endeavour, a research routine had to be elaborated in order to 
ensure that both teams would be able to work together while managing large volumes of 
complex data. For this reason, a codebook was elaborated with a list of themes and nodes that 
emerged inductively from the observation of the data.  

 Codebook 

All the interviews were transcribed and imported into NVivo software to be coded. In qualitative 
research, coding refers to the identification of patterns and trends in the text (or during the 
interviews) associated with predetermined or emerging research questions. A code can thus 
be defined as a tag or label destined to assign “units of meaning to the descriptive or inferential 
information compiled during a study” (Miles, Huberman, & Saldaña, 2014:56). As such, they 
represent the first step in the analysis of the data by connecting specific contexts or settings 
to phrases or sentences in the interview data. A codebook is thus a list of codes with their 
definitions used to formalize the coding procedure and provide consistency among researchers 
during the coding process. By applying codes to raw data, each research team was hence able 
to discern patterns and examine how the data supported or contradicted existing theory or 
enhanced existing literature. 

The conversational nature of the interviews meant that the creation of the codebook was not a 
straightforward linear exercise but rather required shifts in ordering and overlapping topics.  

Hence, the coding process was eminently iterative. At first, all researchers were required to 
code independently one interview transcript, preferably manually to get a first contact with the 
data unimpeded by the potentialities of the software. The aim of this first phase was also to 
allow data to speak for themselves. Indeed, it was important in this process to be able to “hear” 
the voice of the respondent through the textual analysis, without being biased by pre-existing 
assumptions and theories. Secondly, the coding of this first transcript was reviewed and 
discussed by both research teams until consensus was achieved. This second part ensured 
that both the inductive (data-driven codes) and deductive (theory-driven codes) approaches 
could be reflected in the codebook. Thereafter, throughout the coding and analytical phases, 
a meeting agenda was set in place to ensure regular communication between the two teams. 
It should, however, be noted that new codes and themes emerged during the coding process. 
Nevertheless, far from undermining the usefulness of the codebook, it added richness to the 
empirical analysis.  

Practically speaking, the codebook was divided into six different themes inspired by the 
interview guide. Each theme was subdivided into a series of thematic subcategories (nodes) 
to encompass the various aspects of each theme. The six main themes are briefly presented, 
but for an overview of the coding tree and further descriptions of the themes and nodes, see 
Annex 1.  
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Table	4:	Main	theme	of	the	coding	tree	

THEME  

TRAJECTORY 
This theme gathers nodes related to the informant’s life course, in relation or not 
to ICT, as triggers of use and non-use, life transitions and biographic ruptures. 

CONDITIONS OF 
ACCESS AND USE 

In this theme were all the nodes related to the material and spatial conditions of 
access to digital technologies. The nodes specified the type of equipment and 
places of access, with the possibility to indicate the multi-accessibility of 
informants. 

DIGITAL 
ENGAGEMENT 

Nodes within this thematic group were intended to specify the characteristics of 
one’s use according to different life domains and gathered nodes related to 
frequency of use, types of use, applications and the degree of choice to use or 
not digital technologies. This theme also contains nodes related to social 
representations about digital technologies and attitudes toward them.  

AUTONOMY 

Based on the Digital Competence Framework for Citizens of the Joint Research 
Centre of the European Commission (Carretero, Vuorikari, & Punie, 2017), this 
theme develops the features of digital autonomy in terms of skills (basic, 
intermediary, advanced) and social support (from and for others). 

OUTCOMES 
This theme focused on nodes related to the outcomes and consequences ‒ both 
objective and subjective ‒ of ICT uses or non-uses. 

PERCEPTIONS 
This theme was used as an analytic tool to gather individual perceptions of one’s 
relationship with technology, whether it is about uses or representations, on a 
scale of negative, neutral or positive perceptions.  
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 Representations and choice in the digital society 
This chapter investigates the representations of individuals, and specifically the meanings 
individuals attribute to their uses and the presence of ICTs in their daily life, with further interest 
in their behaviours, attitudes and opinions in relation to digital tools and practices in a context 
where age is also a vector of representations (Fleming, Mason, & Paxton, 2018). The objective 
is to better understand how the representations of digital technologies and society influence 
the perceptions of individuals and organize discourses and practices about a set of social 
norms, especially the injunction to use ICTs (Negura, 2006:2). This is in order to give new 
elements to the understanding of the relation individuals maintain with digital technologies and, 
then, to approach the issue of autonomy through the scope of their perceptions and attitudes.  

IDEALiC postulates that a feature common to all individuals is the evolution through an even 
more digitalized society that leads to an inevitable confrontation with ICTs for individuals, 
whether they are “hyper-connected” to or “distant” from digital technologies (ANR Capacity, 
2017). In this report, the term “injunction to use” refers to this inevitable confrontation with 
digital technologies. Indeed, in addition to opinions of each or another, the digitalization of 
society conveys certain images, certain collective representations. Those representations are 
not some undistinguished things nor a bunch of fixed images that hover above the heads of 
the individuals. Rather, they are dynamic conceptions of social reality, integrated in one’s 
behaviour, lived through their subjectivity and translated into social and digital practices (Flichy, 
2008; Jodelet, 1997; Negura, 2006). Thus, this interaction between representations and uses 
forms a coherent position for individuals that emerges from the dynamic between one’s 
objective conditions of access and learning and subjective positioning toward ICTs. 

Henceforth, this chapter focuses on the way people represent themselves regarding the 
injunction to use ICTs, with a particular focus on the impact of age as a category. The issue 
addressed is to show the extent to which the representations about age (young or old) and 
ICTs can generate expectations and logics of use or non-use that could positively or negatively 
influence the relation one maintains with ICTs.  

 

 Methodological framework 

Fieldwork brought a very heterogeneous sample of narratives, which should be approached 
by qualitative means. The objective is to organize respondents’ discourses in a way that allows 
new elements to be brought that will enable a better understanding of the way individuals 
represent themselves in a digital world. As a reminder, this report is guided by several research 
questions and what follows here is certainly only a model of a complex social reality. 

In analysing the data, this chapter builds on a hermeneutic approach. Instead of focusing 
directly on the individual, this interpretative method of socio-biographic narratives focuses on 
the comprehension of the relation between an individual and social situations or objects 
(Molitor, 1990:19‒20). This relationship is mediated by some collective representations: here, 
the representations fostered by the digitization of society, services and social relationships. 
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Thus, hermeneutics intends to enlighten the meanings of the relationship users carry on with 
ICTs. 

A central hypothesis of hermeneutics is that an individual, in a narrative, says more than he 
thinks. Thus, analysis overcomes the simple description of social situations and reaches the 
sense an individual gives to his or her relation with the social world, as this relation enacts 
one’s perceptions of society. Called “a model of representations”, this “structure of 
interpretation of social reality specific to the individual” not only results from his or her 
subjectivity – approached through life trajectory – but also from the objective social conditions 
within which the individual is embedded (Molitor, 1990:24). 

In summary, building on a hermeneutic approach is relevant because “through the path of 
individual narratives, [it] puts emphasis on the social level” (Molitor, 1990:23). Further, it 
focuses on relations instead of focusing on objects. Finally, it gives insight into the dynamic 
relation between the life trajectory of oneself and the social context as two parts of the same 
piece, the subjectivity of the individual. 

 

 Thinking digital autonomy in context 

As lots of objects interact in the construction of social reality, individuals use their knowledge 
to understand and position themselves in the face of a social object, and even more in the face 
of a new and/or misunderstood object. This knowledge is, among other things, composed of 
social representations, “a form of socially elaborated and shared knowledge, having a practical 
aim and contributing to the construction of a common reality for a social ensemble” that further 
are “systems of interpretations governing our relationship with the world and with others, 
orienting and organizing social conducts and communications7” (Jodelet, 1997:53). In that way, 
they participate in the elaboration of one’s attitudes toward the digital society. 

Representations, attitudes, opinions, stereotypes, interpretations, etc. So many terms that 
refer to a certain idea of a shared set of social images. To clarify, we propose following a 
definition based on the evaluative scope of each of these notions (Negura, 2006:4). Thereby, 
opinions express a message that an individual wants to share – a value judgement ‒ while an 
attitude would be characterized by “an additional emotional component which has a direction 
and an intensity” (Negura, 2006:4). As for stereotypes, they translate a reduction of reality into 
certain settled preconceptions about a social object. As such, age carries certain stereotypes 
related to digital uses and skills, especially based on being born “before” or “after” digital 
technologies, even though ICTs did not appear in a day but are rather the result of a long 
progressive evolution toward the twentieth century (Fleming, Mason, & Paxton, 2018; Kozinets, 
2008).  

As there is no longer a clear view of the groups at risk of digital exclusion, this report aims to 
bring insight to the comprehension of these new groups according to the life course 
perspective. That said, one major difficulty lies in the divergence of what could be understood 
																																																								
7 Our translation. 
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as digital exclusion and the different related concepts of autonomy, inclusion and choice. This 
section is dedicated to a theoretical review of these notions that needs to be framed before 
moving to the results.  

 Social norms in the digital society 

To understand a notion such as digital autonomy one needs to take into account the wider 
social context in which digital engagement takes place. As digital technologies sharply evolved 
during the early twenty-first century, the diffusion of their uses in households, in parallel to their 
appropriation by public services, generated a new set of social norms specific to the so-called 
“digital society”. Social norms define forms of rules – formal and informal – that prescribe the 
“best practices” in a collectivity. In other words, they prescribe what would be “normal” to do 
for someone well integrated into society. As they orient individual action in society, they also 
have a constraining effect in that non-adhesion to the dominant norms will be reprobated by 
peers (Livet, 2012). 

Therefore, these social norms influence ICT uses and exert a constraint on individuals. 
According to some scholars (Brotcorne et al., 2011; Mariën & Prodnik, 2014), social norms 
and their relations with the evolution of digital inclusion policies can be summarized around 
three main axes. First of all, the ongoing digitization of society has gradually imposed access 
to ICTs as an imperative for participation in several areas of social life (Deydier, 2018). 
Considered almost inevitable in the professional sphere, digital technologies also gradually 
entered the private sphere through the development of online services. Nowadays, we 
progressively become aware of the many mundane activities we realize through the Internet: 
doing shopping, talking with friends, taking and sharing photos, finding a recipe, etc., but also 
sending off forms or job applications, filling out our tax records or renewing a bus pass. In the 
collective imaginary, having access to ICTs became a sine qua non condition to perform these 
activities. However, since ICT access is not a public good and depends on market logic, the 
first digital inclusion policies, at the very beginning of the 2000s, focused on providing access 
to the most socially fragile (Helsper, 2011b; Mariën & Prodnik, 2014). Although it has now been 
demonstrated that providing access to all is not equivalent to the autonomous use of digital by 
all, access to ICT remains at the basis of participation in society. Moreover, the norm of 
permanent access to ICTs is increasingly becoming individualized, and people without this 
constant access, whether by choice or not, are perceived or perceive themselves as 
marginalized. 

The second axis of norms highlighted by Brotcorne et al. (2011) goes beyond the notion of 
access and focuses on uses, with regard to digital skills and competences. Since digital 
technologies pervade fields as diverse as work, private life, consumption, civic life, etc., social 
norms also concern the modes of use of digital technologies proper to each field. For example, 
the professional sphere values certain skills and ways of behaving: an employer will expect an 
individual to know how to use a series of software but also that he does not use ICT for private 
purposes during working hours, whereas an individual is supposed to be able to deal with 
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online services related to his or her civic existence, such as subscribing to health insurance or 
a subscription to school; modes of uses are as varied as there exist life trajectories.  

More specifically, the advent of the so-called “Web 2.0”8, the collaborative web, has developed 
a norm of participation that is not exempt from paradox. This norm of use of the Internet is 
based on a constraint of participation that pervades the design of Web 2.0 and more precisely 
the web of platforms (Proulx, 2017:16). According to Proulx (2017), this participation takes 
different forms. First of all, the use of platforms on the Internet is often subordinated to the 
registration on these platforms, which is, by the way, an adequate contribution to the needs of 
Internet giants. But this participation by registration is only part of this norm of use. Indeed, the 
user is constantly encouragedto participate in, and contribute to, the platforms, by sharing his 
or her opinions and recommendations, publications, photos, etc. Far from being only a top-
down logic, the injunction to participation also comes from the users themselves, because this 
mode of use that requires one to participate in the Internet also provides a sense of belonging 
and investment (Georges, 2011). In doing so, the participative user internalizes the usage 
codes that prevail on these platforms and participates as a form of implicit duty. Thus, “this 
situation appears paradoxical in a sense that […] possible emancipation of the Internet user 
automatically translates into control and surveillance from the Internet’s giants” (Proulx, 
2017:22), and, as we will see, this question of control, the lack of transparency of the Internet 
and the reality of participation question this norm of uses, in a way where users are confronted 
with a dilemma between a desire to disconnect and a participation increasingly constrained. In 
addition, this participative culture has also generated new expectations in the professional 
sphere and the implementation of new devices that are also understandable in terms of a norm 
of behaviour based on autonomy and self-development, as we will see below. 

Finally, the third axis applies on a broader level and concerns the above-mentioned norm of 
autonomy, which notably enhances self-development and prise en charge de soi as the rightful 
way of behave into society (Marquis, 2010). This is translated, among others things, into a 
behaviour of constant interest and continuous learning to improve oneself and one’s own 
integration into society. These norms of behaviour stem from decades of evolution towards the 
consecration of the individual in society. This value, which arose from liberal visions of the 
individual, is also to be understood under the prism of individual freedom and, thereby, has a 
constraining effect on individuals in that they become considered solely responsible for the 
development of their autonomy and therefore actors of their own enlightened choices and 

																																																								
8 For an in-depth approach to Web 2.0, see Les Cahiers du Numérique, 2010/1 (vol. 6). For our purpose, here is 
the definition given in the introduction of the thematic issue: “The expression ‘Web 2.0’ refers to a new generation 
of development on the web and ‘web design’ and was invented by Darci Di Nucci in 1999. Tim O’Reilly linked this 
appellation, in 2004, to the idea of cumulative changes in the development of the web, as well as the new uses of 
the Internet, enhanced by final users. This ‘2.0’distances itself from technical uses to evolve toward the concept of 
2.0 which influences all areas of social life. These new uses induct new individual behaviours, but more especially 
collective ones. ‘Web 2.0’, also called the ‘contributive web’, expresses the passage from a vertical communication 
specific to the traditional media, to a horizontal communication or ‘many to many’. It testifies to and participates in 
the advent of a new communicational paradigm, characterized by a diminution of hierarchical interactions in the 
expression, the semantic nature of information and the development of social media. It is accompanied by new 
uses, as playing with the identity boundaries in order to become virtually yourself and another one ‘online’ […]. This 
‘presence on the web’ will profoundly induce new professional practices that will impact economic life” (Quoniam, 
2010:9).   
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participation (Benasayag, 2011; Boltanski & Chiapello, 2011). As a matter of fact, digital 
inclusion policies focused on a user-centred approach to the development of digital skills and 
autonomy for many years, and progressively confounded the development of individual digital 
competences with a process of empowerment, hiding the collective aspects of empowerment 
(Le Bossé, 2003; Mariën & Prodnik, 2014). 

The limits of such approaches is that they “tend to ignore the social, economic, political and 
technical conditions within which individual choices are made and within which individuals 
inevitably act. It is the wider social context that, in many ways, limits the possibilities that 
individuals have in digital environments” (Mariën & Prodnik, 2014:41). Indeed, autonomy is 
also a matter of dependence toward these conditions (Marquis, 2010:75). Thus, it puts 
individuals in an increased position of vulnerability and inability to satisfy this necessity to be 
an autonomous person. Further, as long as social norms prevail, there will exist a sense of 
integration and exclusion, and the more difficulties there are in meeting the norms of the social 
world, the more a society will be inegalitarian (Wilkinson & Pickett, 2013).  

 Digital exclusion or digital choice? 

As has been shown, the issue of digital inclusion is complex to grasp as two cases of digital 
remoteness have to be taken into account, each of which has different mechanisms but whose 
common point is the evolution in the information society that prescribes the increasing need to 
use digital technologies to participate in society. To pursue our reasoning, we now highlight 
the distinction between digital exclusion and digital choice (Helsper, 2011b; Mariën & Prodnik, 
2014). 

As the Internet and digital technologies pervade a lot of aspects of daily life, defining digital 
exclusion is a difficult task as it encompasses as many online as offline circumstances that 
interact dynamically (Helsper, 2012). Thus, there is little point in asking which comes first, the 
egg or the chicken ‒ social exclusion or digital exclusion ‒ but rather one should try to better 
understand how the various forms of injunctions lead, on the one hand, to the phenomenon of 
exclusion, or social weakening, and, on the other, to the phenomenon of disengagement 
toward digital uses.  

a. Digital exclusion 

The notion of digital exclusion refers to the structural inability to benefit from the uses of digital 
technologies owing to objective social circumstances (Deydier, 2018; Dutton, Helsper, & 
Gerber, 2009; Mariën & Prodnik, 2014). In other words, one is digitally excluded when one’s 
social position does not enable one to directly benefit from ICT uses.  

Research on digital exclusion is richly documented and evolved from a viewpoint of a first-
order digital divide based on access abilities to a second-order digital divide based on 
inequalities of uses. Nowadays, it is even a matter of a third-order digital divide that “relates to 
gaps in individuals’ capacity to translate their Internet access and use into favourable offline 
outcomes” (van Deursen & Helsper, 2015:30‒32). Nevertheless, without denying the 
importance of these approaches to digital exclusion, it is also relevant to consider experiences 
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of digital exclusion through the eyes of others and, further, in relation to others. To do so, we 
propose following the approach of Serge Paugam (Lecomte, 2010; Paugam, 1996, 1997, 
2011).  

A debate to be conducted about the terms of digital exclusion is precisely the one about the 
“excluded”. Who are they? The key point here is that, regardless of the factors retained to 
define this category, excluded are defined as a category that needs assistance from society 
(Paugam, 1996). As such, the implementation of public policies related to digital divides shows 
the evolution of the category: those excluded were first defined as those who did not have 
access to ICTs to gradually switch to those who have no digital skills. Each action towards 
these categories was supposed to give them the keys to their integration into society, building 
a correlation between digital and social inclusion (Mariën & Prodnik, 2014; van Deursen & 
Helsper, 2015). 

Thus, exclusion is not static and we could gain insight into taking exclusion as a relationship 
between individuals and society (Lecomte, 2010), where the moving boundaries of exclusion 
lead to a multifaceted category of excluded that are not only the socially excluded but also 
individuals that are quite integrated into society. Indeed, one could summarize this approach 
by saying that the question shifted from “who are the excluded?” to “who are the excluded from 
what?” (Vodoz, 2010). This relational point of view builds upon George Simmel’s 1908 essay 
“Les Pauvres”, as cited by Mercklé (2011):  

“The poor, as a social category, are not those who suffer from lacks and specific 
deprivations, but those who receive assistance or should receive it according to the 
social norms.” In other words, [George Simmel] questions the traditional conception 
where individual attribute generates the social categorization and the form of social 
relations that it implies, to consider, on the contrary, that this is the specific form of 
social relationships, here the relation of assistance, that produces the ways of 
characterizing individuals.  

Working on digital autonomy, this definition of exclusion based on an assistance relationship 
allows digital exclusion to be determined on a new scale. Instead of focusing on socio-
economic variables or on a set of hardly quantifiable competences to define a category of 
digitally excluded, we propose taking the interdependence angle. In other words, defining the 
digitally excluded or vulnerable as individuals who need constant assistance, from institutions 
or family, to go through digital uses and, thus, do not develop autonomous uses of ICTs in their 
life course, and then identify the paths that led to these situations. 

According to George Simmel, the excluded are those “who receive assistance or should 
receive assistance according to the social norms”. As we have seen, the social norms that 
influence uses of ICTs are multifaceted but can be summarized here to the centrality of ICTs 
for participation in society and the primacy of individual More generally, adhesion to social 
norms is reputed as being a way of integrating into society and maintaining social cohesion.  

As Paugam argues, the difficulty no longer lies in identifying disadvantaged groups but rather 
in analysing the process from which certain individuals will be more easily autonomous from 
society and able to take advantage of their situation, while others will remain dependent – for 
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access, usages and learning – on others and on institutions to reach a minimal level of social 
participation that is never acquired once and for all. 

b. Digital choice 

Investigating a definition of autonomy, free choice appears to be one condition that fulfils it. In 
fact, digital choice refers to the choices of individuals who, for personal reasons – shaped by 
their cultural and social backgrounds – distance themselves from digital technologies (Dutton, 
Helsper, & Gerber, 2009; Helsper, 2011; Mariën & Prodnik, 2014). In a sense, digital choice is 
not similar to autonomy because the notion of choice has to be comprehended in a broader 
context that does not always allow one to really choose free of constraints. Indeed, sometimes, 
one does not get the choice to disconnect, such as, for example, in the professional sphere. 
On the contrary, choosing to disconnect on purpose is evaluated as it will not impact negatively 
on daily life; for instance, choosing not to connect to social media is evaluated in comparison 
with the ability to reach friends or family by other means. Also, individual choice as an 
explanation for disconnection or non-connection could also be a strategy to dissimulate a lack 
of competences and/or access (Vodoz, 2010). In sum, there is no such simple thing as 
“choosing”, as it refers to a multiplicity of reality and takes place in a context that does not allow 
pure free choice (Helsper, 2011), an idea that is, however, very pervasive in our contemporary 
society (Marquis, 2010). 

 Autonomy and digital autonomy 

In seeking a relational approach to e-inclusion, one pitfall to avoid is to consider autonomy as 
a personal attribute that could be declined in a set of competences. Thus, we distance 
ourselves from a substantial definition of autonomy to opt for a definition of autonomy that is 
rooted in its social aspects.  

A second pitfall is to define autonomy narrowly and confuse it with independence and with a 
kind of freedom to act in a conscious and enlightened manner according to our own rational 
choice oriented toward individual benefits, because this idealistic view of autonomy leaves 
aside the very conditions of the possibility of one’s autonomy and the influence of one’s 
socialization and social environment (Marquis, 2010:77). The risks are twofold. First, this vision 
opposes the autonomous individual and the social world where this autonomy takes place: 

[…] the category of autonomy had been the most social phenomenon since the 
existence of a social world is its very condition of existence. It is this social world that 
provides us with the resources of meaning to consider the individual and his life in a 
certain manner, to give us the desire to be autonomous individuals. Therefore, […] 
autonomy should not be understood as an acquisition of independence (where the 
individual is presented against the social), but as a particular relationship to the Other 
and the institutions. (Marquis, 2010:78) 

Secondly, having such a definition brings the risk of reinforcing the injunction to autonomy, as 
one has to manage its own inclusion – and to undermine the objective circumstances within 
which an individual evolves. However, it is not up to the individual themselves to find the 
resources to achieve their personal goals, but it is up to society to provide these different 
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resources so that each individual can benefit from them, regardless of their sociocultural 
backgrounds (Lecomte, 2010). In terms of our research, it leads us to consider the 
development of digital autonomy into the spectrum of the ongoing relationships individuals 
maintain with others and institutions, and in particular to focus on the “material and human 
support that allows autonomy” (Marquis, 2010:77).  

An underlying question is to identify the extent to which individuals seek autonomy in ICT uses 
in order to access ICT resources for a precise purpose or in order to maintain or to gain a more 
global social integration into the digital society and be recognized as fitting into the dominant 
norms (Vodoz, 2010).  

Navigating the concepts of e-inclusion, one step further is to clarify the distinction between 
digital autonomy and digital inclusion.  

Nowadays, there remain few people that have never had to deal with a computer, a 
smartphone or a tablet at least once in their life. Thus, the digital transition sometimes makes 
individuals very dependent on ICTs for their daily activities and to reach their objectives and it 
is in these cases that the categories of excluded arise. These categories of exclusion and 
fragilities in the face of digital uses are complex to grasp, as “one particularity of digital 
exclusion is that it overlaps with existing factors of exclusion, weakening already precarious 
populations, while also impacting individuals well integrated into society” (Deydier, 2018:138). 
As previously mentioned, autonomy is a relation with society, and thus digital autonomy can 
be considered the “room for manœuvre” an individual has regarding the material and human 
support provided by society to achieve his or her own goals within the social context that 
defines one’s possibilities.  

In particular, an individual will face a low digital autonomy in situations in which he or she has 
little space to choose to use ICTs or not because what is needed is only available online or, at 
least, he or she has to face high social pressure to use ICTs. In other words, a situation of low 
digital autonomy is a situation where the room for manœuvre in the face of ICT uses narrows. 
It is in these situations, and in the consequent questioning around the choice to do otherwise, 
and in the reactions of oneself in the face of these situations, that digital vulnerabilities, as well 
as social barriers, arise and overcome the instituted categories of social exclusion.  

Therefore, digital inclusion could be defined as “the process through which direct barriers to 
ICTs (e.g. access, motivation, support, digital skills […]) are brought down and through which 
individuals are enabled to regain a sense of power over their life, and increase their ability to 
participate in various life domains (e.g. employment, education, culture, politics […]) (Mariën 
& Prodnik, 2014:40). As such, digital inclusion is interested in pulling down the existing barriers 
of the social environment and, in this sense, it aims to expand the room for manœuvre that is 
one’s digital autonomy, and to provide equal opportunities for those who really need online 
solutions. Further, the current digitization slowly growth into a state of a twofold society where 
the notion of access to public and free services is increasingly being brought into question. 
While individuals with autonomous uses of ICTs can access and use online information to their 
own ends, a growing part of the population is excluded from this quality of service. This part of 
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the population comprises, on the one hand, individuals that cumulate social and digital 
insecurities and, on the other, individuals that are increasingly dependent on others for gaining 
access to the same information (Deydier, 2018:139‒140).   

As digitization continuously reaches new domains, the digital competences needed at some 
point to remain included in society appear to be an incomplete insight into measuring the 
development of digital autonomy because, except for a very few margins of the population, the 
majority of individuals, at every age and from every background, are constrained to a 
continuous learning of, and interest in, ICTs (Vodoz, 2010). As explained above, the digitally 
excluded are those who need structural assistance according to the social norms and social 
norms of digital society brought to normality modes of use that pervade all domains of daily life 
and it is reasonable to think that an average individual will not develop all skills in all domains, 
whether it be due to disinterest, a lack of time or by choice. That is why the life course 
perspective is relevant in approaching digital autonomy, as the relation with society is not fixed 
and changes over time, as social status changes.  

 

 The relation between individuals and ICTs: a matter of 
choice 

This section analyses, for each life stage group, how individuals interpret: 

• Their relation with the evolution of their social environment and their position 
towards the dominant social norms; 

• Their relation with choices, with regard to the social, economic, political and 
technical conditions within which these choices are made regarding one’s life 
course. 

The objective is to see, for each life stage group, how to characterize the above-mentioned 
relation of dependence to digital technologies and, further, to approach the categories of 
exclusion.  

In all these images that emerged in the course of the interviews, one of the more pervasive 
ideas put forward by the respondents was one about progress understood as the “assumption 
that a pattern of change exists in the history of mankind […] that it consists of irreversible 
changes in one direction only, and that this direction is toward improvement” (Pollard, 1968, 
cited in Wright, 2011:3). This one was not only given as a representation of society, but also 
as a structuring explanation of the development of uses and non-uses, with different degrees 
of coerciveness that diverge slightly between life stage groups. This normative aspect made 
this shared image relevant to analyse because, as change is unidirectional and irreversible, it 
questions in parallel the notions of choice, in the face of such a change. In doing so, the idea 
of progress questions our definition of digital autonomy, i.e. the room for manœuvre in the face 
of digital uses. Thus, we pose the following two questions: 

• To what extent does the interpretation of representations regarding the injunction 
to use differ between life stage groups? 
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• According to one’s life stage group, how can these injunctions to use be 
characterized?  

 The digitization of society as progress 

As already stated, the idea of progress appears to be a structuring element of other 
representations of digital technologies. It is not our purpose here to talk about its trueness or 
falsity nor its intrinsic goodness or badness, but rather to focus on the concrete consequences 
this representation has for digital uses at individual and collective levels, as individuals interpret 
their relation with digital technologies through the mediation of such representations (Adler, 
1987; Kozinets, 2008; Wright, 2011).  

For most respondents, the future of society is indivisible from new technologies, as Didier (53, 
print worker) expresses when asked what he thinks about the implementation of digital 
technologies at work:  

I think it’s everywhere, whether it’s in the car, in the garage. Now the mechanic plugs 
in, turns his PC on and finds the fault. So everything changes, everything, everything, 
[...] Everything is going digital9. 

Actually, it is not only that digital technologies are the cause of changes10 but rather that digital 
technologies accompany changes of practices as a medium or a tool (Martin & Grudziecki, 
2006:249), as Dominique (68, retired) explains: 

[...] what we have every day, all the time around us, Internet of course and all the 
devices we use all the time and also in everyday life, if we go to the shops, there is a 
bit of digital to use if you use the scanner and stuff like that, if you go to the bank, and 
so it makes me think of many practical uses and obviously, there is the Internet side, 
the search for the least information, spelling of a word and anything since we do not 
use a dictionary anymore, I do not even know if we still have one. So, the least thing 
and the least question such as “What is he called the one who plays in this film?" and 
we will go see on the Internet, so it’s the standard, all the time, the least question. And 
obviously, there’s the administrative side, the least question of the house is managed 
by the Internet. 

Our aim is to show how these changes regarding digitization are perceived by each of the 
three life stage groups and how this relationship with normalized uses of ICTs is expressed. In 
particular, we focus, on the one hand, on the extent to which digital technologies are 
considered a sine qua non feature to participate in society and, on the other, what are the 
issues that this participation raises and that are more specific to one life stage group or another.  

 

 

 

 

																																																								
9 Translations of quotes from French and Dutch to English are done by ourselves.  
10 This idea will be analysed in greater depth in Section 4. 
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 The constrained interest of seniors 

From a life course perspective, individuals from this life stage group are the ones with the 
highest probability of having faced the most life transitions and ruptures11 and are close to the 
transition of retirement or already retired. Thus, this life stage group presents the most 
heterogeneous profiles and trajectories. Nonetheless, they are also characterized by the fact 
that all of them grew up without smartphones, or even GSM, or a computer at home during 
their youth, bringing a feature of homogeneity to this group. 

In fact, three profiles can be identified: 

• Some of them had first experienced ICT uses through work, like Xavier (68, writer): 
“When the fax arrived, we sent the fax, there was a fax for the whole company, we 
corrected the fax by hand and we sent it back. That was the big revolution.” These 
individuals often appear to be the ones with the highest level of competence when 
using digital technologies.  

• For individuals who were not familiarized with ITCs at work, a biographic rupture is 
one of the main triggers to catch up with digital technologies, with some cases being 
related to work accidents. In these cases, external resources to enter digital uses 
seem crucial. 

• The progressive arrival in the retirement period is the last case to highlight, as 
retirement is perceived as a transition in which it is important to show autonomy 
towards others and relatives. This seeking of autonomous living is to be achieved 
through the managing of digital technologies, encompassing the idea that an 
individual is responsible for their own social integration (Vodoz, 2010:8). 

In this life stage group, the representation of progress as unidirectional change is frequently 
connected with a negative approach to choice among the respondents, regardless of their level 
of competences. Erica (60, secretary in a public digital space) expresses this lack of choice, 
although she is an example of someone who significantly benefited from gaining digital 
competences as she was able to find a new job after a work reorientation, and shows a strong 
interest in acquiring new digital skills:  

Yes, it's true, I find it's increasing. You’ve almost no choice. Because finally, little by 
little we'll get to that for everything […] I don’t have choice. I follow the movement, the 
flock, unfortunately. You must follow the flock. […] It's a constraint because I like having 
a choice. If I want to go there and see the person in front or queuing and well, I do it. I 
like having the choice and not being imposed upon. For some things the digital is really 
great, I don’t deny it. But I fear that it becomes generalized. 

Preparing for his retirement and taking computer classes, Simon (59, teacher) affirms that “no, 
we have no choice anymore. It’s part of the future”. While he is in the middle of a life transition 
and slowly leaving active life, his discourse shows that ICTs are becoming more central to him 

																																																								
11 The main life transitions and ruptures retained in the codebook were: (1) life transitions: work, studies, retirement, 
love life, leaving the family nest, death, birth; and (2) biographic ruptures: unemployment, reorientation, relocation, 
immigration, illness, dropout and divorce. All themes had a node called “other”. 
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remaining independent in his daily life and feeling integrated in society “like everyone else”, as 
it is his main reason for taking these computer classes.  

Furthermore, representations of digital progress appeared to be intertwined with an injunction 
to use that takes the traits of a threat or a constraint, regardless of the competences 
respondents already have or do not have, as the interview with Mathieu (52, unemployed), 
who worked early in graphics and is now in professional and personal reconversion, shows:  

It's not easy, that's why I'm doing the classes right now […]. Things have changed a lot 
[…]. But now, the jobs are much more specialized […]. What has also changed, now, 
the media such as tablets that can create websites. Connected watches are also well 
known. We must even think about new objects that are not smartphones or tablets. 
This, it was very hard. 

Alongside the multiplication of digital devices, this association with a form of threat is further 
accentuated by the idea that we are living in a society where everything goes faster. This adds 
a new dimension as it appears to be more difficult to stay up to date and reach an autonomous 
and continuous learning process, as Marianne (63, retired) explains:  

Well, everything evolves so we must move forward with the evolution, we cannot stay 
behind, everything is so fast so we must get in the race even if we are older. It’s 
essential that we have knowledge but it’s also difficult to find people who could train 
us. […] Yes that's it, we must stay in the here and now, in the race, I don’t know how 
to say that but everything is so fast and we cannot stay back, it’s not possible. 

As shown in the extract, these negative perceptions of ICTs are often linked and explained by 
respondents according to their age, saying that their learning difficulties are due to their age. 
However, we emphasize the attitude of interest, or at least the positive reactions of the elderly 
in the face of this threatening aspect of coping with digital technologies that we pointed out in 
the introduction: 

Yes, we are obliged. There is already a huge evolution in 20 years. Now we are getting 
older it's difficult to adapt, but if we do it gradually, we'll get there. (Sylvie, 68, retired) 

This kind of positivity stands out from stereotypes about this generation observed in the 
discourses of individuals from the two other life stage groups, where seniors are often 
considered incompetent, like Florian (32, educator): “[…] the elderly, I feel like they have more 
difficulties in retaining [how to use a smartphone]”, or even refractory toward new technologies 
just because they are older: 

[…] but the elderly, some of them have been resistant to the change of society, to 
modern devices and so on, “I don’t want a cellphone”, nor this nor that, but, at a certain 
point, you have to get it started. Well, there is a whole system to engage, of acceptance 
and, well, we must not force people but here it is. It’s at the level of the mentality 
because I’ve been to a lot of social restaurants and so and I’ve met a lot of seniors and 
I easily found out that their mentality is fixed. (Baptiste, 44, unemployed)  

This combination between digital progress and a threat exacerbated by age mostly seems to 
rely on a matter of integration into society at subjective rather than objective level, as William 
(68, retired) illustrates:  

No, no, let's say, what is special for people like me a little older is that finally we never 
really jump but we do it anyway but after. Afterwards, I'm not going to say that we feel 
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forced, far from it, but we say to ourselves, we still have to go on courses, otherwise 
you will be completely overwhelmed […], so you still need to follow the lead even if it’s 
always done with a delay. 

Actually, as a retired person, facing digital technologies seems to be more about “not being 
overwhelmed” than responding to direct needs, even if those direct needs are expressed and 
frequently constitute a positive outcome of digital uses. So this is not to say that achieving 
concrete goals is not important for these individuals, but more to emphasize the perceptions 
of ICTs as a means to benefit from a better integration into society that is also lived through 
the eyes of others. Meanwhile these seniors recognize being at a breaking point in their lives 
and facing a choice that is not really one. 

To summarize the representation of progress seems to subordinate a continuous learning and 
an explicit constraint of catching up with time. Autonomization, seen as a threatening 
obligation, does not always meet precise needs. Instead, it is more about the feeling of 
belonging to, and participating in, the society at individual and collective levels, by knowing 
that they can deal with ICTs in the face of younger individuals and collectivity. This lack of 
specific practical aims seems to replace objective purposes with a more subjective digital 
exclusion specific to this life stage group and, further, to the issue of ageism: the fear of being 
overwhelmed by digital progress, as it will be not just a part of society in the future but the 
society as a whole, as summed up by Béatrice (53, nurse): “We are slow, we are overwhelmed, 
we must know how to respond to emails, it’s part of our culture, it has become a culture.” 

In terms of digital exclusion, the social norms produced in society appear to have a high 
constraining effect and place individuals in an increased relation of dependence on society 
and others that is exacerbated by the transition to retirement and the eyes of others. Indeed, 
this risk of dependence puts pressure on the elderly as: 

• assistance is devalued by society;  

• they become dependent on the objective support provided by their environment 
and thus are placed in a more fragile position regarding their income and social 
support; 

• they are devalued as incompetent and limited in their learning abilities.  

Finally, one could say that the problematic relation with ICTs for individuals approaching 
retirement is understood around the issue of non-connection.  

 The pragmatic choices of adults 

The common life course aspect of this life stage group lies in the fact that they are all individuals 
engaged in active life, and as they conciliate professional and private lives on a daily basis, 
they are simultaneously dealing with possibilities of professional and personal uses of ICTs. 
Further, this life stage group is the one where the dichotomy between “digital natives” and 
“migrants” appears in the way individuals define their relation with digital technologies. 
Although the notion of digital natives has been quite controversial, especially because it has 
obscured the “social differentiation at play in the uses of digital technologies, at any age” 
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(Boubée, 2016:482), the notion still reflects the “centrality of digital in the relations young 
generations entertain with culture” (Mercklé & Octobre, 2012:3). In their cohort study on 
cultural practices and leisure among children who grew up in the 2000s, Mercklé and Octobre 
 

the childhood and early adolescence of the cohort followed by the survey are rooted in 
a socio-technical context marked by high disparities in the rates of possession of 
computers at home, where a majority of children of privileged backgrounds could be 
considered as “digital natives”, or at least “early adopters”, who have had access to 
regular computer uses prior to college, even sometimes before elementary school, 
whereas a majority of children of popular background would be “digital immigrants”, 
who could only access later, at college or high school.  

Indeed, some of them – especially those under the age of 40 – were already familiarized with 
digital technologies in childhood and thus normalized the uses of digital technologies, as Julien 
(32, accountant in a NGO) explains:  

We are a generation where [...] my parents they had a computer soon enough, when I 
was little, an old McIntosh ... [...] Yeah that's right, that’s it. And, so it was already, I 
don’t know, I guess in 1995 [...] I was 10 or 12 years old and we already had a computer 
and everything while I was, well, that's enough quickly and, it came quite naturally 
anyway [...] And after I think it was, it was the 2000s for sure, that's it, 2004 or 2005, 6, 
7 and after it's also, I think, after it was internet, and even using your computer, it's 
normal [...]  

So, while being in the same life stage, a kind of self-explanatory “generational gap” emerges 
in the representations of individuals and in the way they position themselves toward digital 
uses. 

In spite of this gap, the life course perspective highlights convergences between individuals 
from this life stage group. First of all, recalling the definition of this life stage group according 
to life course theory, it is not expected that these individuals will be dependent on anyone else 
in this period of life. Thus, these individuals are not supposed to be in a relation of dependence 
on society. Managing both professional and private lives, they are expected to make choices 
that should benefit them and this balance of daily life. Managing this particular relation could 
thus have a constraining effect, because as autonomous as they should be, this life stage 
group does not constitute a principal target of attention regarding their potential difficulties in 
ICT uses.  

Moreover, representations of digital society are often seen in relation to other human values 
in the face of a crawling digitization, as Nacim (31, unemployed) explains:  

Yeah, it's getting too much. I think it's getting too much. In Korea for example, it's 
madness how people are connected. And afterwards for health it's not necessarily top, 
see. It’s practical, it’s useful but in a society where one wants to go always faster, 
always more effective, one loses all the human values and all which results from it. 

But the central point here is that, on the one hand, respondents affirm the importance of ICTs 
in the professional field, in terms of productivity at work or in the possibilities offered for job 
searching, testifying to a seemingly low degree of digital autonomy in the professional field, as 
Nicolas (46, engineer) expresses:  
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Emails, now it’s really unavoidable. In the professional environment it’s essential. [...] 
Professional life, looking for a job, now I’ve not been in the position of looking for a job 
but it’s clear that if I don’t have a connection to the Internet to find a job, it’ll be more 
complicated to do it. 

Yet, on the other hand, this life stage group seems more inclined to point out the limitations of 
digitization in relation to a notion of utility. In fact, professional uses appear unavoidable and 
unquestioned, as most of these individuals are autodidactic in their acquisition of professionally 
related digital skills. What is more, the norms around professional uses consider them to be 
already acquired and, in contrast to elderly people that could benefit from ICT training at work, 
this kind of training does not seem to exist anymore, or at least be key when starting a job, and 
is now in the hands of private or public training centres. In parallel, respondents’ discourses 
reveal a quite rational approach to ICTs: personal uses are expressed as something that has 
to clearly bring a daily added value (e.g. saving time, easiness of contact, facilitation of daily 
organization, etc.) with regard to their activities.  

Thus, they make more explicit the issue of their personal needs and wants, and it influences 
their relation with digital technologies in a way where free choice is particularly emphasized, 
as Anaïs (35, in professional reconversion) expresses: 

Yes, to be free to do it another way and I would be really sad to have a cellphone 
antenna planted next to my home so I can have a non-stop network. I’ll be the first to 
oppose it. Because I like this choice to be connected or not. To be connected when I 
want to be connected and not to have to be connected all the time, with everyone. I 
don’t want that; I don’t need that. [...] I don’t want to buy a new mobile phone for ethical 
reasons. These mobile phones are also made in a way, with materials, things that are 
not always very clean. And then, we can reuse that too, we can reuse the mobile phone. 
[...] I like this idea to be able to say that I have a mobile for the usefulness that I need 
[...] 

Thus, evolution of society implies a choice to disconnect or connect that is mediated through 
daily life events. These individuals are the least digitally autonomous when it comes to the 
work sphere as the use of digital technologies is considered a sine qua non condition for work, 
whether it be for office software like Nicolas (46, engineer), or for promoting one’s independent 
activity, for example on social media, like Nacim (31, unemployed), who is trying to expand his 
activity as a photographer: “Yeah, for example for photography, if I did not have a Facebook 
account and if I was not publishing photography and kept them all for me, I wouldn’t be moving 
further in this domain.” The counteraction to this is a strong feeling of choice to disconnect, as 
Véronique (49, executive assistant) shows:  

[...] but there are things that I didn’t want to learn [...] Well, having the last tablet, having 
my home-heating system at a distance ... Well, here I am, I don’t want to be in this 
hyper-technologized world for everything. I like to walk in nature without anything, I also 
like to be disconnected from everything. And so I don’t want to ... I like to alternate 
between the two. 

Moreover, this disconnection issue is enacted through the management of the boundary 
between private and professional life: “but I think we are too, how to say, too obsessed with 
the tablets, by your mobile phone or what, so no I prefer to have the computer here, work is 
here and at home if I really need something I have 4G on the GSM” (Sandra, 46, hairdresser). 
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In fact, active life brings a positive representation of digital technologies at work, where they 
are mostly used as tools to achieve concrete goals at work. This pragmatic approach to digital 
technologies enhanced by professional life often reflects in the private sphere, where digital 
technologies are thus a practical means of going through daily life and new uses are envisaged 
according to this standpoint.  

Thenceforth, individuals of this life stage group are characterized by the “life changing” (Julien, 
32, accountant in an NGO) aspect of digital uses, to retain the term used by a respondent: is 
using one or another digital device or platform for doing something really meaningful and useful 
with regard to another possible way of doing it? Are digital technologies a direct help for 
managing life or just a gadget? We found a lot of reflection of this type in the discourses of 
different respondents and we present the example of Nacim (31, unemployed) to illustrate this:  

We make machines that serve little purpose. You are told that to run you need a 
pedometer, that you have to play sports by calculating the number of calories you are 
losing. In fact, if you want to play sports, you play sports. You do not need that, you 
see. People, they turn it the opposite way. 

So, for this life stage group, the new services and forms of use offered by digital technologies 
are questioned in terms of their direct utility for oneself. Utility is understood through an idea 
of gaining time over mundane procedures in order to benefit private life and it resonates with 
one’s life course as Sophia (34, teacher) explains when talking about a transition in her life 
that has greatly impacted her use of ICT, which was the birth of her first child:  

Yes, for me it would be the first child. My lack of time and my family organization 
changed from that moment. Now I have three, it has not changed much but the first 
child is really the biggest change. We question our priorities by spending more time 
with children, we wonder if we really want to take him wherever we go. The time gained 
by doing my shopping on the Internet allows me to spend an hour more at the 
playground with my child. 

In fact, children are one of the cornerstones for this life stage group: uses of services in order 
to gain time, purchase of the first computer, means of direct and permanent contact with them, 
etc. As ICTs can fulfil all these needs, one could say that digital autonomy decreases with the 
birth of children, as the room for manœuvre to manage this aspect of private life without 
resorting to digital technologies narrows. Moreover, it raises the issue of a new category of 
individuals that could be more vulnerable that are single-parent families where material and 
human support could be less strong than in another family configuration. This hypothesis is 
driven by the fact that interviews have shown that, in a couple, there is a strong tendency to 
rely more on one or another parent to deal with ICT-related matters, which demands skills but 
also time.  

Next, the services and forms of uses offered by digital technologies are also questioned in 
terms of their “collective” utility, thereby questioning the idea of “progress for progress” when 
some practices seem to be digitalized by routine more than really improving daily life, and by 
extension, reducing the freedom of choice that is important as a kind of value, as Nicolas (46, 
engineer) illustrates:  
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I had heard at one point that they had gone bankrupt in the phone books, so that means 
where there was a gold mine […]. Well, it's gone, so the people who used this are 
screwed up. So, now, we'll tell you, but yes the yellow pages they exist, but on the 
Internet. It means that people will be forced for something that existed to go digital, 
digital version when it existed on paper and it worked not that bad.  

Unexpectedly, these types of discourses are quite frequent in the middle-aged group. This 
could be understood as a consequence of the decline in choice among seniors that was 
previously developed: the feeling of being at the edge of society due to their entry into 
retirement combined with their lack of digital skills could reduce the possibility of such a choice. 
Conversely, younger individuals, as we will see in the next section, are less in a logic of 
comparison between the digital version of services and the non-digital ones, as is the case for 
this life stage group, who have the characteristic of having grown up – and entered active life 
for those over 40 years old – with the two versions of a service, both digital and non-digital, 
and this could be a partial explanation of these rational tendencies in their digital choices, 
which should be further investigated in relation to the social context and the rising awareness 
of the impacts of human activities on earth.  

In conclusion, taken in isolation, it is difficult to apprehend the diversity of representations 
solely by the factor of age, especially in a life stage group that is caught up in work life, the 
latter appearing self-explanatory in terms of digital uses. To summarize the relation between 
representations related to digital progress and the notion of choice, the life stage group of 
active adults could be characterized by their rationalization of choice in the face of progress. 
In terms of digital exclusion, individuals at the edge of professional life are at risk if they do not 
master digital technologies, while the degree of digital autonomy tends to decrease gradually 
with the construction of familial life.  

Here, the problematic relation with ICTs is understood around the issue of disconnection. As 
the attitude of disinterest is growing for a whole range of uses, mostly private, the risk is that 
this choice of disconnection, in the long term, could lead the same problems as the ones 
encountered by seniors.  

 The responsible choice of young adults 

The youngest life stage group of respondents could be characterized by the fact that they are 
individuals who are at the beginning of active life, managing the transition between studies and 
work and entering the category of autonomous individuals that applies to their social status 
(Mayer, 2009).  

In general, the relation with ICT is more implicitly expressed for individuals from this life stage 
group, as a lot of them find their belonging to the younger generation – confronted early with 
ICTs in primary socialization – as self-explanatory of their digital engagement and 
competences, like Jessica (24, student): “me in my case, no, because I was born with 
technology.” This “generational fact” could have at least two consequences. Thus, when one 
thinks “no, it's like I always knew how to get on the computer. It didn’t seem difficult to me. But 
no, I didn’t have any problem” (Alessia, 28, housekeeper), it could undermine some difficulties 
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related to one or another device or platform uses. In particular, the fact that they almost all use 
digital technologies in one way or another and can navigate through a smartphone without so 
many difficulties leads to a late awareness of the gap between their skills and the skills required 
to enter the labour market that are more focused, for example, on writing and emailing. These 
difficulties are often related to the relation with the written form and reinforced by the 
combination between writing in a certain mode of speech and according it to a certain mode 
of presentation, to a certain layout (e.g. Word) and options (e.g. using Google Drive, adding 
an attachment, etc.) as we highlighted recurrent difficulties in writing an email, in creating a 
good curriculum vitae, etc. 

The current representation of younger people as mastering digital skills quite naturally is 
expressed in the discourses of elderly people and translates to a representation of digital skills 
as embedded in the development of an individual, as Marianne (63, retired) says: “I would like 
to be up to date, I won’t have the level of young people because they’re very competent in 
everything, but already knowing how to deal with it by myself is already important”; while Marc 
(60, retired) states: “Now, young people are moulded in it ever since they arrive [in the work 
field] and from their youngest age.” This way of thinking could implicitly reinforce, on the one 
hand, the dichotomous stereotype between natives and migrants and, on the other, the 
collective unconsciousness around young people’s difficulties in using digital technologies 
autonomously, in line with high expectations of their level of digital skills, and thus foster their 
digital vulnerabilities. 

In their daily practices, young adults associate digital technologies with smartphones and 
tablets rather than the computer, and Renaud (25, employed in municipal administration) even 
evokes a “smartphone society”. This omnipresence of the smartphone over the computer 
combined with the belief of mastering digital competences, however, shows that, in several 
cases, individuals need external help for mastering computer-related platforms or just stop 
trying, like Florian (32, educator) when he was searching for a job:  

Because I was working before that, so I didn’t really need any word processing software 
or so. Then after I found myself unemployed and I had a lot of trouble with CVs, in 
relation to writing, because it had been 10 years since I had been at school. And when 
I was at school, I wasn’t really because I was working and only went two days a week 
to school, and now young people are with their computer at school, there isn’t really a 
computer course, or maybe there are, but here the younger know, they don’t have to 
be shown how to do. When I see now, the younger you are, the more you are used to 
the Internet and all that stuff. Me, when I was younger, I didn’t have a computer, no 
relation to the Internet or so. I didn’t have that time to spend on computer. Especially 
for word processing, I had trouble making a table, etc.  

Further, some of the respondents already have this explicit feeling of being overwhelmed by 
digital technologies and not being these “young” that the elderly are talking about, like Céline 
(29, notary), who points out the importance of tackling stereotypes in order to not reproduce 
them in the younger generation who will be deemed to be almost naturally competent:  

Me, I’m already feeling excluded from digital. Because there are a lot of common 
applications that I don’t know how to use, or don’t use. I believe that it’s actually going 
so fast that, apart from the people who do these jobs or the very young people who are 
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born in it, we are very quickly dropped out, very very quickly. And so, if we don’t use it 
on a daily basis, we have missed the boat, we’ve missed the boat.  

These cases arose around the transition to work, where their choices to go through digital 
technologies are low and thus reveal a low degree of digital autonomy with work-related 
activities. What is more, the pervasiveness of the smartphone as a tool also shows a low 
degree of digital autonomy in the private sphere, as individuals from this life stage group are 
also very dependent on digital technologies for their social and private life. In social 
relationships, digital technologies are the principal means of staying in touch with others, and 
individuals interviewed in this age group find it quite normalized to use digital technologies. 
These elements combined bring out a particular approach to choice for the young adults’ 
group: choice through connectivity.  

We can see that idea of constant connectivity in discourses of the type of Florian (32, 
educator), when he says:  

But yeah, I like to spend my time with that and I grew up in the generation of online 
games. Even as a parent, I always stay connected, as soon as I'm bored or what else, 
I stay connected. I still use it less than before but still. 

Indeed, he mentions a relation to choice that is a sort of continuous connectivity that could 
further participate in negative attitudes towards digital technologies, whereas positive aspects 
of digitization are also emphasized. So, everyday life is related to a continuous connectivity 
that is represented as unavoidable, as Samara (28, employed) explains: “The difficulty is that 
technology seems to be everywhere. The smartphone is such a big part of our life that we can’t 
avoid technology.” We propose developing this idea of constraining connectivity to two aspects 
that deal with quite different issues. 

Beforehand, digital technologies, as part of the society and progress, and further connectivity, 
are interiorized in their perceptions of the social reality, as Jan (18-30, employed) expresses: 

Because that was the same so many years ago, everything we do now was pure fiction. 
That has all become reality in the meantime. And at the pace we are currently working 
at, I also think that just will not last long. We have come to such an acceleration in 20 
years that it’s hardly possible to keep up. There are, and I’m firmly convinced, many of 
those technologies that we would think of, if that were to exist ... They just exist. People 
just are not ready for it yet.  

The consequences of this are to be found in their daily practices. Maxence (24, civil servant) 
directly expresses this prominence of connectivity as progress in representations; when asked 
what comes to mind when we say “digital technologies”, he answers: 

To progress. [...] I flew on Sunday, I used the application RyanAir. I say to myself it's 
great there is less paper, I’ve all the information directly here, if I’d have been in Dublin 
without my phone I think it would have been totally different. I needed a bus schedule, 
I went to my phone, I needed an online dictionary, I could use my dictionary on my 
phone, so that's it. Besides, I bought my first iPhone before leaving. So there it is.  

This being said, the first aspect interconnecting representations of digital society as constant 
connectivity and choice concerns a kind of practical aim, in the sense that digital technologies 
are a daily help for mundane activities and the idea of being cut off from this possibility of 
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connection proves problematic and generates frustration, as Kevin (21, shop assistant) 
summarizes:  

So yeah it really depends on what level because in practice in everyday life to live 
without, it would be really difficult at first because it's still useful, there is really 
everything but hey, I think we would deal with it. We would surely be able to step back 
on our feet and learn to live [...] And since I have a smartphone, that I always have it 
on me, I have the impression of being more harassed because when I'm called I almost 
always hang on and sometimes it bothers me to answer and tell this person I don’t want 
to talk to now, so having a smartphone or not there are both advantages and 
disadvantages [...] It's not that I feel obligated but I know that if I don’t answer, I'll be 
frustrated not knowing why this person called me. Because sometimes when it's a 
friend, I can call him back but when it's a private number and I can’t call back then it 
frustrates me and so that’s why I answer every time. 

The second issue of choice reaches another level as it is more related to an identity issue, 
understood as the way to participate in the digital world12. This argument is illustrated by 
Renaud (25, employed in municipal administration), who represents this continuous 
connectivity as questioning his participation in society:  

I'm sure that at some point […] the stuff we scan on articles to get info, I don’t know the 
name anymore, the QR codes. If you don’t have a smartphone, you have no 
information. I know that at some point we had a lot of thoughts on how to label the 
information, etc... But if the information is only available on smartphone, then I won’t 
have access to it. It's not so much about the fact that it's practical or not, because I find 
it practical, but it's rather about the fact that what is the choice of society, what do we 
want to do. And here I am rather on the non-choice option because at one time or 
another we are forced to use it, and that bothers me very much. 

Thus, the consequence of continuous connectivity being the norm has a constraining effect on 
an individual’s choice. In particular, there is something paradoxical in the fact that, on the one 
hand, connectivity – understood as access and participation ‒ appears to be a condition of 
participation in society, but on the other, it is by means of this very connectivity that individuals 
gradually feel disinvested of their means of participating in society13. 

Furthermore, for individuals from this life stage group the digital progress is not so much turned 
toward “life-changing services”, but rather toward a personal positioning in the collective field, 
particularly perceived through the scope of privacy. Melanie (18-30, employed) expresses this 
dilemma between the injunction to participate and the individual choice:  

But at the same time you also have to give up so much of your privacy, even as a child, 
if you’re so busy with it. Hey, they have all your data, hey, they know how you're doing, 
they know what you're looking for, they know what your interests are. Then I think, yes, 
that is being played on so hard, I just don’t think that's correct, I think that's something, 
I think that's a bridge too far. I really think that it’s the same with your customer data, 
with everything we do, just. Yes, I don’t think that's okay. But yeah.  

Going beyond the privacy issue on social media, which is perceived as a form of voyeurism by 
the respondents, participation is brought into question as the feeling of traceability of individual 
actions can lead to a desire for disconnection that appears difficult, or even impossible, to 
																																																								
12 See Section 3.2.1. 
13 This issue of disinvestment will be dealt with in Chapter 6.  
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maintain, not due to the question of organizing life, which distinguishes them from the active 
life stage group, but more at an ethical and reflexive level. Renaud (25, employed in municipal 
administration) develops this idea of traceability and goes further with the example of mobility:  

Typically, on metro gates, I don’t think we had a choice at one time. But at some point 
we won’t have a choice. [...] I have the impression that we start at first and then think 
about it and assume that we must first get started then we must try to adapt the whole 
world to this movement there. I don’t agree that we have to adapt everyone to this 
movement. Maybe it's worth asking the question, do you really want to be in a 
smartphone society, that's it. And without being in stuff that you really don’t, because I 
think it's convenient for a lot of stuff and that it can really be practical in many situations. 
But, maybe ask yourself to slow down a bit and evaluate the stuff while you're doing it 
and before you do it. [...] In any case, my bus pass really bothers me because I don’t 
have a driving licence, [...] And so, if I don’t want to take the car and go for public 
transport it’s necessary to have a smartphone, at one time or another my ability to 
circulate […] will be very limited. [...] In fact, it’s the ability to continue to choose. 
Because as we live in society, our choices are constrained. And there is no choice. We 
must constrain our choices; we are a million living in a small space. We can’t have 
complete freedom on the way we circulate or that we pay, etc... What I have the 
impression is that on a lot of topics we don’t ask the question of how we want to 
circulate, how we want to pay. And it's quite personal, more and more, I'm not in line 
with the way that I’ve been proposed to circulate […]. And digital for me is a real break, 
not for technical issues but really for ethical issues. 

This reflection came along with the growing importance of the data issue that echoes public 
debates of recent years. However, from a life course perspective this could be more 
accentuated for this life stage group in that it is composed of individuals who enter the sphere 
of active life and whose autonomous behaviour in self-presentation is crucial at this time of life. 
This concern is perceived throughout the corpus of young adult respondents. However, the 
discourses and degree of conceptualization are variable. Here, Renaud’s discourse is strongly 
elaborated and develops a reflection around the issue of participation that relies on meta-
discourses, while others also express these fears and mistrust toward the Internet but in 
vaguer terms. Further, this disengagement toward participation is also seen through their daily 
activities. For example, Jessica explains that her university implemented a Moodle and new 
digital services that she finds difficult to use. Yet, beyond the difficulty of use and the bugs, it 
is the feeling of not being consulted in the implementation of such services, but having changes 
imposed without the possibility of it being the other way round, that proves problematic.  

Thus, choice is mediated through connectivity itself as it would be represented as a choice 
within connection, seeking an in-between that reaches continuous connectivity and 
independent participation, rather than a choice to disconnect. In particular, this issue is 
accentuated by the lack of understanding and control over choice, as Lara (18-30, employed) 
illustrates:  

What I do find creepy, and I discovered that recently, when you go to Google Maps, 
you give, I don’t know how to say it, but it could set up places like my work and my 
home. And that made a proposal and that was effective where I work and effectively 
where I was at home. So you probably register that unconsciously, yes, no, they do so 
consciously, but they will see that: “Okay, there's so many hours a day. There she will 
work. she will live there.” So yes, I think that's a little dirty.  
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In sum, we can conclude that, as individuals from this life stage group were all socialized early 
with ICTs, it implies both the interiorization of a norm of connectivity and a position of overhang 
on the mastery of digital skills. Therefore, choice is not about connecting to or disconnecting 
from digital technologies but more about how to connect and participate with a sense of control 
on one’s life. As regards the life transitions that occur at this life stage, the transition to active 
life, one should note the low degrees of digital autonomy both in work and private domains. 
Indeed, the relation of digital dependence between young adults and society is twofold. First, 
their dependence is marked for work fields as ICTs and the Internet are reputed to be the only 
ways to find and manage work. Secondly, the dependence on digital technologies leaves a 
thin margin of manœuvre in the social sphere at large, as everything, from contacting friends 
to administrative procedures, has always been done through digital technologies and platforms 
to which they subscribe to participate in (Proulx, 2017). Put another way, the awareness of the 
place digital technologies occupy in their daily life since their childhood makes it difficult to 
envisage other ways of doing it, which are further not explained to them, as Naomi (44, 
unemployed) notes for her children and grandchildren:  

Yeah. They already are in [ICTs] so they couldn’t do without them anyway. For us, we 
have lived without it, so we know, we spot the difference […] Them, they have been 
used to doing things like this so they have difficulties in seeing another way. 

In this age group, vulnerable individuals are ones that use digital technologies on a daily basis, 
but the fact that smartphone uses are quite generalized makes the recognition of problems 
with ICTs difficult, which is reinforced by the fact that young adults are supposed to already 
know how to use it, simply explained by their young age.  

 Relation with choice and digital autonomy 

To conclude, this section aimed to shed light on the way individuals represent their social 
reality. It went through the angle of a shared representation of digital technologies as progress, 
and more precisely as an ongoing evolution to a totally digitized society. As such, we tried to 
place emphasis on the outcomes of these shared representations in each life stage, 
highlighting the dominant issues for each of them, regarding their manner to embody the notion 
of choice toward such a digitization. Whereas data showed various understandings of a 
common representation, we further noted that each life stage group’s major concern about 
digital progress and choice is coherent with the life course perspective.  
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Table	5:	Digital	uses	in	relation	to	choice	and	life	course	perspective		

 LIFE COURSE PERSPECTIVE RELATION WITH CHOICE  

YOUNG ADULTS 

period in which young people are building 
autonomy in all domains of social life (e.g. 
employment, relationships, etc.) and steadily 
increasing their social, economic and political 
participation in society. 

CONNECTION 

the choice is about how to 
participate and construct 
participation through a 
constant connectivity norm. 

ADULTS 

period in which individuals are assumed to have 
developed autonomy and participate fully in 
society. However, the challenge for these 
individuals is to maintain this autonomy and full 
participation while at the same time managing 
the balance between private and professional 
spheres. 

DISCONNECTION 

the choice is about making  
reasonable choices to 
preserve a balance between 
private and professional life. 

SENIORS 

characterized by the desire to remain active 
participants of society and to remain 
independent while ageing is considered an 
increasingly important policy challenge. 

NON-CONNECTION 

the choice is about not really 
having the choice to enter 
digital uses to avoid the risk of 
becoming more dependent on 
others. 

As individuals from each age category are not concerned with the same issues, because their 
respective life stage do not engage in the same issues of participation in society, the risks are 
not to be evaluated within the same scope. We further insist on the fact that this section 
presented the relation with the normative aspects of digital society, and that we went through 
a homogenizing analysis process that will be deconstructed in the following chapter, in order 
to highlight the non-linearity of life trajectories and to replace them in a contextualized 
approach. 
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 Representations of digital technologies to better 
understand digital uses 

Data show that, although trust and interest are two attitudes emphasized by most of the 
respondents, they are also driven by more negative attitudes, such as fear, disinterest and 
mistrust towards digital technologies. More precisely, attitudes of disinterest seem to remain 
stable across ages, while attitudes of mistrust and disinterest appear to be prominent for the 
younger respondents, while attitudes of interest seem to grow with age. Thus, there seems to 
be no unilateral, causal relationship between age and attitudes toward digital technologies. 
Besides, the importance of mistrust and fear over digital technologies is an insight into the 
need for a better comprehension of what individuals think about ICTs, in order to measure the 
impacts of these representations on uses and non-uses. Moreover, this questions what 
generates such negative, positive or more often ambivalent feelings among users and how to 
integrate them in a broader reflection on digital inclusion. Indeed, whereas it is certain that the 
gain of individual competences is important for an inclusive digital society, answering the 
collective questions and debates brought by digitization is also a path for an inclusive society, 
where individuals are aware and conscious of the actual consequences of their uses and non-
uses.  

Building on the previous chapter, we note that negative attitudes related to negative 
representations do not directly imply non-uses according to age, as the injunction to use is 
perceived differently. Thus, our aim is to focus on representations that punctuated discourses 
about uses. In particular, these could be divided into two main themes: 

• relationship with change enhanced by digitization; 

• relationship with other age categories.  

By using the term “relationship”, we want to highlight the fact that individuals are not passive 
receivers of digitization and, as shown in the table below, one first striking observation is that, 
in all the data concerning representations, the amount of negatively oriented perceptions of 
society and/or digital technologies expressed in discourses is greater than positive ones, 
regardless of the life stage group considered.  

Table	 6:	 Amount	 of	 references	 to	 social	 representations	 of	 digital	 society	 and	 digital	 technologies	 by	

perceptions	

NODES POSITIVE PERCEPTIONS NEGATIVE PERCEPTIONS 

SOCIAL REPRESENTATIONS 256 480 
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Table	7:	Amount	of	references	of	positive	and	negative	perceptions	of	digital	society	and	digital	technologies	

per	life	stage	group	

NODES POSITIVE PERCEPTIONS NEGATIVE PERCEPTIONS 

YOUNG ADULTS 83 136 

ADULTS 73 148 

SENIORS 95 181 

Doing a qualitative analysis, these figures absolutely cannot preside over the interpretation of 
content. Nonetheless, they raise our attention and provide a starting point to apprehend the 
representations and the switch between a representation and its evaluative facet, that is, the 
attitudes that it generates. 

Throughout the interviews, most of the respondents expressed both positive and negative 
features of digitization, broadly understood as a form of progress. Given that the respondents 
are quite ambivalent in their discourse about what they think about ICTs, this section details 
the main representations about digital technologies in daily uses, by structuring them into three 
recurrent dimensions across ages, which could be interpreted either in their positive or 
negative aspects: 

• a pragmatic dimension that relates to the practical advantages and disadvantages 
provided by digital technologies; 

• a social dimension that develops the representations that link digital technologies 
with social interactions at large, whether they are private or public interactions; 

• a cognitive dimension that focuses on the representations related to knowledge 
about digital technologies. 

These aspects are not mutually exclusive but are rather in a dynamic and constant relationship 
that participates in the construction of the relation an individual maintains with digital 
technologies. Therefore, the boundaries between each dimension are porous. Our aim is to 
present them in an analytical framework for better comprehension, but we insist on the fact 
that, since representations are embedded in a complex system of interpretation (Jodelet, 
1997), each facet of each dimension can rely on others.  

The main question that guided the reflection in this section is simple: according to the 
respondents, what does digital progress change in society and in their daily life? We will see 
that these representations of digital changes can take on very practical aspects but also more 
global ones in each dimension and, by focusing on negative attitudes, they play a part in 
grasping the perceived barriers to uses.  
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 The pragmatic dimension: a relation with time 

From a socio-historical point of view, the advent of new technologies has occurred in 
conjunction with rationalization of time, thereby developing a vision of technological progress 
focused on improving tasks and the speed with which they can be completed. In a recently 
published book on the subject of time, Nicole Aubert (2018:7‒8) dissects the acceleration of 
time in late modernity:  

[…] the temporal structures could be described from the angle of a triple acceleration: 
the technical acceleration that relies on the increasing rhythm of innovation in the fields 
of transport, communication and production; the acceleration of social change that 
concerns the transformations impacting social institutions, notably family and work, 
whose stability appears increasingly threatened; and the acceleration of the daily life 
pace, relying on the existential experience of contemporary individuals who feel 
increasingly vividly that they are lacking time or time is being counted while they must 
“do more stuff in less time”. These three forms of acceleration appear contradictory, 
insofar as technical acceleration, in allowing certain tasks to be accomplished faster, 
should in principle free up some time. Yet, […] it is clear that it is not the case: the pace 
of life is increasing […]. 

This transformation of life due to technical progress is particularly emphasized by the 
individuals from the senior life stage group who were familiarized with ICTs at work, as these 
changes had tangible effects during adulthood and brought concrete change in daily life, such 
as for Xavier (68, writer):  

And for the rest, all the other technologies, for me it is photography because it has 
revolutionized everything. Before we had to go through a conventional laboratory to 
develop the photos when we came back from the report, it took three days. Then there 
was also the solution to go to the professional laboratory but we had to wait two hours 
to get the film back and then came the minute printing which made us go from the slide 
to the paper to have photos just then, but again, you had to go get them, develop your 
thread, wait an hour, take them back and everything. With the new technology, the 
digital photo was “wow” ... it allowed us to quickly send photos from everywhere.  

In particular, the relation with time is presented as one major change enhanced by digital 
technologies, at such a pace that “we do not even realize the difficulties that existed back in 
the day, now that every system is directly connected to another, a connection, you do this in a 
quarter of a second whereas before it was complicated [...]” (Marc, 60, retired).  

As such, digital uses are represented as beneficial as one is allowed to do things faster. What 
is more, this rapidity is associated with an idea of easiness that is researched in everyday life, 
and to show how this could apply, Renaud (25, employed in municipal administration) explains 
the tension that can be generated at work for individuals who do not fulfil the norm and do not 
meet this gain of time for others:  

There is lots of stuff we still do on paper, so we have to print it on paper and then put it 
in the internal mail and it takes a day or two to be dealt with. Whereas we could send 
an email, he prints it, he signs it, scans it and sends it back, it would be done in the 
hour. And for sure that’s frustrating for the younger generation. 

Further, this dissonance could lead to tension and to an increased risk of exclusion for anyone 
not using digital technologies.  
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For certain respondents, this capacity for saving time benefits them and this is demonstrated 
by the fact that it is practical and that the interfaces are often quite easy to access and navigate. 
For instance, let’s take a look at one of the recurrent services named in the interviews: e-
banking. Widely used by respondents and often as an entry point to digital uses, e-banking – 
whether on computer, smartphone or another device – represents quite well this idea of gaining 
time with the use of digital technologies:  

[...] apps for 3 years, and now I prefer, it’s much easier. You can check your balance 
account everywhere, if you’ve forgotten a transfer you do it quickly. So I don’t have any 
problems with that. [...] as soon as I discovered the applications I found it much easier 
and it saves time. [...] it's super easy. It's intuitive [...]. We even receive our mobile 
phone bills by mail. So we automatically receive the bills and pay them. [...] Yes yes it 
changes your life. And again, you have to be aware of these technologies, you have to 
push yourself. There are people who don’t know there are banking applications. 
(Florian, 32, educator) 

In this point of view, the respondent highlights that digital uses are linked to a continuous 
interest in recent evolution, and that there is nothing natural in using the new apps. Therefore, 
to effectively gain time, one must have continuous qualitative access to ICTs to stay up to date 
and have time take an interest on what is new.  

Thus, this individual saving of time also requires an investment of time, as Didier (53, print 
worker) summarizes: “In fact, it takes time to save time.” By this, he means that doing an 
activity online – in his case it is the management of the syndicate association he runs – requires 
time to be cleared for developing these activities. In fact, developing online activities relates to 
one’s lifestyle and one’s material opportunities to arrange learning/interest time. Nacim (31, 
unemployed) goes further in this reflection by explaining:  

It's not necessarily always easier. And it depends a little on the material. [...] It's more 
and more complicated in certain categories. Once you have a smartphone, you know 
how it works, you have a GPS it's super cool. If you come from an environment where 
you didn’t know at all, you don’t know how it works and you land in this society, well it's 
really complicated. For example, I have a friend who works for Sony Playstation in 
London and she is super connected and everything is done with the phone. I told her it 
would be cool to be able to do music jams and everything and she said there was an 
application where you register, you see people. But in fact you have so many 
applications all the time, if you want to devote yourself to that, it takes you too much 
time. 

In these discourses, and building on a common representation of digital technologies, lots of 
respondents in fact refer to the digital divides of access, competences and outcomes (van 
Deursen & Helsper, 2015). Further, the technical objects represent a norm, and the difficulties 
mentioned toward this saving time aspect also translate to a sense of marginalization. Beside 
the investment of time, the representation of digital technologies as simplifying tools and time-
saving devices is associated with a form of technical and cognitive knowledge: “and what I 
also find is that, even if they make systems that are supposed to be intuitive, ... So maybe I 
don’t have the good intuition, but I type uh, I don’t go to the right menus, I don’t find what I 
need very quickly” (Nicolas, 46, engineer). Striking here is the fact that the faults and the lack 
of competences are individualized and reported on one’s abilities, without questioning the 
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platforms. This habit of individualism could appear dangerous for a fragile individual who does 
not have strong social and material resources.  

If ICTs enable to save time, many respondents also put forward a form of nostalgia related to 
this search for time earned only. Erica (60, secretary in a public digital space) describes this 
tension:  

But finally I find it very practical. Saved time for me, I don’t have to queue at the post 
office. At the same time, I find it good and bad. Because it's convenient but it takes a 
bit off the human side, the interaction with another person in the face. [...] Because it's 
true that at the post office we had our little habits, people knew me, the post office in 
my neighbourhood closed. Everything is digitized so they have less human needs [in 
these services], I regret a little this side. 

These changes of habits are indeed often linked with a social aspect that will be analysed in 
more depth in the next section, but it is quite clear that the tension between being pushed into 
digital uses and gaining individual benefits and the feeling of participating in a negative change 
of society at collective levels – here the ones of social interactions and economic change – 
generates an ambivalent position and is a foundation to build on for inclusion.  

Further, ICTs are negatively represented in that they provoke a loss of qualitative time over a 
quantitative gain of time. On the one hand, this qualitative time could be linked to a certain 
form of tradition, by taking the time to do things “properly”, that would be lost in the face of an 
unrestrained use of ICTs. This opposition between digital technologies and the loss of “know-
how” is especially accentuated around the relation to writing, as Véronique (49, executive 
assistant) expresses: “[...] so for me a digital reader is really a thing, it's a sanitized thing, ugly 
... For me it doesn’t represent reading.” Here, then, books are represented as more valuable:  

the book we have it, we look at it, we can write at the same time. I think it's much more 
manageable than a computer even if the computer, even if you type the word, it goes 
directly to the word that we searched so we could say we're going faster. I remain 
convinced that the good book well done is much more powerful than the system we 
find or theories on computer. (Nicolas, 46, engineer) 

However, this frequently brought out example of books is not trivial. Indeed, as we noted 
before, the relation with the written form is important to understand the relation with ICTs. Here, 
books are shown to be qualitatively better than digital technologies. This already requires a 
relation between the written form and books to be well anchored in individuals. This type of 
distancing is actually reminiscent of what Pierre Bourdieu calls “distinction” (Bourdieu, 1979) 
and for whom cultural consumption is a sign of social belonging that is compared with others’ 
consumptions. As such, the computer has the image of a cultural consumption of lower quality 
than books. Therefore, for individuals dealing with writing and reading difficulties, this kind of 
speech and representation can have a significant symbolic impact.  

Further, in a world where everything is seen as going faster and is developed toward this 
objective of gaining time, books represent objects of knowledge with a historical dimension for 
certain respondents: “When I turn a page, I feel the paper. I know someone has printed it. In 
addition, I printed comics, I know how it works. It's like a table, there's a story, there's 
something. It's neat” (Didier, 53, print worker). In fact, this historical dimension is important in 
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the face of the instantaneity that characterizes the uses of digital technologies, as Nicolas (46, 
engineer) explains:  

And we don’t take the time to ... We're in a hurry. We must have the answer right away, 
we are impatient. I think we are more in this type of society, when back in time we said 
"Ha we would like to cook fish, we will take our beautiful, big book of recipes", tac, we 
go watch and we say "Here I like this one", and we start there. So that's another 
approach. It is the same with geography. "Ah, where is this place? Now it's 
Smartphone, Google. I have my Atlas, I like my Atlas." 

As the loss of qualitative time revolves around the issue of “know-how” for the elderly, 
especially the fact that “all this hyper-technology, it takes away abilities because you don’t think 
by yourself anymore” (Véronique, 49, executive assistant), the younger address the negative 
relation with digital technologies in relation to time as an addiction, which is linked to 
Véronique’s considerations:  

I think it's an addiction, I really think it's an addiction, because we do it by default, 
without even realizing it, sometimes we are in front of a screen we don’t even know 
what we could have to watch and we still have to face and still continue to scroll on 
Facebook or ... (Céline, 29, notary) 

or at least, as a waste of time: 

Come on, addictive is a big word of course, isn’t it? But very quickly, I will put it this 
way. And I think that's a disadvantage, something like that. I think, you gain time on a 
certain ... by certain aspects, but you also lose time with it. Yes, I'm sure of that too 
(Jérôme, 31-50, employed).  

This addiction is also seen as having a negative impact on social relationships and thus 
reinforces the tension between ICTs as a practical individual tool and a collective harm.  

To sum up, the first dimension of representations that arose is organized around a notion of 
time that appears in different ways in the discourses. We highlighted the fact that autonomy in 
ICT uses is perceived as beneficial in gaining time for daily activities and that could be 
important for individuals, when they have the social and material conditions to achieve their 
objectives, like Sophia (34, teacher):  

Yesterday again, since my husband works a lot and I am a mother of 3 who tries to 
organize better, for groceries’ shopping, I have used the service Colruyt for 5 years 
very regularly. […] it allows you to shop online and when you arrive at the store pick 
your items up, they are ready. This is clearly a time saver and I find it a very beautiful 
invention […] but the first child is really the biggest change. We question our priorities 
by spending more time with children, we wonder if we really want to take him wherever 
we go. The time gained by doing my shopping on the Internet allows me to spend an 
hour more at the playground with my child. 

Nevertheless, this positive outcome is possible with constant learning and interest in ICTs and, 
above all, with time to spare to learn them, whether self-taught or with lessons. In contrast, 
these ICT uses are also considered as different forms of loss, mainly: 

• a loss of reflection in the face of technologies that are represented as thinking in 
the place of the individual; 

• a loss of qualitative time enforced by the image of addiction that ICT uses convey; 
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• a loss of human contact and collective sense of belonging in the face of an 
individualistic interest in gaining time.  

In terms of digital inclusion, we see that the positive attitudes towards digital technologies are 
also conditioned by a range of structural and objective barriers. Beyond the necessity of 
technical skills to profit from digital technologies, the ability to have some free time to keep 
interested, to learn, to manage online activities, etc. appears to be determining and so does 
the easiness of navigation and, more basically, of reading through the Internet. So, when 
thinking in terms of inclusion, the time of the most fragile individuals appears to be important 
in reaching a positive image of ICTs and therefore possible positive outcomes. 

 

 The social dimension: coping with distances 

The second dimension that can be linked with digital change is the social dimension. In 
particular, discourses about online communities are frequently brought up by respondents, 
such as Louisa (51, unemployed): “We write something on Facebook and it goes directly online 
and lots of people answer us, that's how it is. But when we go outside nobody greets us”; and 
Erica (60, secretary in a public digital space) who says: “and then I thought it was also great 
to have an email box. To be able to correspond with the whole world. That’s also great!” As 
online sociability practices have notably been developed around the rise of social media, we 
see in the two examples above that it endorses positive – ability to correspond with everyone 
– and negative – loss of human contacts – aspects. It is also around this axis of social media 
that respondents develop most of their representations about the links between digital 
technologies and social relationships.  

In terms of the positive aspects, the representations place the Internet as the creator of social 
bonds and notably of reinforcement of significant bonds. This is mostly expressed in the 
seniors’ life stage group, where there are a lot of parents and grandparents.  

First, individuals maintain and strengthen intimate relationships through the uses of ICTs, as 
William (68, retired), whose daughter was abroad for a year, explained:  

What’s positive too and I come back to Clara is Skype. [...] we used it, I don’t use it 
anymore but it reassured Michele and me, once a week, to be able to talk with Clara 
by Skype and to have her online. [...] It brought us a little closer, and that's the really 
great side of technology, it brings people together too. 

Secondly, positive perceptions seem even more likely to arise through uses of digital 
technologies in an intergenerational context. For a lot of respondents, the impulsion for using 
ICTs came from younger relatives and the benefits are seen through this scope. For example, 
Sylvie (68, retired) explains: “[…] seven years ago I bought a computer to be able to answer 
my grandchildren they said to me ‘but grandma listen, you have to integrate’, so I bought a 
laptop and I took classes.” Didier (53, print worker) addresses the benefits of the social 
dimension enhanced by digital technologies like this: 

My grandson, for example, I will take the picture, I will take five pictures and I will keep 
them all. Since it does not cost money, I will keep all five. There is always a gesture, a 
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different movement. I like it. [...] in the relationship with the world and the family, there 
is really something more. I think that all that if it’s used correctly, we gain benefit from 
it. 

Thus, as devices and services, digital technologies participate in intimate relationships and are 
positively perceived as they strengthen and support these relations.  

Indeed, all respondents with family abroad or who have travelled, whatever their age, have put 
forward this innovative image of the Internet as being deeply beneficial for their daily lives as 
they could remain connected with their families and friends. We highlight here the case of 
Baptiste (44, unemployed), who is homeless and has a son living abroad from whom he had 
been separated a lot of the time during his life. Indeed, it shows how digital technologies can 
be a bond with loved ones but also a way to stay rooted in society, as he calls his smartphone 
his “security blanket”:  

Then Aron sent me some photos lately because, well, I have nothing in my life besides 
him, memories, photos, I had a box and they sold all my stuff and especially my photos 
and so here he sent some to me. Aron via WhatsApp makes movies and shows me his 
reality, his life [abroad] and now, there are lots of features [...] But every day huh, 
currently I tell myself that I couldn’t go without it because I’m immersed in it. It’s a means 
of communication that I must have to communicate with my son, to have information 
so there are various places where I can go where it’s accessible. 

One big change also put forward by respondents is the fact that social media are free of charge, 
and so, in this sense, digital technologies can benefit their social relationships more than 
before: “Of course, and there are more. WhatsApp is free, and Skype, me for Italy I pay ... It's 
four euros, it's not even four euros, and it's unlimited to call on landlines in Italy” (Naomi, 43, 
unemployed). 

Faced with these two elements – living uprooted from family and having an affordable access 
– we can only highlight their importance in a reflection on digital inclusion because these 
appear to go together. Indeed, while free access is a long-standing and recognized example 
of positive outcomes of digital uses, the focus on the access to social media and 
communicative platforms for uprooted individuals is increasingly important in a context of high 
migration and mobility.  

As many respondents also point out the negative impact of digital technologies on sociability 
through a discourse on the loss of human contact and spontaneity, we note that, quite 
paradoxically, the individuals with few digital competences live a feeling of social isolation and 
marginalization by the very fact of non-using digital technologies, like Louisa (51, unemployed) 
when she explains why she took ICT classes: “Today everyone is living with that, seeing people 
with the Internet makes me want it too, I feel isolated, different from others. And if everyone 
does it so why not me?” In fact, these individuals realize how the device in itself can be a vector 
of sociability and integration, as Alexandr (49, unemployed) explains:  

Yes, that is to say that I’m marginalizing myself a little. I’m aware of that. When people 
talk about computers, I don’t know, I don’t know the language, so I'm marginal about 
that. So to avoid being, I already know what’s this and what’s that. 
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For Nadia (28, student), the simple fact of having the device is already a form of social 
integration: “[…] because I see people with smartphones. That's why I thought the other one 
is not fashionable any more. You have to buy to be like the others. Because we don’t see 
anyone with a regular phone.” So, what emerges from this social aspect, in terms of objective 
conditions of uses, is the importance of costless digital technologies in the maintaining of social 
bonds in at least two ways: reaching others easily on social media and having the ability to 
own a device if one wants so. Moreover, the case of Baptiste shows that the accessibility for 
the most socially precarious is an important feature of digital technologies, leading to their 
representation as an opening into the world and “a strong anchor in the ‘world of the others’ 
[…]” (Vodoz 2010:7) where the degree of digital competences is not central for individuals at 
the edge of society in terms of one’s daily needs. The same applies for digitally excluded, 
where the simple fact of having a device with basic skills is already bringing a sense of social 
integration.  

Further, another kind of risk of generating social inequalities in the face of social media is 
expressed by Julien (32, accountant in an NGO) who also has family abroad:  

[...] not every week, but it's true that when we haven’t seen them for a long time, it's 
cool to be able to Skype [...] Yeah, and so it's really easier, for example, I have a cousin 
who doesn’t have Facebook, and so, I have less news, I take less time to write an e-
mail than to send a message on Messenger “Hey, how are you” and so on. 

This recalls what we pointed above about the choice of disconnection, which, we remember, 
is a major issue for adults, and where choice depends also on the social and material contexts 
that should be strong enough to support this disconnection.  

Furthermore, social media is a category of applications that appears to be problematic among 
life stage groups in the sense that it seems to embody, for certain respondents, the end of 
“real” social relations:  

The difficulty is that technology seems to be everywhere. The smartphone is so much 
part of our life that we can’t avoid technology. At the relational level I wonder if our 
personal relationships are being diluted because we are very dependent on the 
technological communication. […] I'm afraid for the society in general that we are 
consumed with the spontaneous contact, immediate, the few attentions and 
conversations with the neighbour. Now it's too easy to share a thought without thinking 
further, for example on Facebook. (Samara, 28, x) 

However, we also note here the counter point of view expressed by Thomas (20, student): “but 
I disagree on the fact that it’s not real to be busy on your phone because for me, it’s still a 
reality, but another reality; because we communicate things, we share music, opinions. What 
I like is that people share their soul.”  

In fact, the negative representation of digital technologies can be resumed around the notion 
of “dehumanization”, as Alexandr (49, unemployed) expresses:  

In fact, there is a great dehumanization. I made myself the remark no later than 
yesterday and I said you remember 10 years ago, we invited each other. Monday was 
there, on Wednesday at home, on Friday at the party at home and it ended in a cafe 
and early in the morning we woke up in another’s place. It doesn’t exist anymore, now 
everyone stays at home. Now it's we're going for a drink? Yes, but it's getting 
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expensive. Why have we lost the reflex to meet at home to exchange a moment at 
home? I think technology has a responsibility in that. I think people stay at home more 
easily than 10 years ago and just interact with people on the Internet. I really feel that 
and I hear it around. 

And in particular, “we kind of lose a little the human emotion; it becomes a little too robotic, you 
see" (Nacim, 31, unemployed), or Sandra (46, hairdresser) who explains that 

what makes me a bit scared is that people are so connected to the Internet or the 
computer, smartphone and all that, so yes there are contacts between people, but I 
think there is so much this device that is there between people, I find that there is less 
spontaneity between people. 

All these ideas are some of the many that translate into these negative attitudes toward digital 
technologies. Despite the positive aspects, the negative dimensions of digital technologies in 
the social scope are represented as a negative change in the private sphere, a loss of sociality, 
which is caused by the very existence of the device that perturbs the social interactions in the 
private sphere:  

But uh with all that Wi-Fi, all that is ... We don’t have the same thing at all, it's not like 
before anymore. It was more family friendly, no screen and now there are plenty of 
screens. Everyone has his own tablet, everyone has his own smartphone, his computer 
and stays in his corner. And we aren’t at all social anymore. (Alessia, 28, housekeeper) 

Furthermore, a lot of respondents acknowledge a distancing from these devalued behaviours, 
such as Didier (53, print worker): “I try not to take my phone when we go somewhere, to the 
restaurant or so on, because there is a moment when you have to get rid of that”; or Marc (60, 
retired), recalling what we highlighted before about cultural consumption and distinction from 
devalued practices: 

I don’t see any disadvantages because I'm not yet either, I think, too dependent on the 
computer, not like the people who are in front of their smartphone all the time and who 
end up getting lost because they no longer have social contacts while the principal goal 
was to have contacts. 

The idea of dehumanization is essentially mediated by two vectors: on the one hand, the 
emergence of social media, and on the other, the digitization of most public services. In both, 
respondents see the growing centrality of digital technologies as the cause of decreasing 
human contact. However, there is no mention of strong links, but rather of mundane relations, 
with examples of relations at the counter, at the post office, on the train, at the store checkout, 
etc., as Véronique (49, executive assistant) describes: “I think that computerizing everything 
creates less social contact because you have no more employees, you never have anyone 
behind a counter. You do everything yourself by tapping on a machine, that's it.” In the 
discourses of the interviewees, these formal relations are represented as central and outline 
the time saved by digital technologies, while they also translate to a form of resistance to digital 
technologies. 

In doing so, we also notice here a strategy of distance from these devalued practices, where 
respondents say that these reactions are for others, but that they stick to a certain rigour in 
mundane communication practices, in order to keep a certain degree of human contact: 
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But I may be a reactionary about this. For example, I never go to an automatic cash 
register at Delhaize. It annoys me to go to the automatic checkout, because, first, there 
is always a bug or something else. And then I prefer this contact with the cashier, with 
whom we greet, we talk a little bit about the holidays, there is an exchange that is done 
while with the device to scan there is no exchange that can be done. So, I think 
someone who is not inclined to go to others could very well retrench in the comfort of 
being able to do everything from home, without going to contact and finally be totally, 
how to say, uncomfortable about contact with people because we do not know how to 
talk to people anymore. (Eric, 48, unemployed) 

Beyond the personal values expressed through this reaction in the face of social media, these 
mundane interactions could be understood as being important for the most socially fragile, as 
they are becoming ever more difficult to reach as the public space narrows. Indeed, a lot of 
discourses highlighted in this section present daily life and banalities as an entry point to a 
better inclusion, where digital technologies used consciously are a bond maker rather than an 
isolating device. To summarize, one might say that the representation of digital technologies 
as a loss of human contact belongs to the domain of representation, as in uses we see that 
the more digitally vulnerable ones are those who live most the feeling of social isolation and 
perceived digital technologies as a means of being more included and having more social 
contact. 

On a more positive note, ICTs are a maker and/or enhancer of strong bonds and some 
communication tools do not replace intimate relationships but strengthen them, although the 
negative representations highlighted place in the centre of the debate the exact opposite, that 
is to say, the weakening of social bonds and more broadly of human contact. This weakening 
resonates with a certain representation of ICT as an addiction, which is relevant in the sense 
that classically addictions are linked to ruptures with the environment and society. This notion 
of addiction is especially turned over the younger generation in the perceptions of other older 
individuals:  

There, I speak of addiction at my level and I think that I’m addicted for someone of my 
age, more than other people but it’s precisely because of my job. But she is [her 
daughter] ... It looks like she was born with a phone grafted in her hands. (Véronique, 
49, executive assistant) 

In conclusion, we could say that respondents construct negative representations of mundane 
online relationships that refer to the growing individualization of society. The possibility of an 
offline alternative is put forward as a necessity for most respondents, mixing both practical 
questions (e.g. the need for a precise answer to a question) and more general questions 
regarding the maintenance of a social order based on ordinary interaction. It seems to be 
ultimately a relation with the sensitive world that is in question, where emotions have not yet 
found their place in the digital world. 
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 The cognitive dimension: a will for transparency 

The last dimension investigated refers to representations related to the advent of the Internet 
and the changes in the relationship with knowledge that it provoked. Indeed, for some 
respondents, the Internet is a source of information, but what more precisely is pointed out is 
the easiness of accessibility to information: “Yes it is the basis that was defended by the 
founders, free Internet with a sharing of knowledge etc. [...] I think it's the basis of the Internet, 
information sharing and accessibility. Networking too […]” (Mathieu, 52, unemployed). In terms 
of representations, digital technologies, and more particularly the Internet, are positively 
perceived in that the ease of access to information and knowledge is fundamentally good, as 
long as one has the ability to sort out the information. Thus, respondents highlight the amount 
of similar information and the possibilities for comparison, while they also put forward the non-
reliability of online information that stems from this accessibility and quantity, as Erica (60, 
secretary in a public digital space) points out:  

And that's true, when I ask myself questions, I don’t say that what is on the Internet 
should always be taken for granted, but there are still things that are interesting and 
are true too. If you know how to find the right information, you can do it. 

In a way, the two last quotes emphasize the fact that Internet uses are not intuitive and require 
specific skills related to critical reading. This demand for better accompaniment in the way one 
uses independently the Internet is rising and runs through the discourses on access to 
information, translating into an offset between the current situations and the ideal core of the 
Internet that has prevailed from its early days.  

Following the positive aspect mentioned about the social dimension of the Internet, another 
feature highlighted is the exchange of information between peers, for private and/or 
professional purposes. Indeed, online communities constitute a key image of the possibilities 
offered by the uses of digital technologies, such as for Julien (32, accountant in a NGO):  

And the tutorials [...] I want to use such software, and I want to plant a nail in a wall, I 
want to make a recipe, and you go on YouTube, and, well, there is everything. And 
finally, sometimes I say to myself “damn I'm stupid” [...] To change the battery of my 
car, I said, I'm going to do it myself, well you go on YouTube, you hit the model of your 
car, change the battery, you necessarily have a guy who made a video for, you see, to 
show how to do. [...] so what's good is that you also have the idea of community, which 
is created, you can have groups of, I'm in groups of ... I have a modular synthesizer, 
so it's an instrument to make music with a synthesizer with lots of small blocks that cost 
a lot [...] and so you have Facebook groups, so you're in groups, you're in the 
community, you can do DIY14, so I learned to do DIY to carve my stuff, it's really 
interesting, you get tips from others, you know, you make relationships with guys you've 
never seen […]. 

Online communities of users based on a shared interest are a new way to participate in the 
digital society. While it could give a sense of social cohesion and empowerment, we also point 
out that this mode of use conforms to the norms of participation15 and then creates situations 
where individuals share their information to participate in these online communities on social 
																																																								
14 “Do It Yourself”. 
15 See Section 3.2.1. 
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media, for example, while they cannot have a grip on these. As such, this availability and 
accessibility of information and knowledge generates questions and associates the Internet 
with more negative representations that can be understood in terms of transparency, where 
this transparent image of the Internet “would or would not be a form of exploitation, a strategic 
construction of a digital image, apparently reflecting a reality built by and for the users 
preserving a certain opacity both in its substance and its shape” (Gallot & Verlaet, 2016:203). 
Indeed, the Internet functions as a form of unveiling of knowledge, while individuals are not 
confident and enlightened about its core functioning, which remains vague and directly 
engages the feeling of security of users, as Erica (60, secretary in a public digital space) talks 
about it as an undefined subject:  

I think it’s with all that is currently going with this iCloud, nothing is sure. All info, 
everything you put on Facebook is stored. Even your intimate conversations, the one 
who really wants to hurt you and who knows how, can do it very well. As an example, 
I already heard that on Facebook, a private conversation has already been diffused, 
seen and known by everyone. 

We retain two aspects questioned by respondents when it comes to the circulation of 
information and knowledge. First, the issue of data, not only about their storage in an undefined 
space, but also their utilization by a third party, which raises issues for individuals like Céline 
(29, notary) for whom uses of data depend on health care: 

Ah I feel that we are so traceable today, that in fact it could become a tool to put 
pressure on someone [...] when I think of my sensor, and all its data, if now there are 
agreements between the pharmaceutical companies and the insurances, bah the 
insurances can have all my medical data and that's on my head. And it's so feasible 
that it's just a matter of time, it's going to happen, clearly it seems more realistic than 
paranoid [...] we're not really protected, so if someone wanted to blackmail me, I'm sure 
that with my simple data of my daily life there would already be means, without even 
abstraction or anything but nothing but knowing my habits, my associates, the kind of 
readings that I have, all that now is no longer neutral, it's so cleaved [...]. 

This merchant logic that surrounds data appears to be a vanishing point where the 
respondents are not able to say with certainty where their data are going. This point can be 
summarized as the idea of the existence of an undetermined “Them”, whose intentions toward 
individuals are bad and harmful, as Nicolas (46, engineer) comments:  

I didn’t want to use it mainly due to a lack of confidence in the computer system, for 
fear of being hacked or someone coming into my computer, or uh ... Because I think 
even if they can say that the systems are secure, I just don’t believe it. 

All of these negative images are read through the scope of a growing mistrust towards digital 
technologies and translates into non-use of certain platforms, like Kevin (21, shop assistant) 
who does not use a public transport application because he thinks that it demands too much 
information: 

Yeah well I frequently go on the Internet for that because the app [for public transport] 
was asking too much access and I didn’t want to give this access. […] They demand 
access to too many things, like, apart from our localization and hour, I don’t get why 
they need more than that. […] I didn’t read all [the general conditions] but in the main 
themes yes. If it wasn’t that intrusive, I would use the app, sure.  
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This non-use is increasingly difficult to maintain among users, because of the growing 
inevitability of uses of these platforms. The problem that arose here and could represent an 
entry point for digital inclusion thought is a question of language: when vulgarized or presented 
in very long general conditions, individuals appear unconfident in their uses. The “Them” put 
forward by respondents is problematic in itself because it is the designers, immaterial, that say 
that their applications are secure and one has to trust them because the language used to 
figure it out by yourself is made difficult to access for anyone whereas individuals remain 
undermined in their capacity for knowledge and appropriation, as the next example shows. 

So this lack of transparency and information regarding digital technologies generates a 
representation of the latter as obscure for the most, requiring advanced knowledge to 
understand the inner workings, against which the capabilities of action seem relatively limited 
for the majority of respondents. We think here of the references to the use of open-source 
software or independent search sites, little known and yet available: 

I remember I followed a small course [...] I was very shocked. It was an introduction to 
open-source software. And this ASBL, subsidized by Wallonia I think, had mainly public 
teachers and we worked on PCs that were on Windows. So already, after the first 
quarter of an hour, I asked the question “we are supposed to learn open-source 
programs and we are not on Linux, we are on Windows computers? Can you explain 
to me why?” And he answered: “Ah, but we don’t want to rush our main audience who 
are teachers and they are used to working on PCs and Windows.” And I say, “Wait, 
how many days of training do we have? 5 days! You don’t think that in 5 days people 
will be able to cope a little bit with it?” (Mathieu, 52, unemployed) 

The second aspect is about the impacts related to the very material existences of digital 
technologies, especially in terms of sustainability. On the one hand, we can build on the 
previous axis. Alain (69, retired) says that uses of the Internet should go in opposition to “the 
big companies that are totally uncivil for me. Don’t valorize big companies”. Like other 
respondents highly educated in ICTs, he pleads for a responsible use of digital technologies, 
which should be done with regard to the industry that is behind it, by favouring software that 
individuals really own and going through the cooperative mode of uses that they think is at the 
basis of the Internet. On the other hand, as digital technologies are represented as relatively 
new, some respondents focused on the rising limitations of this system, despite it being 
considered part of the future. Julien (32, accountant in an NGO) develops a comparison that 
highlights the lack of transparency about the material aspects of the Internet: 

[...] I have the impression that it's still a huge trend, after the 2000s it's a crazy 
innovation that has turned up a lot of stuff and ... After I don’t come to realize at the 
level of society, but it's funny, we start to realize certain limits, but it's still something 
young, it's barely 20 years. [...] you see emails, for a long time it was “Do not print this 
email, think about the environment” and everything. Now we realize that keeping an 
email in our mailbox, which is stored, you see the number of emails stored, just around 
the world, I believe in 1 hour, not counting the storage, sending email, so just the 
transfer, it takes 2 nuclear centrals, just in energy, it's crazy. And in fact, it takes more 
energy and it is more polluting to keep an email in your mailbox than to have it printed, 
to have a sheet of paper because the wood is finally renewable. So it started “wow it's 
beautiful, it's great, it's dematerialized, it doesn’t pollute and everything” and in fact now 
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we start to see a little bit the limits, so I tell myself that in other areas, we will also see 
the limits appear. 

Hence, new technologies bring out an internal paradox as they are represented as both 
inevitable and essential in everyday life but also as carrying societal problems such as the 
carbon footprint they produce on an individual scale.  

To summarize, the discourses highlighted here came mostly from very informed and well 
educated in ICTs respondents. However, these questions also arose in the discourses of 
individuals who fear these issues and can identify the points they find problematic without truly 
being able to explain them. So, whether it is about data, about the merchant logic that runs the 
Internet platforms or about the environmental aspect of digital uses, all these questions 
increasingly arose from the discourses as negative but still nebulous questions that should be 
taken into account for inclusion as they also reach the question of empowerment by 
augmenting the capacity of action toward digital uses for individuals at an individual but also 
collective level.  

 

 Individual and collective levels of digital uses 

As we tried to synthesize the shared assumptions and knowledge about digital technologies, 
one should note that it is quite difficult to distinguish one dimension from another, as they are 
all embedded in daily life and lived quite differently in terms of one’s life trajectory. However, 
we summarize the principal insights from this analysis in the table below.  

Table	8:	Representations	of	digital	change	

 PRAGMATIC DIMENSION SOCIAL DIMENSION COGNITIVE DIMENSION 

POSITIVE 

ASPECTS 

Gain of quantitative time Strengthen bonds 
Accessibility of 
knowledge and 

information 

Individual level 

NEGATIVE 

ASPECTS 

Loss of qualitative time Dehumanization 
Unsustainability and 

opacity 

Collective level 

As a reminder, we place emphasis on three dimensions – both in their positive and negative 
aspects – that were dominant in the discourse of the respondents and that translated to a 
vision of digital society and digital technologies.  

As highlighted in the table, we suggest that each aspect refers more to a certain level of 
comprehension of social reality. Indeed, the positive aspects mentioned in the data are very 
often rooted in an individualistic perception. Put another way, when respondents picture digital 
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technologies, the positive aspects refer to concrete individual advantages. In contrast, the 
negative representations of digital society are more collective issues.  

This remark is important in the sense that the classic definitions of empowerment, especially 
in terms of digital inclusion, emphasize individual dynamics and put forward individual agency 
as the key to digital change, leaving collective aspects aside. Yet, these individual dynamics 
only take into account the availability of individual resources (Le Bossé, 2003), which could be 
summarized under the digital literacy notions. However, a complete definition of empowerment 
puts both individual and collective means of action on the same scale. Therefore, the analysis 
of the representations shed light on various collective matters, the wider social context of 
digitization that represents breaks for digital uses and the limitations of a truly empowered 
perspective on digital uses. Further, the collective level related to the negative aspect 
constitutes the main reasons for disengagement and mistrust in regard to ICTs, and digital 
inclusion perspectives should integrate these in a global reflection, as individuals could only 
be truly empowered if they possess the tools to understand and act on ICTs at individual and 
collective levels.  

The contribution of the analysis of attitudes toward digital society and technologies sheds light 
on two limitations that represent challenges for the upcoming years. On the one hand, the 
positive aspects of digital technologies are conditioned on a series of abilities that not only 
refer to the user’s daily needs and wants, but also to more structural socio-economic barriers 
and to the increasingly unavoidable characteristic of digital services. In fact, the barriers 
evoked relate to more global social inequalities that should not only be taken on an individual 
scale but also on a collective one: for example, working on the problems of written culture at 
school while tackling the problem at home, reducing the costs in the professional sphere but 
also in the private sphere by promoting sharing, leading computer classes with attention to the 
schedule of the most fragile individuals, etc.  

On the other hand, the inequalities reach another level as the majority of respondents are 
slowly disempowered in that 

they have no power or influence on the processes of digitization or on the overall 
presence and integration of ICTs in all life domains […] It also remains difficult for most 
individuals – the average and the highly skilled included – to have a defining influence 
on the operational characteristics of the key platforms they use online today, to be fully 
included in public life via the Internet or to be empowered in the sphere of politics […] 
It is especially difficult for users – and even groups of users – to go against the logic 
under which the Internet has developed in recent decades. (Mariën & Prodnik, 2014:43) 

By giving new insights into the issues raised in the three dimensions and by deconstructing 
negative representations, the participation of individuals could improve the ability to act both 
individually and collectively by entering a complete empowerment path, thereby allowing 
everyone to be able to act according to their own choices without risking a disconnection that 
would weaken the individual in the future and to work on collective approaches to redefine the 
relation between individuals and society where 

• individuals are not dependent on, but actors in, this digital change; 
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• digital technologies are not the unavoidable checkpoint to participate in society that 
is currently emphasized, but a tool for making more individuals participate in society 
and digitization.
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 At-risk situations of exclusion 
The first step to understand the common and divergent features regarding the development of 
digital autonomy of individuals who are part of the same life stage group was to investigate the 
point of view of each life stage group and their place in society. The previous chapters showed 
that digital autonomy, which is the intensity of the relation of dependence to one’s digital 
technologies, is not equivalent among people of the same life stage. Moreover, the analysis 
showed us the embeddedness of social representations about life stage groups, with a strong 
dichotomy between those who are younger and older, but also the representations about digital 
technologies and how the interaction of these representations could generate logics of use or 
non-use. As such this raises issues about users that need to be considered. 

This chapter will contribute to an in-depth understanding of the circumstantial dimension in 
which the processes of digital autonomisation occur. The objective of this chapter is to identify 
a range of life domain and life events leading to at-risk situations of digital exclusion. In this 
context digital exclusion refers to “the inability for an individual to make empowered and 
informed choice about their use or non-use of ICT-based practices. As such individuals from 
all sectors of society can be digitally excluded – not just those who are considered socially 
disadvantaged in general, or just those who make no use of ICT” (Selwyn, 2009, n.p.). In 
particular, this chapter aims to understand to what extent at-risk situations of digital exclusion 
are structured around particular life transitions (i.e. birth, death, engagement, divorce, 
graduation, immigration, etc.) and/or biographic ruptures (i.e. divorce, dropout, illness, 
unemployment, etc.). Instead of reporting on socio-demographic variables, such as age, 
gender, or education – which is the research focus of “A Qualitative Analysis of the 
Development of Digital Autonomy Beyond a Life Course Perspective” conducted by the VUB 
– this chapter will investigate life stage group differences according to life domain. As way of 
introduction, the first section investigates the life transitions and biographic ruptures of the 
respondents. It will have a closer look at the life stage-specific life course narratives. Secondly, 
it will analyse to what extent these life course narratives relate to the notion of “life choice”. In 
doing so, this section provides in-depth knowledge on life course narratives and experience of 
the respondents by life stage group. Subsequently, it moves to giving a general overview of 
the main life domains, distinguishing among the educational life domain, professional life 
domain, and social life domain. Then, it investigates the phases and dynamics specific to each 
domain. Hence, this chapter illustrates the non-linear character of life course trajectories. And 
it gives insight into the multiplicity of life courses trajectories within life domains, regardless of 
the life stage group. To conclude, it moves to seeing which moments in life domains lead to 
at-risk situations of digital exclusion. It first of all explores particular digital usage for each life 
domain, then it sheds light on the required set of digital competences, and it identifies the level 
of risks of digital exclusion. Thus, this concluding section gives a detailed overview of at-risk 
situations of digital exclusion for each life domain and life stage group. We attempt to answer 
the question as to whether life course is a matter of biographic ruptures and life transitions. 

Our data shows us that respondents’ accounts of their life courses were personal stories which 
were predominately constructed around the same key life events regardless of the life stage 
group. People of all life stage groups recalled their life course in terms of work, love life, studies, 
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and birth. Reorientation, immigration, and relocation were also perceived as the main life 
ruptures. Only two exceptions were found in the life trajectories of seniors. For this life stage 
group, illness-related events instead of unemployment were considered life course structuring 
moments. Furthermore, they were the only ones mentioning retirement rather than birth as a 
key narrative life event.  

Table	9:	Key	moments	in	life	course	narrative	according	to	life	stage	groups	

 BIOGRAPHIC RUPTURES LIFE TRANSITIONS 

YOUNG ADULTS 

Unemployment (41) 
Reorientation (26) 
Immigration (24) 
Relocation (22) 

Work, employment (33) 
Love life (31) 
Studies (27) 
Birth (25) 

ADULTS 

Unemployment (44) 
Reorientation (28) 
Relocation (26) 
Immigration (12) 

Work, employment (67) 
Studies (50) 
Love life (11) 
Birth (10) 

SENIORS 

Reorientation (42) 
Illness (17) 
Relocation (17) 
Immigration (15) 

Work, employment (59) 
Retirement (20) 
Studies (27) 
Love life (9) 

Table 9 gives a brief overview of the key narrative life events on which respondents relied 
when restructuring their life course trajectories. Yet, while all respondents went through similar 
life events, the interpretation or the meaning given to each lived life transition or biographic 
rupture was unique to every respondent. Moreover, the data highlights that the chronological 
order or timing of experienced life events significantly differed from one respondent to another. 
Additionally, the same life event could alternatively be perceived as positive, negative, or 
neutral, depending on time and space. Therefore, it is not self-evident to describe a typical life 
course trajectory for each predefined life stage group, nor to single out individual life course 
trajectories.  

However, when we turned to the examination of life course trajectories, with a focus on life 
transitions and biographic rupture, we began to notice that the respondents’ accounts showed 
differences in the life course narratives according to the life stage group to which they 
belonged. Moreover, the manner in which life stage groups narrated their life course had an 
impact on the life course experiences as well as on the current and future life choices, as we 
will explain later. Before analysing the interactions between life course narratives and life 
choices, we will first discuss the life course narratives according to each life stage group.  

 Life course narratives: The context, the other, and the self 

Based on the accounts, we can distinguish three life stage group-specific life course narratives: 
seniors’ contextual life course narratives, adults’ relational life course narratives, and young 
adults’ individualized life course narratives. These narratives should evidently not be 
considered as fixed and distinct categories. Depending on respondents’ personal life story, 
they can either belong to one or more life course narratives. However, these categories do 
have the merit of giving insight into the general tendencies and differences of how seniors, 
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adults, and young adults articulated life course narratives and positioned themselves in regard 
to society.  

a. Seniors’ contextual life course 

Seniors had a tendency to recall their life course trajectories mainly in the past tense. The word 
frequency analysis shows that this life stage group literally mentioned more often “I was”16 in 
their conversation compared to the adults and young adults from this corpus. The verb 
structure “I am”17 was mentioned less frequently. Hence, these narrative tenses indicate that 
respondents belonging to the oldest life stage group, on the one hand, emphasized 
accomplished life events. This led to a reflexive attitude regarding their life course trajectories. 
Béatrice (52, nurse) explained this sentiment of distance and relativization as following a failed 
marriage.   

On the other hand, seniors explained that despite the past and challenges ahead, negative life 
events turned unexpectedly into positive moments in the course of their life. We call this the 
“rebound effect”. Erica (60, secretary in a Public Digital Space) clarified that being unemployed 
made it possible for her to start studying again for free:  

Yes, but I used to go to class from Monday to Friday. It’s like I’m going to work. So, it 
gave me the opportunity to be unemployed, to be able to do it. Because studying is still 
very expensive. In the meantime, I had separated. So, for me it was an opportunity. I 
wasn’t taking it as a punishment, I was taking it as an opportunity. I thought to myself: 
move it, you’re not going to stay home and do nothing. Go to school, you still have 
chances, you’re still young and you can still go to work. 

Moreover, the data points out that seniors recalled a succession of life events which they put 
in relation to one another. It shows that longer lifespans allowed this particular life stage group 
to put their personal story in a broader personal, familial, societal, and digital context. In other 
words, senior respondents held what we call a “contextual life course narrative”.  

b. Adults’ relational life course  

Adults described their life course in a present-tense manner. They used the verb structures “I 
am”18 and “I was”19 at an almost equal rate. Accordingly, adults’ life course narratives were 
situated midway between seniors’ typical reflexive attitude and the prospective attitude which 
was particular to young adults. Throughout the conversations, adult respondents made this 
duality apparent. Florian (32, educator), for example, recalled that his life course had been 
punctuated by critical turning points:   

I studied sales for 5 years, I dropped out because I had an offer in the bank. I worked 
for 5 years and then I was fired for staff restructuring. Because I was the last one to 
join the company. Then after a year and a half I found work again. I was having a little 
trouble because I had stopped school. So, after that I worked for a year and a half in 
sales. I used to hang out with my friends a lot when I didn’t have a job. And my friends 
would offer me little jobs as a volunteer. And a friend of mine asked me if I wanted to 

																																																								
16 (I was: n = 654). 
17 (I am: n = 544). 
18 (I am: n = 555). 
19 (I was: n = 574). 
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be an educator, and I thought why not working in a school. I have a contact with the 
young people. It’s easier to have a contact. And then I went back to school. 

This quote also exemplifies the distinctive ad hoc attitude of adults. When reconstituting their 
life course trajectories, they systemically mentioned other persons present in their life. This 
included their (ex-)partner, (grand-)children, (ex-)colleagues, and friends. In other words, 
adults were concerned about their relation to the “other” when recalling their life trajectory. 
Adults were therefore more likely to have what we identified as a “relational life course 
narrative”. For example, while one respondent acknowledged the value of his friends, another 
adult respondent clearly expressed his worries about the future of his son:   

Yes, then indeed, Lenny and I had the opportunity to come here many times because 
our road, I say road in the direction of road, adventure finally good in that direction, 
through St Gilles, we could benefit from this infrastructure and Lenny was enrolled here 
at school at the high school at a time when the labour court trusted me in the question 
I had asked him in terms of a social project in relation to Lenny. (Baptiste, 44, 
unemployed) 

c. Young adults’ individualized life course 

Young adults narrated their life course in the future tense. The word frequency analysis 
confirms that “I am”20 was significantly employed more often than “I was”21. Hence, this life 
stage group had a prospective attitude regarding their life course trajectory. Moreover, the data 
illustrates a shared urgency to “find oneself”, regardless of age, gender, or education. Adam 
(23, dancer) put this idea eloquently as follows: “In fact, I’m trying to make it, to become a man, 
let’s say, I am seeking who I am?”.  

Besides the focus on self-development and personal life path when recalling life courses, the 
data also demonstrates that the nature of social relations differed. Whereas adults described 
interpersonal social relationships, young adults seemed to focus on institutionalized social 
relations, such as family, school, or work. In sum, young adults had what we labelled an 
“individualized life course narrative”.  

Table	10:	Overview	of	life	course	narratives	according	to	life	stage	groups	

 TYPE OF NARRATIVE NARRATIVE TENSE ATTITUDE 

YOUNG ADULTS Individual life course narrative Future oriented Prospective attitude 

ADULTS Relational life course narrative Present oriented Ad hoc attitude 

SENIORS Contextual life course narrative Past oriented Reflexive attitude 

To sum up, as Table 10 shows, the life course narratives comprised three elements: type of 
narrative, narrative tense, and attitude. Gaining an in-depth understanding of these dimensions 
might be crucial, while it can be argued that it is the combination of these characteristics 
leading to life stage-specific life course narratives that will influence everyday practices as well 
as digital practices in particular, as we will explain later.  

																																																								
20 (I am: n = 537). 
21 (I was: n = 477). 
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 Life course and choice 

Examining life course narratives allowed us to gain insights into the patterns of how life stage 
groups narrated their personal stories according to the age group to which they belonged. 
Moreover, it showed that the interaction between life course narratives and the life course 
experience elucidated how these life stage groups positioned themselves in society. Moreover, 
these narratives might also be crucial in understanding how life choices are negotiated. Even 
though we have neither the intention nor the space to extensively conceptualize choice or to 
give an alternative definition, we argue that insights into the life choices according to life stage 
group could be considered as essential for understanding the process of digital 
autonomisation, as will be elaborated later. 

With regard to the articulation between life course narratives and the relation to the context, 
the other and the context, life choice appeared to be a shared preoccupation for all life stage 
groups. Unequivocally all respondents put achievements or self-realization – or the lack of it – 
at the heart of their life course narrative. However, as shown in Table 11, how these life choices 
were made differed according to life stage group.  

Table	11:	Life	course	and	life	choice	according	to	life	stage	groups	

 LIFE COURSE NARRATIVE LIFE CHOICE 

YOUNG ADULTS Individualized life course Self-centred life choice 
ADULTS Relational life course narrative Life choice in relation to others 

SENIORS Contextual life course narratives Life choice according to events 

In sum, seniors made life choices according to past events. The accounts show that elders 
evoked their life course trajectory as a set of circumstances in which they made life choices 
shaping who they were and still wanted to become, as William (68, retired) illustrated:  

I would say that, at one time, I was lucky enough to find a job, to find a job without too 
much difficulty without a diploma. I failed my third inferior, my mother died, I had no 
taste for anything, I failed my third inferior, I took medical pedicure classes, and I 
graduated from high school, and it was quite difficult that thing because we had to study 
the whole human anatomy, I remember, I tried to start on my own after my military 
service because in my time we were still doing military service. 1 year in Germany.  

Adults, in turn, made life choices in relation to others. Among others, Baptiste (44, 
unemployed) explained that he changed his career plan in relation to his role as a parent. 
Naomi (43, unemployed) expressed a similar idea: “I worked as a secretary at school and after 
the birth of my youngest child, so I stopped. I started to work for a service cheques firm”. 

Finally, young adults considered life choices as a personal choice. This life stage group was 
open to change. They considered change as part of becoming an individual. The multitude of 
experiences were considered as ordinary and enriching. A young woman elaborated:  

-I.: Maybe you can tell us a little bit about why you’re reorienting yourself?; -R.: It’s not 
so much that I’m reorienting myself because I’ve already been used to working in this 
environment, even as a student. It’s more about learning new things in life and saying 
that’s what I did in life. (Léa, 18-30, unemployed) 
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Renaud (25, employed in municipal administration) added: 

The question for which I do it, the only way I can say it is that it is stronger than me and 
there is no objective, conscious reason. Because I think it’s a bad idea, that I shouldn’t 
do it except in rare cases where there’s a work emergency, and that’s not the norm. It’s 
something I work for, because last year I was doing two halves at a time. I was always 
in that thing where I’m always between two things, work and home were mixed up. I 
ended up a little sick and all. And so, I ended up quitting one of the two halves. But it 
requires me an active job, of course I will open my mailbox without thinking about it. 
And it requires a conscious effort on my part to close it and not open it.   

 

 Life domains and life course trajectories 

As the previous chapter shows, tracing individuals’ life course narrative is challenging. Despite 
the fact that distinguishing and analysing life trajectories is not self-evident because each life 
course is unique and occurs simultaneously, the data enables us to identify three main life 
domains across all life stage groups: the educational life domain, the professional life domain, 
and the private life domain. All respondents were confronted with similar life events at some 
moment in time.  

In this chapter we will give a brief description of the educational, professional, and social life 
domain. Our research indicates that besides the shared experience that shaped the 
abovementioned life domains, life stage group-related differences were noticeable. In addition, 
we will identify typical life trajectories for each life domain. Based on these trajectories, we will 
gain insights into life trajectories which reach beyond the life stage groups’ bounded logics. 

 The educational domain 

The respondents’ accounts of their life trajectory in the educational domain indicates that, 
regardless of the life stage group to which they belonged, pursuing studies constituted a 
fundamental part of their narrative. This can be explained by the fact that studying is 
considered as a considerable time investment. Additionally, it can be argued that throughout 
the conversations, education was viewed as a viable indicator for a successful transition to the 
professional domain, as we will explain in the next section.    

When analysing the individual life trajectories related to education, the diversity of conducted 
studies is striking. The academic subjects ranged from nursing, languages, defence, 
philosophy, sales, library studies, sociology, welding, and cosmetology to graphic art. 
Moreover, the majority of the respondents recalled their “formal” education formation. This 
indicates that a formal education system was considered as the main resource of education. 
Nonetheless, the way education was valued differed greatly according to the life stage group.  

Seniors considered that their educational choices had been made not only in regard to an 
envisaged professional career. Rather, as Bénédicte (51, retired) explained, “My generation 
studied to become a complete person, not to find a job”. This life stage group seemed less 
bound to academic curricula. The accounts show that an uncompleted academic path did not 
hinder being hired at the beginning of their career. In a later stage of their career, older 
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individuals took into consideration the value of “informal” learning, or, as Simon (59, teacher) 
explained, “the most I have learned, I have learned in the field. It’s the best school possible. 
[…] learning in the field, with professionals, is the best possible school”.  

For adults, studying until university was considered as more accessible and evident, as Anaïs 
(35, in professional reconversion) described: “I am a sociologist […] I have a normal career 
path”. And Nicolas (46, engineer) made a similar comment: “In fact, I followed a traditional 
training and studied civil engineering, electro-mechanics and energy at the University of Liège. 
This is my background”. For this life stage group, the choices made within the academic 
domain determined job opportunities. This shared injunction to study at a high level puts into 
perspective why only in this life stage did alternative ways of studying, such as being a “free 
student” at the university, like Alexandr (49, unemployed), or pursuing “distant learning” as 
Nacim (31, unemployed), appear in the corpus.  

Finally, young adults, similar to adults, considered that choices made in the educational 
domain were decisive for their professional future. It is for this reason that when the school 
system or subject did not fit with their expectations, they reconsidered their academic path 
without hesitation. Among others, Jessica (24, student) described how she decided to quit 
veterinary studies to become a hippotherapist:  

At first, I was a veterinarian, I was always in contact with animals and I loved it, so I 
thought why not become a veterinarian. Then I realized that these studies took a lot of 
time, you had to work all the time and so I didn’t have a life anymore. So, I figured it 
wasn’t possible to do seven years like that. I realized that I would rather have the 
animals in my home than treat them. Then I went to a guidance counsellor, did some 
tests and she told me that what came out of me was mostly the helping relationship. 
She told me that since I was a little girl I had been riding, why not combine psycho and 
riding, so hippotherapy. He doesn’t have a branch in this field in my studies but I could 
do an internship in it. So, I am in clinical master’s degree for teenage and adult children 
so I can reach all populations later on. 

Besides the distinct educational domain accents according to life stage group, the ability or 
inability to achieve education goals was a central preoccupation throughout the accounts. 
Based on these criteria, we distinguished three educational life trajectories across life stage 
groups: 
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Table	12:	Overview	of	educational	life	course	trajectories	

EDUCATIONAL 

DOMAIN 
 

FINISHED 

ACADEMIC LIFE 

COURSE 

Respondents belonging to this course had an educational course without 
interruption. This corresponded to the traditional education course (from 
kindergarten to university). Occasionally these courses featured academic re-
orientation, for example by changing the discipline of study. 

FRAGMENTED 

EDUCATION LIFE 

COURSE 

This course refers to respondents who paused their academic course for a 
significant time. The main causes were health issues, other work opportunities, 
or moving abroad, but also a lack of interest. However, after a while these 
individuals decided to renew their studies, either independently or within the 
framework of socio-professional integration programs.  

FAILED 

EDUCATIONAL 

LIFE COURSE 

A small number of respondents left the school system without diploma and did 
not have the chance to restart education or formation yet. Often these 
respondents had a feeling of regret and failure. 

 The professional domain 

The accounts of all the respondents were punctuated by moments of employment and 
unemployment. Careers were interrupted either because professional engagements stopped 
(end of contract, fired, or retired) or due to individual choices to modulate professional life 
trajectories. In both cases, respondents indicated that finding the “right” job was a long process 
that required help and self-knowledge.  

Employment was considered as a key activity for personal development and participation in 
society. Consequently, an interrupted career was often experienced as a failure. Unemployed 
respondents not only mentioned feeling guilty for not participating in the job market but also 
gave a glimpse of the lack of self-confidence caused by unemployment. Still, even though 
these moments of reorientation were considered as difficult for the majority of the respondents, 
a shared will to find something in line with their aspirations and lived social situation (age, 
family composition) was noticeable. Nonetheless, the way professional choices were made 
differed according the life stage group.   

Foremost, retirement constituted an important part of seniors’ accounts when talking about 
their professional career. This can be explained by the fact that often they had long 
professional careers in the same sector starting from a young age until the end. Especially for 
older unemployed individuals the difficulties and anxiety related to the end of a professional 
career was noticeable. Regarding what to do after professional activities, older people either 
chose to care for grandchildren, have hobbies, or create an association. For example, Marc 
(60, retired) decided to start an association:  

Yes, so I have been retired from the army since April 1, and so on April 1, we created 
a company with my partner and this is used to fill my leisure time, which I currently 
have because I have many of them, of course. Going from 11 hours of work to nothing 
at all still makes a famous hole and so it’s a creation that’s welcome for me in this 
context too. Obviously, the goal also to dedicate since it is nevertheless an private 
limited liability company, it is in the future, to be able to round off my monthly income 
since there too at the level of the pension. 
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Adults, on their side, were preoccupied with choosing a job compatible with their familial 
situation (single, small or large family, young or old children, health of close family members). 
In this attempt to balance private and professional life, professional reorientation was often at 
the heart of the discussions. Additionally, the data indicates that this life stage group was 
particularly at risk of being fired.  

Finally, young adults’ account of their professional life domain showed that entering the 
professional life domain was considered as a form of emancipation from the familial sphere or 
school. In line with the education field, they considered that finding a job that corresponded 
with their aspiration was central. This attitude partly explains why, in contrast to older 
respondents, the professional life course trajectories of this life stage group were characterised 
by rapid successive moments of employment and unemployment. Indeed, the period of 
unemployment and the search for new employment were thoroughly discussed by the younger 
respondents.  

Next to these professional domains according to life stage group, the degree of professional 
stability was a key factor when describing professional life domain across life stage groups. In 
sum, four professional life course trajectories can be identified:  

Table	13:	Overview	of	professional	life	course	trajectories	

PROFESSIONAL 

DOMAIN 
 

STABLE 

PROFESSIONAL 

LIFE COURSE 

These respondents performed the same profession at the same workplace for a 
long time. They benefited from internal promotions or becoming evening coaches 
beside their work as labourer. This life course was typical for older respondents 
but also for manual workers such as plumbers. Respondents owning a family 
business also corresponded to this course. 

FLEXIBLE 

PROFESSIONAL 

LIFE COURSE 

This course was characterised by the dynamic nature of respondents’ 
professional course. The respondents held a multitude of different jobs along 
their career, either in the same sector or different ones. This professional course 
was shared among older individuals, adults, and young adults, and corresponded 
to the actual career model. Nonetheless it entailed risks for elder and low-
educated respondents, who tended to be less adaptable to these on-demand 
work models.  

ADDITIONAL 

PROFESSIONAL 

LIFE COURSE 

In some cases, respondents held additional work besides their main professional 
engagement. For example, they worked as an evening teacher or a door-to-door 
salesperson. Extra money was often not the prime reason but a welcome 
addition. In general adults belonged to this professional life course. 

LONG-TERM 

UNEMPLOYMENT 

PROFESSIONAL 

LIFE COURSE 

An important portion of the respondents within this corpus were long-term 
unemployed. The main evoked reasons were health issues, being too old, or low 
educational background. Even though these respondents had the right to 
unemployment benefits, some did not claim them.  
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 The private domain 

Regarding internal dynamics related to the private domain, the respondents’ accounts mainly 
contained stories related to settlement or familial relations such as (ex-)partners, (grand-
)children, or (grand-)parents. In contrast with the educational and professional life domain, this 
last domain sheds light on a more affective dimension of the respondents’ lives. This can 
explain why the private life domain was less brought up in the accounts. Nonetheless, even 
though the data indicates that the familial model of happily married parents with two kids in a 
house with a garden should not be considered as the norm, familial interpersonal relationships 
remained a traditional way of structuring their private life. Alessia (28, housekeeper) put it 
bluntly by equating becoming a mother with the start of her real grown-up and responsible life 
as a woman: “For me it started when I had my daughter. […]. Ten years ago, already, when I 
was pregnant, it started there, really. My life as a woman, as an adult, as a responsible person”.  

The seniors’ accounts regarding the private domain mainly addressed relations with their (ex-
)partners and focus on their shifting role from parents to grandparents. As mentioned earlier, 
taking care of grandchildren was considered as an avocation. For example, Sylvie (68, retired) 
explained that “now I’m a 68-year-old grandmother. I just sold my house and I live in an 
apartment. I have eight grandchildren whom I appreciate very much and whom I often see”. 
Indeed, within this life stage group, some considered settling into a smaller place since their 
children no longer lived at home or because of financial reasons.  

For adult respondents, parenthood constituted the main preoccupation of their private life 
domain. Their accounts were structured not only around how to settle down with the whole 
family – which sometimes meant moving out of the city to find a home – but also their 
experience regarding divorce. This striking contrast underlines once more the evolutive 
character of the private life domain. Moreover, in this life stage group an extreme example 
such as homelessness was mentioned, as in the case of Baptiste (44, unemployed): “So yes 
then yes then there it is; indeed, I left my home, finally I was evicted from my home […] on 
May 9, 2009 because I was no longer paying the rent”.  

Beside describing their relations with their parents, young adults’ accounts focused on the 
importance and the urge to settle on their own. Regardless of whether they settled in shared 
rooms, individually or with a partner, having one’s own home was considered as an important 
step of autonomy. Kevin (21, shop assistant) said, “I just told myself basically to leave my 
mother’s house, to live independently, I came here so as I didn’t have a job yet I had been to 
the CPAS”. This step occurred after graduation or when they were able to ensure their financial 
means. It not only explains the wide age range of the moment of settling (18–30 years old and 
later) but also why some respondents returned home after a while. Other central topics for this 
life stage group were planning weddings and having children.  

To sum up, engagements and disengagements, on the one hand, and settlement and 
resettlement, on the other hand, were central issues addressed by the respondents when 
describing the internal dynamics concerning the social life domain. Articulating both, three 
social life course trajectories can be identified: 
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Table	14:	Overview	of	private	life	course	trajectories	

PRIVATE 

DOMAIN 
 

LINEAR PRIVATE 

LIFE COURSE 

These respondents walked through all phases related to the private life domain 
in chronological order. Accordingly, they first engaged in a relationship and got 
married or agreed on a form of co-habitation. Biological or adopted children lived 
under the same roof until their majority or when they graduated. Housing was 
rethought according to current familial composition. 

FLEXIBLE 

PRIVATE LIFE 

COURSE 

These respondents went through all the private life domain phases, as described 
above, but in a rather flexible way. For example, they had a child at an early age, 
during their high school studies. Or they married and divorced several times. 
Some respondents were more migratory and started a family later in life once 
they were settled. In these cases, frequently rehousing is common. 

RUPTURED 

PRIVATE LIFE 

COURSE 

In this trajectory, respondents had a ruptured lifestyle. This trajectory was 
eclectic, either by choice or due to contextual circumstances. For example, 
respondents were homeless due to unfavourable life events, such as a divorce 
or unemployment. 

 

 Life course, digital usage, and digital exclusion 

The previous chapter indicated that assessing life course trajectories asks for a 
multidimensional approach. Respondents from all life stage groups moved through the 
different life domains, i.e. educational, professional, and social. These life domains in turn 
comprised multiple life trajectories. The concordance of life domains led hypothetically to 
hundreds of possible life course trajectories.  

In this chapter, we will analyse the relation between life course, digital usage, and digital 
exclusion., shedding light on the required particular set of digital practices and digital skills for 
each life course trajectory. We will also have a closer look at the at-risk digital exclusion. 

 The educational domain: From orientation to graduation 

The respondents’ accounts of the role and importance of digital technologies in their 
educational domain varied across life stage groups. Throughout the conversations, three main 
differences were noticeable: the moment and the education level when digital media was 
adopted; the kind of digital media adopted; and the digital skills learned as well as the varied 
learning curves. 

For the majority of the older respondents, computers, the Internet, and cell phones simply did 
not exist yet and were not required during their studies. When digital skills were developed, as 
we will explain later, it happened in an informal and auto-didactic manner, after graduating and 
often in the professional domain. Mathieu (52, unemployed), explained how as a printer he 
learned to master layout programs:  

Yes, I had already manipulated. But on the other hand in my computer training I am 
completely self-taught. That is to say, I went to university and switched to publishing 
but in a fully self-taught mode. I learned everything about computer layout, I trained 
myself a little on the job. From company to company, from agency to agency.  
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Adults, on their side, do not consider the use of digital technologies as being either 
predominant or decisive in their academic life course trajectory. This can be explained by the 
fact that digital technologies were often adopted when entering university. Also, like the oldest 
respondents, they acquired digital competences on a trial-and-error basis. Indeed, only basic 
digital skills, such as text treatment to write essays, were required. Moreover, the accounts 
show that the personal adoption of computer was unusual for this life stage group. As students, 
these respondents went to the library and planned their online research during the weekend. 
Nonetheless, higher education is considered as the main trigger for adopting a cell phone, as 
Anaïs (35, in professional reconversion) remembered:  

-R.: My first mobile phone, I went to university and I had a student accommodation. 
18–19 years old my first mobile phone. Same thing, I was going to Brazil the year 
before, I did a second rhetoric. We had the Internet at home to communicate. It’s really 
marked by these two things. I’m going home in a student accommodation and I’m going 
to Brazil. […] We had premises with the Internet. And you had to have your card, your 
thing, if you wanted to look at things on the Internet. We didn’t have Internet at the 
student accommodation. I didn’t have a computer at the student accommodation; we 
only had computers at the university. Our research was on weekends. It’s crazy, it’s 
completely crazy. However, I went out in 2009. I finished sociology in 2007 and did 
something new until 2009. It was in environment and development in Leuven. In this 
additional training, Internet just at home not at the student accommodation. […] For 
they are tools that are forgotten. We used them during our studies. […]; -I.: Do you 
think about any other training you’ve had? In relation to new technologies, even 
younger ones? At the university?; -R.: No, we had nothing at all. We had a computer 
course, but nothing to do with it.  

Lastly, for young adults, in order to successfully graduate, having access and mastering the 
required digital skills was considered as mandatory. Renaud (25, employed in municipal 
administration) underlined this, saying, “And then, digital because, at one point, it’s a little less 
the case now, but during my studies, there was a time when my computer was my main object 
of daily use. Apart from my cooking utensils, I think it’s really the tool I used the most for a 
while”. Moreover, for this life stage group, it was during high school that they adopted a 
multitude of digital media, such as a computer, smartphone, or tablet. High school was also 
the place where young adults acquired digital competences in a formal manner. It is striking 
that compared to adults, the required digital competences such as photo manipulation were 
more complicated:  

The film school, I was also. And there I learned a lot about cameras and PCs to take 
pictures and how to make them professional. The videos too. And for the computer, it 
helped me with the software, especially to modify photos or videos, all that. And the 
piracy I learned is also to... I learned how to have a program without paying for it what. 
Because you have to pay for everything, the Photoshop, all that. (Mike, 23, cook) 

Based on the respondents’ accounts, we identified four at-risk situations in the educational 
domain:  
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Table	15:	Overview	of	at	risk-situations	of	digital	exclusion	in	the	educational	domain	

 SELECTION OF 

EDUCATION 

INSTITUTE OR 

PROGRAM 

ENROLMENT IN 

EDUCATIONAL 

INSTITUTE OR 

PROGRAM 

INVOLVEMENT IN 

CLASS INTERACTIONS 

ACCOMPLISHMENT OF 

HOMEWORK 

D
IG

IT
A

L
 U

S
A

G
E
 Digital usage is 

oriented towards 
searching for and 

selecting an 
educational 

institute 
 

The main role of 
digital technologies 

is to maintain 
communication 

between the student 
and the 

administration 
 

Digital technologies 
support involvement 
in class interaction in 

two ways, both 
formal and informal: 
between the teacher 

and the students, 
and among students 

The role of digital 
technologies in the 
accomplishment of 

homework is 
ensuring access to 
relevant information 

sources 

D
IG

IT
A

L
 

C
O

M
P

E
T

E
N

C
E
 

Search engines Email; online 
education platform 

Email; online 
education platform; 

social media 

Search engines; 
email; online 

education platform; 
social media; text 

treatment 

The scheme in Table 15 clearly shows that at several key moments in the educational life 
domain a particular set of digital usages and competences are required.  

a. digital usage 

Regarding the usage of digital technologies in the education domain, the analyses show that 
to select an education institute or program in line with one’s interest, pursuing online research 
constitutes the first step. This can mean looking up particular information on a recommended 
school, as Adam (23, dancer) explained:  

Well, for example, to find...well...the school where I was in computer science was on 
the Internet and for robotics it was also via the Internet in fact. For robotics, it was via 
an Internet friend, actually. He told me “yeah yeah yeah, there’s a great school in 
Robotics Forest and everything” so that’s it, I went through it, through the Internet 
actually and for computers too. For the other schools, my parents took care of it.  

Or an educational institution can be found in a more independent way. Respondents 
thoroughly compared different educational options. This was particularly important for those 
aiming to study abroad. For example, while Samara (28, employed) acknowledged the 
difficulties in finding an adequate school, she could not imagine finding a university without 
having access to the Internet:  

I discovered the university where I did my master’s degree thanks to the Internet. 
Already staying in London for my studies was a little easy because I didn’t have Internet 
access at home. We had a computer but we didn’t know how to use it. So we do 
physical tours of the university or I take brochures for the universities to find the right 
license for me. But 4 years later, technology allowed me to find a master’s degree other 
than in London. In addition, in a completely new setting, it is necessary to do research 
on the Internet. But it wasn’t easy. 
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Once the respondents decided on the school they wanted to attend, correspondence via email 
was required for enrolment at the school or in particular courses. Then, an email address would 
enable communication between the student and school administration. In this context, schools 
provided dedicated email address. Consequently, the inaptitude to use email can put an 
individual in an at-risk situation, as described by Alexandr (49, unemployed): 

Yes, she was beginning, and as the exams approached, she warned us that we could 
give her our email address, but I never did it either. And when I went to the EPFC they 
said, “Oh, you don’t have an email address?” And I said I didn’t have a memory for it. 
What are you feeling like that for? One evil, one ball. And so you gave it to the 
registration but you may never have given it directly? No, I didn’t give it to the EPFC, 
they even gave me a phone so I could give them my email address later, which I never 
did.  

Besides providing email addresses, educational institutions develop websites which enable 
students to subscribe to individual courses or have access to course material. This tendency 
is particularly noticeable when perusing higher education. The higher the educational level, 
the greater the degree to which students are expected to master these technologies in an 
autonomous manner.  

Digital technologies are also key for involvement in class interactions. Computers and 
PowerPoint are used by the teacher as teaching support material. Furthermore, students 
receive last-minute course changes, tips on exams, etc. via email. Having access to this 
information is perceived as essential to graduate. These online conversations should be 
considered as the virtual extension of official class interaction. 

As mentioned before, having access to the Internet gives students the possibility to view the 
syllabus on an online platform. Nonetheless, beside the official website, a significant part of 
online collaboration between students is organized in an organic and not official manner. 
Students communally contribute or download class notes put on social media, as explained by 
Renaud (25, employed in municipal administration): 

Yeah, for several reasons. First of all, because I didn’t go to much class, at least the 
classes ex cathedra. So, I needed notes. There were note sharing on the Internet. So, 
what I did a lot of when there were manuals or things like, it was to correct the grades. 
And so, as a result, we were a whole group where we all worked together on the notes 
that two three people who didn’t mind going to class at all had and then there were two 
three of us working on the manuals or, as a result, on Kant, we didn’t really understand 
who Kant was and we’re going to do some research on that. We were making lecture 
notes at five sixes. And then these course notes were circulating and it was very, very 
useful to me. And then there’s the whole webmail bar. I think all my registrations were 
done on the Internet.  

Finally, digital technologies constituted the main support and source of information resources 
for accomplishing homework. For example, in order to write an essay or prepare a 
presentation, students are expected to have a personal computer. While the Internet is the 
entry point into a subject and the main means of procuring information, students struggle with 
the amount of information and the difficulty to assess the quality. Even so, doing research on 
the Internet was the first reflex for students like Samara (28, employed): “And for the studies I 
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had to do some research and I used Wikipedia. I was so impressed. You can find everything 
on Wikipedia, you don’t need to search books anymore”.  

b. digital competences 

The analysis shows that the digital competences also included “traditional” digital skills, such 
as being able to use a search engine, send email, master an online school-related online 
platform, or perform word processing, as well as more “leisure”-related digital skills, such as 
using social media. The latter has become more and more integrated into the educational 
domain. Moreover, for the purpose of this research on the development of digital autonomy, it 
is notable that the first two steps–selecting an education institute or program and enrolling in 
the school or particular courses, concern digital skills that require what we call individual 
competences. Put differently, students are supposed to inform themselves and enrol on their 
own. Often these steps are by default online procedures imposed on future students. For the 
majority of the respondents, mainly for young adults, this was perceived as an advantage. 
Middle-aged respondents, however, seemed to need more guidance or alternatives, such as 
the phone.    

For involvement in class interactions and for accomplishing homework, individual digital 
competences remain important, for example, to write and correct essays online. But “collective 
digital competences” are also required in order not to miss out on crucial information to 
successfully graduate. Maxence (24, civil servant) remembered feeling pressured to reactivate 
his social media profile to be part of the class community and not to miss out on valuable notes 
that could help him pass exams. Posting and sharing notes on social media are the norm for 
this generation.  

c. at-risk level of digital exclusion  

With regards to the risk level of digital exclusion according to the abovementioned situations, 
the data indicates that each phase entails risk factors that vary according to the educational 
phase. The involvement of students in class interaction and the accomplishment of homework 
and tasks in the context of studies can be considered high-risk situations of digital exclusion. 
In both situations the accounts show that choices of coping strategy are limited and the level 
of convergence of digital competences is high. When selecting an educational institute or 
program, or enrolling in an educational institution or a particular course, the usage of digital 
technologies can be countered by physically going to the school or asking schools or friends 
for help with e-administrative tasks. Nonetheless, in the case of enrolling, the level of 
convergence of digital competences is higher than when looking for potential schools. For this 
reason, we consider that the latter can be considered a low-risk situation from a digital point of 
view, whereas in the context of enrolment, a medium at-risk level can be noticed.   
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Table	16:	At-risk	level	of	digital	exclusion	in	the	educational	field	

 
 

SELECTING AN 

EDUCATION INSTITUTE 

OR PROGRAM 

 

 

ENROLLING IN 

THE SCHOOL OR 

PARTICULAR 

COURSES 

 

INVOLVEMENT IN 

CLASS 

INTERACTIONS 

 

ACCOMPLISHING 

HOMEWORK AND 

TASKS 

L
E

V
E

L
 O

F
 C

O
P

IN
G

 S
T

R
A

T
E

G
Y
 

When selecting an 
educational institute 
or program, different 

alternatives are 
possible, such as 

asking for a 
recommendation, 

calling, or by 
physically going to 
the school. In other 
words, students can 
rely on the help of 
others to make an 

education choice in 
line with their 

objectives. 

For enrolling in a 
school or a 
particular 
program, 

students can 
ask for 

assistance at 
the school 

administration or 
among 

classmates. 
Nonetheless, 

using dedicated 
platforms is 

more and more 
the norm. 

Class interaction 
via digital 

technologies is a 
sine qua non. Class 
interactions consist 

of exchanging 
notes via the 

Internet. If 
individuals do not 

participate in one or 
more online 

communication 
modes, such as 

email, messaging, 
or VoIP, they can 
only rely on the in-
class interaction 

and will miss out on 
digital 

opportunities. 

In the context of 
accomplishing 

homework, coping 
strategies are 
limited. Even 

though the level of 
integration of digital 
technologies differs 

according to the 
conducted study or 
level of education, 

students are by 
definition asked to 

accomplish 
homework and 

tasks in a critical 
and individual 

manner. 

L
E

V
E

L
 O

F
 C

O
N

V
E

R
G

E
N

C
E

 O
F

 D
IG

IT
A

L
 

C
O

M
P

E
T

E
N

C
E

S
 

Besides being able 
to do an online 

search, no other 
digital competences 

are required. 

At this stage, the 
required 

competences 
converge. 

Students are 
asked to master 

dedicated 
education 

platforms but 
also email, 

which in turn 
requires 

language skills 
and drawing up 

an email 
account. 

The integration of 
digital technologies 

at the different 
levels (email, 
information 

exchange) and 
platforms (school or 
social media) leads 

to a high 
convergence of 

digital 
competences. 

Similar to class 
interaction, the 
complement of 

homework requires 
a high convergence 

of digital 
competences, 

ranging from using 
search tools to 
being able to 

participate in an 
online 

conversation, to 
preparing a 
PowerPoint 

presentation, to 
uploading a 

document on a 
dedicated platform. 

AT-RISK 

LEVEL OF 

DIGITAL 

EXCLUSION 

Low Medium High High 
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 The professional domain: Turning a CV into work 

Respondents’ accounts of digital media in the professional domain emphasized its importance 
to maintain and develop a professional career. Despite the important age gap between the 
respondents, they were all confronted at certain moments in time with digital technologies in 
their professional life course trajectory. Nonetheless, there were differences according to life 
stage groups, the moment, the kind, and the degree of digital integration. 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, digital media were not present in the early stages of the 
professional careers for the majority of senior people. However, they clearly recalled the 
moment when computers were introduced in the workplace. At first these new digital 
technologies were intended for specialized staff, such as secretaries. Bénédicte (51, retired) 
recalled that “The computer was when I was working in the children’s theatre room. At that 
time, it was just a computer, I had my secretary so I wrote things down and she typed them 
up. And we were happy to have a specialist”. Then, digital technologies were integrated into 
the workplace at a later stage. In this context senior workers considered the implementation of 
digital technology as a threat, competing with their own work, as Didier (53, print worker) 
explained:  

Digital technologies […] as a printer, I’m not too much for it. So that means that the 
newspapers are slowly disappearing. Prints melt like snow in the sun. When I started 
working, 260,000 copies were printed, now 60,000 copies are being printed with 
difficulty. So it’s really a really big decrease.  

Since the acquisition of digital skills for work purposes was not institutionalized for seniors, 
compared to adults and young adults, who learned this at school, this life stage group learned 
digital skills mainly through personal will and interest. This was particularly the case for 
unemployed seniors, aiming to compensate their lacuna in digital skills and increase their 
chances on the job market:  

Late ‘90s because I worked there until 2003 or so I don’t know how to say it anymore 
but I participated like that out of curiosity in these trainings and I found it very interesting 
and it helped me to prepare documents for the students and it made it easier for me to 
use the computer instead of doing handmade preparations and learning to do basic 
things, columns, make texts, add pictures and things like that. (Dominique, 68, retired) 

On the adults’ side, like seniors, digital technologies were introduced in the professional 
domain at a later stage. Even though they generally were more confident and connected, 
adults shared the same apprehensions of being insufficiently digitally skilled in the professional 
life domain, as Florian (32, educator) pointed out:  

So, there it is, now that I’ve been back in school, I’m learning to use a PC, Word. And 
then I’m well connected with applications like Facebook, social networks, but I have 
more difficulty using the PC as a work tool. 

This can be explained by the fact that adults’ account in this corpus mainly focused on the use 
of digital media when unemployed. In doing so they shed light on the difficulties related to 
insufficient digital skills:  

Because before, as I was working, I didn’t especially need word processing and all that. 
Then after that, as I found myself unemployed, I had a lot of trouble with CVs, compared 
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to writing, because I hadn’t been to school for more than 10 years. And when I went to 
school, I wasn’t really in school because I was working but I went to school for 2 days 
and now the kids are with their PCs at school, there is no real computer course, well, 
there should be, but these kids know, we shouldn’t show them. When I see now, the 
younger you are, the more you are used to the Internet and all that stuff. When I was 
younger, I didn’t have a computer, no connection to the Internet and all that. I didn’t 
have to spend that time on PCs. Especially for word processing I had trouble, in word 
to establish a table etc. (Florian, 32, educator) 

Finally, the accounts of young adults show an interesting paradox. Young adults are pushed 
to deploy personal and professional social websites, such as Facebook, Instagram, and 
LinkedIn. This generation is urged to search for and find work through self-promotion, such as 
through videos or posts. Yet they feel they are insufficiently prepared to engage through 
professional websites, as Maxence (24, civil servant) regretted:  

However, we are not prepared to use social networks, which are clearly more 
interesting. And uh LinkedIn, that’s really [...] and that we don’t use it and we’ve never 
been prepared to have Monster, to look for work via social networks. That’s really 
what’s new. It was I use Word then, what should I do now? 

Moreover, the findings show that the multiplicity of online and offline channels increased the 
stress and anxiety at work for adults, regardless of education level or gender.  

Based on the data, four situations in the professional domain were identified in which digital 
use and competence are required:  
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Table	17:	Overview	of	at-risk	situations	in	the	professional	domain	

 
EXPLORING THE JOB 

MARKET 

RESPONDING TO A 

JOB OFFER 

INTEGRATING 

DIGITAL 

TECHNOLOGY AT 

THE WORKPLACE 

CLAIMING 

UNEMPLOYMENT 

BENEFITS AND 

SERVICES 

D
IG

IT
A

L
 U

S
A

G
E
 

When exploring the job 
market, digital 

technologies constitute 
the main information 

source, not only to look 
for a job but also to have 

a more proactive 
approach by reactivating 

networks online via 
private and professional 

websites. 

Digital 
technologies 
contribute to 
three steps in 

responding to a 
job offer: making 

a dossier, 
including a CV 

and cover letter; 
submitting the 
dossier in the 

required format 
and via the 
appropriate 
mechanism 

(email, 
database); and 
following up on 
the application 

and preparing for 
an interview. 

Digital 
technologies are 
integrated in all 

workplaces, 
regardless of the 

sector. Even 
though the role 
and importance 

of digital 
technologies 

differs, its main 
function is to 
support the 
internal and 

external work 
process, such as 
communication 

between 
colleagues, 
organizing 

meetings, writing 
reports, or 

making invoices. 

In order to claim 
unemployment 

benefits or have 
access to 
services, 

jobseekers are 
not only helped 
by an agent but 
can also have 
access to their 

dossier via 
dedicated 

websites or 
platforms 

developed by 
employment 

agencies. 

 

D
IG

IT
A

L
 

C
O

M
P

E
T

E
N

C
E
 Search engines (general 

and sector specific), 
social media 

(professional and 
private), and online 

databases 

Email, word 
processing, 
document 

conversion, 
online databases 

Email, word 
processing, 
document 

conversion, 
online 

employment 
databases, VoIP 

Search engines, 
online databases, 

chat boxes 

Table 17 illustrates that a set of digital competences is required to successfully search for and 
submit an application for work, as well as to apply and integrate digital media in the 
professional life domain. 

a. digital usage 

The majority of the respondents’ accounts related to the use of digital technologies in the 
context of exploring the job market. These accounts tended to emphasize the importance of 
the Internet as the main and often the only information resource; usage included consulting 
specialized websites and being active on social media by joining groups or discussions. 
Furthermore, jobseekers are required to master e-services, such as online databases or 
applications. Valérie (34, teacher) stated that “the Forem application helped me when I was 
looking for a job. I could consult the job offers that were available”. This implies that jobseekers 
are not only supposed to know how, but to have pertinent knowledge on where to find or place 
job advertisements with impact. Maxence (24, civil servant) illustrated this proactive attitude 
clearly:  
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There you go, so that’s really interesting for the level of technology. I looked at the 
offers published online, I signed up on sites dedicated to this like Monster, I don’t know 
if you know, it’s a site where you can put resumes and you have recruiters who can 
come […] And so every week I looked at the offers and then I think I gave myself two 
days a week where I did just that, I wrote cover letters, I wrote appropriate resumes, I 
sent them. I would relaunch my recruiters and then the rest of the week I would do 
English and so there it was […] When I applied for an ad I told you, directly I knew that 
sometimes not, it also depended on the interest I had in going there, that’s all. There 
are CVs that we send because we have to send CVs, sometimes we are checked. But 
the positions I really wanted, I called back yes. […] I did a Google search simply 
because I think I would like to [...] I mean, diplomacy, see if there are any positions in 
embassies or at least in diplomacy, generally in international law, and I saw on the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs website that they were looking for one (? editorial offices for 
Biface). Well here I found the offer in PDF and I sent my application. Did I send it by 
email? No, I sent it by email, everything by email yes.  

When responding to a job offer, jobseekers distinguish three steps. First, they make a 
candidature dossier including a CV and cover letter. In this context weak grammar is felt as a 
real handicap insofar as that employers more and more prefer candidatures sent by email. 
This explains why a small portion of jobseekers prefers to interact in person when looking for 
a job. Moreover, the analysis shows that when making a CV, this document should look 
pleasant according to the norm and sector in which a jobseeker aims to work, as Eric (48, 
unemployed) explained: “And there well the evolution over time is that now the CV must be 
expanded, must be very visual”. Consequently, this is the case even for artists. For example, 
for Adam (23, dancer), posting video of a dance performance can also be considered as a 
valid element for a CV. Secondly, candidatures are sent to the potential employer. The 
accounts indicated that besides email programs, which enable one to send dossiers via all 
devices (desktop computer, smartphone, tablet), some employers ask candidates to apply only 
through an online database. Lastly, following up on applications is considered as critical. 
Especially for non-manual jobseekers, following up by email or by phone is common, even 
though it can also create frustration, as Maxence (24, civil servant) explained:  

There you go. As for digital [...] Sometimes what is a little frustrating with digital is that 
when you send, and that’s for all fields, whether it’s administration or other, you send 
an email, a form, or a CV, you don’t have an answer, you don’t have any certainty, you 
just have a receipt but it’s a computer that provides it so it’s not [...] There’s a little lack 
of confidence. That’s why I was calling back, so here’s the thing: sometimes we would 
like to have an email a little more than “We received well”, a little more consistent 
information. There you go. 

Following the recruitment-related phases, two options are considered. First, the jobseeker is 
hired. The accounts show that the integration of digital technologies on the work floor is 
diverse, from making invoices for clients to registration of patients and preparing courses for 
students. Regardless of the sector, employers and colleagues also integrate digital 
technologies to organize a meeting or send a memo, which is by default sent via email.   

Second, the candidature is rejected. To claim unemployment benefits or have access to 
unemployment services, beneficiaries are obliged to either physically go to a bureau or claim 
it online. Employment agencies require the candidate to constitute and obtain an online 
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dossier. Yet Céline (29, notary) was reluctant to use digital technologies as she feared that 
new logins or passwords will be asked, making her feel overwhelmed:  

No because the paper route is always available and sometimes what I find, for example 
for unemployment, I find it crazy, but that we still have to go to the unemployment office 
to check in. I had the case in 2015, I think it’s a little crazy I think they started doing 
with cards and tokens and cool stuff but I even know more, and once again it’s another 
login, it’s another password and so it’s quickly lost. 

Furthermore, the data shows that being unemployed is a key trigger for picking up a course on 
digital skills. Besides the acquired technical competences, following a course also structures 
the daily routines of respondents without unemployment. At the same time, digital 
technologies, for adults in particular, play a role in escaping from the pressure of finding a job. 
Two men explained:  

For example, before when I was unemployed, I play much less at the console, and on 
my computer. And I have to take care of the little girl and I have the pressure to succeed 
in my year. I have work for school. I have internships, etc. I also like this life outdoors, 
going to the Christmas market and everything. (Baptiste, 44, unemployed) 

When I was selling I used the Internet as a help. Then after that when I went back to 
unemployment, I kind of gave up. I was so disappointed to have given so much to my 
work that after being fired like that when I had a permanent contract, I told myself it’s 
not possible. There are people they have a permanent contract they buy a house, a 
car. And it touched my esteem. So I fucked myself up, I give up. I gave up, and took 
refuge a little bit in technology and video games. And so in video games, I identified 
myself with some people who were in the same situation as me. And then when I 
received the letter from the NEO, well, I moved on. The relationship with technology 
has changed in the sense that I had to force less time into it. I had to do some research, 
write a resume. (Florian, 32, educator) 

b. digital competences 

The accounts indicated that cross-media and cross-platform digital competences are required 
to successfully search for and apply for positions and to integrate digital technologies in the 
professional life domain. For the purpose of this research on the development of digital 
autonomy, it is notable that a combination of digital competences, such as using search 
engines, using email, searching in specific online databases, mastering layout programs 
(charts, etc.), or creating a professional profile, is required from the first professional step 
onwards. Consequently, regardless of the professional stage, all employees or jobseekers 
potentially confront the need to master the combination of digital competences, which, as we 
will explain later, lead to a high-risk life domain. In addition to what we argued earlier, the 
success factors for developing a professional career rely not only on the capacity to manage 
individual and collective digital skills, but also on being able to update these skills and navigate 
different devices and services. When exploring the job market, jobseekers rely on the 
combination of general job offer websites and sector-specific sites. The usage of social media 
is more and more integrated in this first phase. For the following steps – responding to a job 
offer, integrating digital technologies in the workplace, and claiming unemployment benefits 
and services – the required competences are rather technical and communicational, including 
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using email, word processing, and online forms, and ask the user to adapt to the device or the 
service. 

c. at-risk level of digital exclusion  

Concerning the risk level of digital exclusion, the accounts highlighted that the level of risk is 
important from the first step on. While alternatives to online job seeking are available, including 
word of mouth and going to an employment agency, we consider the risk level medium. Indeed, 
job offers are more and more available only on the Internet. Moreover, on the level of 
convergence of digital competences. Besides the research-related digital skills, online self-
promotion through social media is a key competence of finding a job. Both responding to a job 
offer and integrating digital technologies in the workplace, according to the data, are high-risk 
situations of digital exclusion. In both situations, coping strategies are limited and the 
convergence of digital competences is high. Indeed, digital technologies are by default 
integrated in the work and pre-work interaction. Moreover, (future) employees are expected to 
master an arsenal of digital competences according to sector, such as mastering more or less 
complex layout programs. Lastly, when claiming unemployment benefits and services, the 
accounts pointed to the vast network of agencies and agents, which indicates the possibility of 
offline alternatives. Nonetheless, the required digital competences can be considered as high, 
since even having access to e-services, which are by definition integrated services, requires 
high technical competence such as password management.  
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Table	18:	At-risk	level	of	digital	exclusion	in	the	professional	field		

 
EXPLORING THE JOB 

MARKET 

RESPONDING TO A 

JOB OFFER 

INTEGRATING 

DIGITAL 

TECHNOLOGY AT THE 

WORKPLACE 

CLAIMING 

UNEMPLOYMENT 

BENEFITS AND 

SERVICES 

L
E

V
E

L
 O

F
 C

O
P

IN
G

 S
T

R
A

T
E

G
Y
 

Besides online job 
advertisements, 

jobseekers can ask 
for guidance to 

agents working at 
interim or 

employment offices 

To respond to a 
job offer, 

candidates can 
exceptionally 

submit in person. 
Nonetheless, for 

reasons of 
transparency, 
candidates are 
communicating 

via email. 

Since digital 
technologies are 
integrated within 
work interaction, 

there is little space 
for coping 
strategies. 

Employees are 
expected to master 
an arsenal of digital 

competences 
according to sector. 

When claiming 
unemployment 

benefits or 
services, 

jobseekers can rely 
on agents. 

However, the 
communication 

between jobseeker 
and the agent 

occurs almost by 
default via mail or a 
dedicated website. 

L
E

V
E

L
 O

F
 C

O
N

V
E

R
G

E
N

C
E

S
 O

F
 

D
IG

IT
A

L
 C

O
M

P
E

T
E

N
C

E
S
 

The level of 
convergence is 
high because 

jobseekers are 
asked to master 
traditional digital 
skills, such as 

searching skills, 
and understand the 

professional use 
and benefits of 
social media. 

The phased 
nature of 

responding to a 
job offer requires 
candidates to be 

digitally 
competent at 
each level. 

Depending on the 
sector and the job 
description of the 

employee, the 
range of required 

competences 
varies. 

Nonetheless, 
mastering a 

communication 
system (email, 

confirmation SMS) 
is considered a 

basic skill 

An arsenal of digital 
competences is 

required from the 
jobseeker. This last 

step is 
characterised by a 
high technical level 
of difficulties, such 
as being able to log 

in. 

AT-RISK 

LEVEL OF 

DIGITAL 

EXCLUSION 

Medium High High Medium 

 The private domain: Meeting, housing, and (dis-)engaging 

Contrary to previous life domains, the accounts of digital practices in the private domain were 
less elaborated by the respondents. This could be partly explained by the fact that respondents 
seemed less aware of their usage in the private domain. The role of digital technologies was 
not questioned. Nonetheless, we distinguished a double function of the use of digital 
technologies in the social life domain. In a first instance, social events, such as birth, marriage, 
or death, lead to a shifting digital practice. These events can lead to an uptake or abandonment 
of digital technologies. For example, Claire (51, unemployed) explained that after her divorce, 
she no longer had access to a computer. For Marianne (63, retired), in contrast, the passing 
away of her husband obliged her to pick up digital media for administration:  
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Yes, I needed it to get in touch with my clients. I still have to manage to make my 
transfers. I feel ridiculous about going to the bank to deposit my transfers. So that’s 
when I had to take the initiative myself for my job and everything. I used to rely on him 
a lot. But four years ago I took matters into my own hands because I was determined 
to get by. 

In a second instance, digital technologies help to communicate social events, including 
marriage, birth, or death. In this context social media was commonly used by all respondents. 
Respondents acknowledged the ease of communicating quickly and over a far distance. When 
turning to the life stage group-related difference for digital media in the social domain, clear 
thematic differences can be noticed.  

Senior respondents were initially more hesitant regarding online dating. For example, as 
William (68, retired) explained, “I’m not against it, I didn’t work like that, but why not? It always 
seems a little more virtual to me, but I mean”. This life stage group seemed also to adhere to 
more gender-related roles regarding the use of digital technologies. It was not unusual that 
only men were in charge of e-administrative tasks:   

My husband made his payments and since he died, I stayed almost a year at the bank 
to make my transfers etc. and then everyone told me that it was easy but no one 
showed me. Until one fine day when my daughter spent an hour with me and showed 
me how to do it. Now I find it ridiculous that I didn’t know how to do it. (Marianne,63, 
retired) 

The use of digital technologies for organizing familial life was central in the adults’ accounts, 
in particular amongst women. This included doing e-shopping for groceries or learning about 
the best academic course for their kids. The second theme addressed by this life stage group 
was the use of digital media in the context of an ongoing or completed divorce. Lastly, digital 
media were also used for contacting friends and family abroad. 

Finally, using digital media for dating was common to young adults, and less taboo. Consulting 
the Internet for parenting recommendations was also typical for this generation. However, 
young adults with children were typically more concerned than the other life stage group with 
their parental role in the field of digital education. This could be explained by the fact that they 
had the feeling of always being connected. Doing so, they often regulated their own use in the 
presence of children, like Céline (29, notary):   

With baby in mind, well now I’m really trying not to have a computer on when she’s 
awake, except to do a little research, a phone number, a store schedule if necessary, 
but, staying on the computer while she’s playing, I’m really trying to avoid it.		

Throughout the conversation three at-risk situations of digital exclusion in the social domain 
were identified:	
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Table	19:	Overview	of	at-risk	situations	in	the	private	life	domain	

 
MEETING AND DATING RENTING OR BUYING A HOUSE ENGAGING AND DISENGAGING 

D
IG

IT
A

L
 U

S
A

G
E
 

The use of digital 
technologies is integrated 

with the dating sphere. 

When renting or buying a 
house, specialized online 

websites and apps are 
consulted by default. 

Furthermore, e-services, 
such as e-banking, allow the 
execution of administrative 
tasks in order to buy or rent 

a house. 

In the context of engaging in 
and disengaging from social 
relations, such as starting or 

unbinding a marriage, or 
cohabitation contracts, 

digital technologies support 
the practical and 

administrative organization 
of these activities. 

D
IG

IT
A

L
 

C
O

M
P

E
T

E
N

C
E
 

Social websites, dating 
websites or applications, text 

messaging/SMS 

Search engines, real estate 
websites or applications, e-

banking 

Search engines, e-
administration, office, e-shop 

apps 

The schema in Table 19 shows that a particular set of digital competences is required 
according to the situation. 

a. digital usage 

The accounts indicate that the use of digital media, such as online platforms, apps, and social 
websites to meet and date, was integrated in the dating life of respondents. While the level of 
use and the appropriation of these practices varied greatly among respondents, ranging from 
successful dating, break-up, and undesired flirting of someone, the importance of knowingly 
acting and interacting on these specialised and non-specialised platforms was recognised. Put 
differently, a critical level of digital skills is required. Moreover, negative past experience and 
lack of trust dissuaded respondents from online dating, as Samara (28, employed) explained:   

I don’t like technology for dating and recently with a little break-up, I realized that 
technology can deepen something that is not deep. For example, I meet someone and 
we started sending messages. It’s faster than if we have direct contact. But I don’t trust 
technology for that.  

When renting or buying a house, for our respondents the Internet was the main information 
resource to find a house that corresponded to requirements (budget, size, location). The first 
reflex was going online to consult specialised housing websites or apps, since paper versions 
are less common:  

Listen to the problem, it’s the move. Before, I know well, before it was the Vlan, it was 
the newspaper, you had to look, there weren’t many, but now you type Immoweb, 
Immovlan, you have everything. I just moved here, for the rental, it was quick. I was 
looking, my eldest too was looking, he was the one who found here as I explained to 
you so it was me, we came to visit here and we visited both, and that’s it, for the move. 
In three weeks I found what I found. (Alessia, 28, housekeeper) 

To conclude administrative requirements, respondents mentioned the use of email to send a 
signed contract. Finally, online banking services were used to automatically pay the rent or 
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mortgage, but also to pay housing-related bills. Yet while e-services helped the majority of the 
respondents to keep track of finances, it also created a paradoxical feeling of lack of control:   

I think keeping everything in mind is complicated. We have a lot of information 
everywhere. And we get our bill payment reminders by text message and I didn’t even 
know if I paid or not. I went online to my bank and looked at it and said I hadn’t paid. 
However, to pay my rent every month, it’s automatic. (Samara, (28, employed) 

In the context of this research, engaging and disengaging refers to legal contracts of marriage 
or cohabitation. In the first case, when organising a wedding, multiple digital competences are 
required, including sending invitations via email, searching and comparing venues, and 
compiling lists of comparative information:  

Yes, yes, that’s, well, I say yes but in fact, there were quite a few things or it’s visits or 
it’s meeting people, making quotes and all that, and it’s not really done over the Internet. 
[…] Yes or do the invitations it’s done digitally, my brother-in-law is a communication 
agent so he had helped us a lot, in terms of design and all that. But here’s the thing. 
[…] The place we did with the addresses we knew, I made my phone calls, I made 
charts comparing the prices, advantages and disadvantages of each place, there too 
by looking through the Internet and then we visited what we thought was the best and 
that’s it […] to compare price offers, and advantages and disadvantages of each 
address so it’s more convenient. (Céline, 29, notary) 

When respondents decided to engage or disengage, they not only mentioned the Internet as 
a main information source regarding juridical questions (alimony, shared custody, selling of 
house) or frequent email with lawyers. They also referred to the e-administration, which seems 
to weigh more heavily than in other fields. This explains why, regardless of the life stage group, 
offline services were preferred.  

b. digital competences 

Respondents used a range of specialized digital media across the different phases of social 
life domain, including social media, apps, websites, or platforms for each of these moments. 
In the context of meeting and dating, communications media were mainly required, including 
texting and using social media applications. When renting or buying a house or engaging or 
disengaging, as mentioned above, digital competences related to doing online research, 
downloading topic-related applications, and e-banking and e-administrative tasks.  

c. at-risk level of digital exclusion  

The at-risk level of digital exclusion in the social field was shown to be medium, not low, in 
contrast to the education and professional level. For each step, even though respondents felt 
pressure to use digital social-related services by default, there was room for alternative 
solutions to either meet or engage with data, to rent or buy a house, or to engage or disengage. 
Nonetheless, even though offline solutions existed (e.g. going to a real estate agent), 
respondents mentioned increasing pressure to make use of digital technologies. With regards 
to the level of convergence of digital competences (as explained earlier), digital competences 
in the context of meeting was limited to communication. The administrative and juridical 
complexity as well as the number of actors involved increased the level of convergence of 
digital competences considerably. Consequently, we consider that meeting and dating entails 
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a low risk of digital exclusion. By contrast, housing and (dis)engaging are moderate at-risk 
situations but on the verge of becoming high-risk situations if the current offline support 
network disappears. 

Table	20:	At-risk	level	of	digital	exclusion	in	the	private	field	

 
MEETING AND DATING RENTING OR BUYING A HOUSE 

ENGAGING AND 

DISENGAGING 

L
E

V
E

L
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A
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E
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While meeting and 
dating occurs commonly 
regardless of life stage 

group, face-to-face 
interaction remains an 

important way of getting 
to know potential 

partners. 

Throughout the process of 
renting or buying a house, the 
usage of digital technologies 
facilitates the practical and 
administrative procedures. 

Nonetheless, with the help of 
agents or friends it is possible 

to manage. 

As well in the context 
of engaging as 

disengaging the offer 
of e-services proposed 
by the town hall is not 
used at is full potential 

L
E

V
E

L
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The level of convergence 
is limited to dating 

applications or websites. 

Due to the complex procedure 
and the multiple interaction 

between at least two persons, 
the level of convergence of 
digital competences is high 

and diverse. 

As engaging and 
disengaging is by 

definition a judicial and 
administrative task, the 

level of digital 
convergence is high. 

AT-RISK 

LEVEL OF 

DIGITAL 

EXCLUSION 

Low Medium Medium 

 

 Articulating life course trajectories and at-risk situations of 
digital exclusion 

By identifying specific moments in the respondents’ lives that triggered or halted the use of 
digital technologies and putting these insights in the broader life course narratives, this chapter 
contributes to the discussion on the mechanism of digital exclusion and the obstacles to 
participation in the digital society. In brief, our data identified the education life domain, the 
professional life domain, and the private life domain as three main life domains in which 
particular moments of risks of digital exclusion occur. Moreover, our analysis showed that the 
level of risk of digital exclusion differs according to each situation. A situation can be high, 
medium, or low risk depending on the level of coping strategy, i.e. the alternatives on which 
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respondents can rely to successfully respond to a specific situation. Also, the required level of 
convergence of digital competences should be taken into consideration. When the level of 
digital convergence is low, respondents made use of a small number of devices or 
manipulation. Situations with high-level convergence of digital competences require access to 
multiple devices or a succession of digital manipulations. The scheme in Table 21 briefly sums 
up the risk moments of digital exclusion according to life domain and the level of risks of digital 
exclusion for each situation.    

Table	21:	At-risk	situations	in	three	life	domains	

 DIGITAL AT-RISK MOMENTS DIGITAL AT-RISK LEVEL 

EDUCATIONAL LIFE DOMAIN 

Selecting an education institute or program Low 
Enrolling in the school or particular courses Medium 
Involvement in class interactions High 
Accomplishing homework and tasks High 

PROFESSIONAL LIFE 

DOMAIN 

Exploring the job market Medium 
Responding to a job offer High 
Integrating digital technology at the workplace High 
Claiming unemployment benefits and services Medium 

PRIVATE LIFE DOMAIN 

Meeting and dating Low 
Renting or buying a house Medium 
Engaging and disengaging Medium 

This scheme points to the necessity to analyse at-risk moments in the broader education, 
professional, and private context in order to understand the logics of individual and structural 
choice related to use or non-use of digital technologies, and thus the development of digital 
autonomy. Nonetheless, in the framework of this research it appears challenging to assess 
how particular life course trajectories and at-risk situations of digital exclusion relate to each 
other. This is due not only to the non-linearity but also the singularity of life course trajectories. 
As a reminder, we identified three to four life course trajectories for each life domain, 
summarized in Table 22.  

Table	22:	Life	course	trajectories	according	to	three	life	domains	

 LIFE COURSE TRAJECTORIES 

EDUCATIONAL 

LIFE DOMAIN 

finished academic 
life course 

fragmented life 
course failed life course 

 

PROFESSIONAL 

LIFE DOMAIN 

stable professional 
life course 

flexible professional 
life course 

additional 
professional life 

course 

long-term 
unemployment 
professional life 

course 

PRIVATE LIFE 

DOMAIN 

linear private life 
course 

flexible private life 
course 

ruptured private life 
course. 
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Even though this research did not enable us to have an in-depth understanding of the causal 
relationship between individual life course trajectories and at-risk situations of digital exclusion, 
the data suggests that these dynamics do not necessarily correspond. On the contrary, this 
analysis highlights that in general the respondents, regardless of life stage group or life 
trajectories, found themselves in situations in which digitalization led to concrete challenges to 
participate in processes related to education, professional, and private life domains, as well as 
at specific moments in time. Therefore, we argue that it is mandatory to deconstruct the linear 
relation between socio-economic profile and (non-)usage of digital technologies. We should 
acknowledge at-risk moments of digital exclusion, including for those with privileged life course 
trajectories and digitally competent profiles.   
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 Some insights on digital inclusion 
In this last chapter, we propose a look that shifts slightly from the direct experiences of users 
to question the more global digitalization context in which they take place. The purpose of this 
shift in focus is to return to the question of participation in society, taking into account the 
results previously highlighted by the analysis, which are defined by two underlying issues: (1) 
digital choice is a biased notion in the sense that digital autonomy tends to be greatly reduced; 
and (2) the number of situations in which the use of digital technologies is imposed by default, 
formally or informally, is increasing. 

 

 Participation through digital uses 

As a reminder, our analysis is rooted in a relational approach of autonomy (Paugam 1996, 
1997, 2011), in the sense that it characterises a relationship between individuals and a society 
able to provide them with access to the resources necessary for their emancipated 
participation in social life and to pursue a life trajectory where economic, social, or cultural 
factors are not obstacles to inclusion in society. In this sense, excluded individuals are defined 
by this inability to benefit from resources without assistance. Conceived in terms of digital 
issues, this approach puts the problem of digitalization into perspective: in these situations 
where digital adoption becomes unavoidable, vulnerable groups are made visible, regardless 
of any considerations of socio-economic status. Further, it questions the ways ICTs are made 
accessible and the pursued goals of digitization, these having effects on social practices and 
usage norms (Gangadharan, 2017:611). 

The resources involved here are of a dual nature. On the one hand, they concern the measures 
put in place to ensure that everyone has equal and informed access to digital services, 
regardless of the domain concerned, which refers to the current field of digital inclusion. On 
the other hand, digital technologies are becoming resources in themselves, and the ability to 
actively participate in the use of these resources and not just to be a customer could constitute 
a new challenge for the field of digital inclusion.  

Consequently, this approach raises the question of autonomy, and the analysis focuses on 
understanding it no longer as dependent on the acquisition of individual skills, but as integrated 
into local social contexts.    

It is commonly accepted that the acquisition of digital competences would reduce the 
inequalities associated with digital uses (Brotcorne & Valenduc, 2009:46), and much work has 
already been done in this area. In this vision, which refers to the “second order digital divide”, 
“using the benefits of digital technologies is presented as the sine qua non condition for full 
economic, social and cultural integration. Conversely, not being connected is losing 
opportunities to be active in […] society […]” (Brotcorne & Valenduc, 2009:48). Nowadays, in 
the face of all the situations where digital adoption is no longer a choice, and in the many ways 
of being connected or disconnected according to age, such a strict dichotomy no longer seems 
to be totally applicable. Indeed, for some respondents, being connected (and competent) did 
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not mean more opportunities, especially in professional terms. On the other hand, not being 
connected for some respondents was detrimental to a set of everyday micro-situations, and 
the choice of whether or not to use an application sometimes became an issue that was 
disproportionate to the intended purpose, which was sometimes as simple as taking a train. 
Indeed, while someone could continue to take a train without using ICTs, he or she would not 
benefit from the features of public services which are more developed on digital platforms. This 
could happen for the simple reason that he or she does not want to share personal data, or it 
could stem from a lack of confidence in the privacy of ICTs, and these reasons could be 
independent of one’s level of digital skills.  

Thus, this section highlights elements of individuals’ experience which could respond to this 
emerging node around people’s choices of use. 

As we already noted, the notion of participation raises questions22, especially when it comes 
to the choices that individuals make. Indeed, far from being exempt from criticism from 
individuals – daily users or not – the progress represented by the dissemination of digital 
technologies in everyday life appears hard to question. For respondents, in one way or 
another, digital technologies are here and will continue to develop, and one has to choose how 
and when to use them (rather than using them or not), in addition with the disparities of skills 
and access that superimposed with these choices.  

Empirical data highlighted the polysemy of the understanding of choice. As heterogeneous as 
are these ways of experiencing choice, one convergent point is that it always joins an idea of 
participation in society as well as the means of being an active individual. These aspects of 
participation could be summarized as follows: 

• Young adults are broadly engaged in ICT use but seek more impact in the way they 
are using and will use ICTs, with a more conscious vision of the changes brought 
by big data. 

• Adults envisage their participation in a more pragmatic manner that fits their daily 
needs in terms of organisation between professional and private life, with a greater 
ease of disconnecting when ICTs are not useful. 

• Seniors strive to maintain their participation in society and see it as achievable only 
through the use of digital technologies, in a vision where non-connection is a 
synonym for the threat of exclusion. 

If the analysis by life stage groups allows the highlighting of specific issues by group, it is 
certain that in everyday life, these groups are not closed entities that live in isolation from each 
other. Thus, although there are specific issues related to each life stage group, we want to put 
forward a reflection that does not deal with these groups in isolation but in a more global 
approach, to highlight the converging contextual elements in the here-and-now.  

According to Bouquet and Jaeger, digital inclusion “[…] is nothing more than social inclusion, 
in the sense which it implies the effective ability to exert its role of active and autonomous 

																																																								
22 See Section 3.2.1. 
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citizen in a society where digital plays an essential role” (Bouquet & Jaeger, 2015:186). This 
“effective ability to exert [a] role of active and autonomous citizen” recalls a definition of 
empowerment as the amelioration of the means of action for individuals and their communities. 
In order to understand how individuals could gain autonomy and participate in their social 
environment, the next section highlights characteristics of digitization that play a role in the 
way choice is managed. These changes concern the modes of conception of digital 
technologies at large and the constraints for individual and collective uses that question the 
ability to realize an equal and fair digital inclusion.  

 

 Articulate the changes 

In Chapter 4, we concentrated on changes enhanced by digital technologies lived through the 
daily life of individuals. In this chapter, we aimed to better understand the way individuals put 
words on the direct experiences of the multiplication of digital technologies and uses. However, 
we move to a broader approach of these changes and their impacts that arose from the 
interviews.  

Taking account of the context can no longer overshadow the transformations related to digital 
consumption, participation, and design. A socio-history of such important changes goes 
beyond the scope of this report, so we propose a focus on three particular points that concern 
the modes of participation imposed by digital platforms and go beyond the already mentioned 
competences-based approach. In fact, even with a high level of competences, it is likely that, 
on the one hand, an individual will have to be continuously up to date to meet new norms, and 
on the other, this updating process would be even more difficult to hold for individuals who are 
already digitally fragile. This section aims to show that individuals depend on other 
mechanisms over which they appear to have little control. 

Indeed, the ongoing digital turn is not as much about the multiplication of digital devices in 
itself as it is about the growth of new characteristics like  

(i) the exponential production of information due to the widespread deployment of 
sensors, with a radical deepening of the measurement of phenomena and the monitoring 
of our mobilities (geolocation); (ii) due to the Internet, the unified circulation of all these 
data and the double access: both the access of the user to the information and the 
access of the digital operators to the personal data of the user; (iii) capacities of storage 
and processing of a number of data that goes beyond human comprehension (which we 
call the ‘big data’); (iv) the multiplication of applications via big digital platforms, to 
potentially respond to all social needs, would it be in the domestic sphere, economical, 
administrative or cultural. (Beckouche, 2017:153) 

In this definition, two points raise particular attention. First, point ii shows the tension that exists 
around transparency. While the focus is often made on the “access of the user to the 
information”, with the issues that it raises in terms of digital inequalities, users know little about 
the “access of the digital operators to the personal data of the user”. This was expressed by 
William (68, retired), Sophia (34, teacher), and Alain (69, retired): 
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So I’m suspicious of this aspect of the Internet, the intrusion of others through all the 
data information. That is specialists, because they are necessarily specialists, who 
certainly master the computer tool better than some engineers, but to unhealthy goals. 
[…] And also because it does not feel secure to do this by the Internet. (William, 68, 
retired) 

Concerning data, I don’t know where the data goes and it worries me. Nobody really 
knows what’s done with them. (Sophia, 34, teacher) 

- Interviewer: And for purchases, possibly online shopping, do you do it on your 
computer […] And not on the smartphone? - Alain: No. […] I’m afraid of security point 
of view. I still have a card reader so I prefer to use what I know. Especially for the 
payment of invoices etc. (Alain, 69, retired) 

Secondly, point iv entails the issue of digitization by default and, more specifically, it addresses 
the risks of technological solutionism23. This skews the reflection on digital inclusion, as if one 
considers that only technology will be able to solve problems – often on a logic of identification 
of problematic behaviours and incentives of action by the individuals – it risks the failure to 
take into account the depth of the social issue that lies behind the problem in question and the 
multimodality of such a problem.  

 Uses of data and algorithms 

The first change concerns the gathering of data through individual connection. The platforms 
and apps used by respondents were extremely varied, while social media, transportation and 
banks remained frequently cited, like for Ann (18-30, employed):  

I’m primarily thinking of services like Facebook, WhatsApp, Twitter, that’s the first thing 
that comes to mind. Yes, of course, you also have indeed the app of the SNCB, Belfius, 
the Colruyt app, and all […] That is all part of that, but what I actually think of is actually 
social media.  

Thinking about all these apps, it is difficult to ignore the growing importance of data as a driver 
of changes, in the design of new applications and in the way they are believed to improve the 
quality of services through the traces left by users. The interactions between the uses of 
individuals and the systems that collect the data they leave through these uses involve at least 
three types of data extraction: “(1) data that users give to devices/systems […] (2) data that 
devices/systems extract from users […] (3) data that devices/systems process on behalf of 
users” (Pangrazio & Selwyn, 2019:421–422).   

With regard with digital inclusion, one could ask how data, which currently constitutes an 
implicit form of digital participation, could be appropriated by users. This reflection stems from 
the negative approach to data found in the interviews, that showed a tension between “[…] the 
promise of broadband opportunities and the threat of inappropriate and asymmetrical flows of 
information” (Gangadharan, 2017:598). This implies a reflection about the ownership of such 
data, and the references about them let them appear as external from the individual will, like 
in the cases of Céline (29, notary) who was intimately concerned about data capture via her 
sensor for diabetes, which collects her glycaemic and health information: 

																																																								
23 Conception which “consists in bringing technological solution to social issues” (Badouard, 2017:114). 
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But also for example I’m diabetic, and I have a blood glucose sensor continuously now, 
I have a pump that diffuses insulin continuously [...] I feel that we are so traceable 
today. In fact, it could become a tool to put pressure on someone, so that we don’t get 
out of the ranks, because we immediately know how to hurt someone and even without 
malicious intent. When I think of my sensor, and all its data, if now there are agreements 
between pharmaceutical companies and insurance, well, insurance can have all my 
medical data.  

The dilemma between intimate paths and data sharing is concrete for individuals in health 
situations. More generally, respondents such as Dirk (31-50, employed) put forward the idea 
of control:  

[O]f course you also have […] digital apps, applications, services that you can use from 
a distance, it’s through government, […] through private providers. […] Of course, it 
goes further and further, the Internet or thing and stuff, all connected devices that are 
more and more connected to the cloud. It goes on and on, hey, so in that sense you 
can also think of all kinds of […] applications that are more and more controlled [silent] 
from the cloud, yes. 

Whether it concerns companies, governments or imprecise Could, the questioning about the 
uses of data seems to grow in the public sphere and reveal the vagueness that surrounds data 
and apps for users. Thus, the question of data and algorithms, which respondents reported as 
important in their daily uses, falls within the spectrum of digital inclusion issues, understood as 
the means of exerting an active role in society, because exerting this role involves at least 
being informed on the functioning and destination of these individual traces that affect the 
community by the uses made of them in digitalizing services.   

 The power of design 

This section focuses on the implications of the modes of design. Julien (32, accountant in a 
NGO) provided us with an important insight about the transformation of participation due to the 
advent of new technologies and new social media: 

[S]omething is happening, an attack, and you will read ‘the Prime Minister has 
expressed his condolences on Twitter’. And I find it surprising, you see, it really became 
a media, for the official communication, which is really well integrated. Before it was, 
‘my dear compatriots’ at the television and the media in fact was the TV. And now, a 
president, a minister, he can in 140, or double, I think they have doubled, characters 
speak on Twitter, do something official [...] it becomes politics in 140 characters and it 
distorts also what was already quite distorted, the political reflection.  

In his book, Romain Badouard (2017) developed this transformation by the same example of 
Twitter to argue about the paradoxical decline of participation that is submitted to the norms 
imposed by these platforms. The example of Twitter shows how a company is able, by the 
very form of the rules implemented, to use it in a way that “influences and constrains the 
behaviour of millions, nay billions of individuals. To this technological domination is added an 
oligopolistic position on the information market giving them a privileged role of intermediary 
between the contents and the public” (Badouard, 2017:142–143).  

Beyond the example of Twitter, the underlying idea is that the way someone participates on 
digital platforms  
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is a direct result of the constraint imposed by digital tools […] The constraints that 
technologies impose to our behaviors thus reveal fundamental power issues. But these 
shall not be understood as the domination of a Big Brother on human slaves of 
anonymous machines, because the power of technologies is always exercised 
between individuals through the technologies. This relation unites a designer, who 
conceives a device, and a user who submits or negotiates the typical behavior that is 
proposed to him. (Badouard, 2017:145) 

This is to say that an individual will always behave according to what is allowed by the designer 
of the device. This repeals the issue of choice already developed and, therefore, digital 
inclusion also questions the ability to intervene in this relationship. More precisely, it questions 
the distance between designers and users and the possibility of closer proximity between these 
groups, helping to understand the "flexibilities" needed by users and the diversity of the 
“lambda citizen” often used as a basis in design. So, regardless of the competences that an 
individual will develop and their degree of adaptability, it will always meet the limits imposed 
by what the platforms allow and, conversely, the grid of necessary competences would be 
gradually defined by these platforms and the uses they draw. In that way, empowerment of 
individuals not only consists of the acquisition of competences that ultimately respond to 
imposed norms, but includes a reflection on this dependence on what the technological device 
allows and on the position assigned to the users in this scheme: consumer, client, resource, 
citizen, participant, et al. In other words, there exists a concrete relationship between designers 
and users, and the way this relationship is conceived constitutes levers for digital inclusion. 

 Individualization of uses and services 

The many uses investigated through empirical work show the multiplication of individual 
equipment, as many individuals possess at least one computer and one smartphone, or a 
personal computer for each member of the family. This movement of individualization, 
materialized in the equipment, highlights a paradoxical dynamic between the almost limitless 
possibilities of individualization of services via online platforms and the fact that this 
individualization is made possible by the very massification of a process of data collection that 
is replicated at large scale. As a consequence, there is a form of naturalization of this 
individualized personalized mode of services (Beckouche, 2017:162), as it is expected that 
there will be a platform that directly responds to one’s direct needs and recognises it directly 
with less manipulation as a result, with information that is handcrafted for each individual 
(Beckouche, 2017:162). 

Two elements that flow from this phenomenon are relevant to mention. First, it leads to more 
individualized information, and there is still uncertainty about how information is generated and 
its power of influence24. Secondly, this massification rationalizes individual paths at large 
scale, in a way that makes it difficult to take into account ruptured paths in the design. Then, 
this individualization of services applies a form of invisibilisation of less-connected individuals 
or those with very specific needs, or encloses them in forms of uses that reinforce their 

																																																								
24 For further reading, see Cardon, D. (2015). A quoi rêvent les algorithmes: nos vies à l’heure des big data. Paris: 
Seuil. 
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categorization as marginal (Gangadharan, 2017). Yet disconnected or non-connected 
individuals are not solely the most socially fragile; there is also a large range of individuals who 
feel increasingly constrained by digital technologies. Also, this individualization of uses and 
the growing need to manage them tends to overshadow the collective purposes that could be 
achieved through digital technologies.  

 Participation beyond competences 

To illustrate this gap between digitization of services, the wants of individuals, and the 
consequences in terms of loss of means of action, we take the example of Jessica (24, 
student), who developed in her interview the outcomes of the implementation of Moodle in her 
university, and the way it did not take into account different parameters; thus it was lacking in 
its participative intent and it somewhat dispossessed the student from her academic studies. 

First, Jessica questioned this digitization of something that functioned well before. This implies 
both a form of misunderstanding of the objective of such a digitized platform and a feeling of 
not being able to take action in case of technical problems that lead to find a secondary way 
to solve the problem and not being penalized:  

[W]e have the platform but the teachers didn’t explain how to use it, but just to register 
for the classes you must already find the classes codes, it’s very complicated. It would 
be simpler if we had syllabuses […] we don’t need to go on the Internet and have more 
stuff, finally I find it complicated [...] For example […], each time they published 
something, there was a little red bubble to notify the publication, and sometimes there 
were bugs so at home the little red bubble didn’t appear, so I wasn’t going to see, I 
didn’t have the documents and so I was penalized. […] It is necessary to drop 
homework and papers on Moodle, and if it’s due for 11pm, obviously when everybody 
connects to drop the homework, it bugs. For example, it happened to me that my work 
wasn’t done because everyone had connected to the server at the same time, it’s stupid 
stuff like that and I thought it was really bad. 

At the end of this extract, the respondent explained that she was not notified when new 
information or a document was published. This leads us to the second point, that these 
platforms induce individuals to conform to norms of behaviour, adopting the habit to regularly 
check so as not to face a penalizing problem. Similarly, the norms of access remained an 
underlying problem:  

But having arrived in college, there are no more written notes. It’s the computer […], 
and everything is put on the […] Moodle. When you’re out of high school, you’re not 
used to it and you have to adapt quickly, and I had no computer so I had to buy a 
computer […] and you have to print the slides before class, it’s another whole system. 
I thought it was easier for them to leave us syllabuses. Just buy the syllabus and no 
computers. 

In this continuum, the responsibility for learning about the functioning of the platform is 
completely left to the individual, a student in this case. As such, one could, as in our example, 
become dependent on one’s social network to know how to use the platform when there is no 
support from the designer. In this case the problem was translated to other users’ fault:  

By myself, I asked the others […], because the teachers don’t explain, and luckily my 
boyfriend was also in college so he helped me, otherwise I would never have 
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understood. And to give an example, I met a girl 3 months later, she wasn’t even aware 
that there was [Moodle], she told me that she didn’t know how to register for classes, 
etc.  

Finally, the experience of Moodle for this respondent reveals a divide between a very 
individualized service based on personal college courses, where there is an explicit injunction 
for students to use this platform, and the fact that teachers appear to have a little more room 
to choose to use it or not. Indeed, it shows how it could be difficult for someone who feels 
constrained to adapt to a platform with the feeling of being the only one to make the effort and, 
thus, leading to a form of disengagement. This goes in the sense of participation that 
overcomes the sole acquisition of competences and not only should be turned towards the 
objective of simplification but should also pursue a collective purpose that benefits all the 
participants involved in the same community:  

Yes, when it’s necessary to drop homework, I go there. Now Moodle is the platform of 
the college and you have to register to classes on it and therefore everyone has its own 
Moodle with his own program and when we click on a class, there is all the content of 
the class and for example, there are teachers who publish their slides before the class 
so that’s good, we can already look what’s going to be about, but there are teachers 
who don’t do it, so how do we follow?  

The case of Jessica shows how competences are not all of what matters when experiencing 
digital services, as “if the intention is laudable, it implies that the responsibility for reducing the 
digital divide lies with the individuals who must adapt to the new situation rather than to the 
public authority called upon to correct these inequalities” (Badouard, 2017:132). Further, 
relying only competences-driven approaches invariably fits in an individualistic logic, while 
digital uses are profoundly social. 

To conclude, autonomy is also the prerogative of public institutions that should provide 
resources in an equitable way and avoid situations of a bifurcated society, as Naomi (44, 
unemployed) exemplified with a scholarship example:  

[A]t some point they will give up looking for the scholarship, for now they still leave the 
choice, but you already have the advantage if you introduce your demand 
electronically, you have priority and it’s faster, but maybe they leave for people a little 
older or I don’t know what, but for me will arrive at a given moment that […] will only be 
done via the sites. 

Here, the respondent highlighted the facts that if one chooses to not introduce a demand by 
the Internet, he or she would be treated differently, and there is no distinction between 
individuals who do it by post mail because of lack of competence, social support, or access, 
and those who are resistant or ignorant of the possibilities; thus it could be hard for a public 
service to efficiently target individuals with problems. Finally, one should keep in mind that it is 
the way the application form is constructed that constrains individuals, as it does not allow 
individuals to inscribe specific life paths that could play in favour of a scholarship. We do not 
have the means to confirm this precise case. That said, Nacim (31, unemployed), a respondent 
with non-linear educational and working trajectories, informed us of a similar problem related 
to a job search registration which, in addition to not allowing an optimal job search, had an 
impact on the subjective self-esteem and feeling of consideration by the administration: 
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I had a job proposal here and I had to be registered [on the employment administration 
website] and they told me “yeah you have to subscribe through computer” and their 
website was bad, very complicated […] for example, for every page you must complete 
the information and when it’s complete only you can move to the next page. But as far 
as you have a doubt on any information or you don’t know, you’re stuck, you can’t open 
your personal account. It was boring. […] For the diploma, you can’t indicate that you 
have no diploma otherwise you can’t go to the next page. […] Here are drop-down 
menus. And for personal experiences and formations, you have to choose based on 
the experiences that are predefined and choose between titles and subtitles, things like 
that. But in fact, it doesn’t correspond to reality at all. In personal development, you 
choose photography and they will propose something like “photography engineer” or 
bullshit like that. […] While if on paper, you can fill all your information by hand and 
write, it’s much clearer.  

Based on critical approaches which highlight the importance of the context to make sense of 
digital uses (Gangadharan, 2017), a work on digital inclusion and the conviction of the benefits 
that each could draw from it requires asking a question about inclusion to which society? This 
questions both the resources that allow social inclusion but also ICTs as intermediaries for 
participation, as the means to interact and have an effect on communities, without leaving 
behind “the unequal agency that individuals and social groups have when engaging with digital 
data” (Pangrazio & Selwyn, 2019:433) and, more widely, with digital technologies that carry 
with them values such as progress and individual responsibility.  

 

 Common social and digital challenges 

The aim of this section is to look at how digital inclusion policies make digitally and/or socially 
fragile individuals participate in society as “smart citizens” and not only as “individuals of a 
smart city” (Petit, 2017). This standpoint emphasizes the agency of individuals and their 
capability to act in their environments, which can be stressed by several elements. First, we 
will look at the existing frameworks to address the challenge of the digital divide, in other words, 
the means put in place to ensure equal and integrating use and access for all. Secondly, we 
will see how ways of thinking about uses outside individual gain can lead to an improvement 
of the living environment and a better inclusion of everyone into society, thus encouraging a 
reconsideration of the current ways in which ICTs allow participation. Finally, the analysis 
shows some fundamental points on which the digital divide continues to collide.  

 The positive experience of Public Digital Spaces  

As shown in the previous section with the experiences of Jessica (24, student) and Nacim (31, 
unemployed), the digitization of services blurs the institution that is behind the platform and 
could appear as an obstacle to integration into society and lead to dropouts that are penalizing 
for individuals facing life ruptures, like those undertaking a job search:  

[T]he difficulty is that even at the level of interim agencies, we have almost no more 
phone contact. So the registration is done online, they can contact you but once you 
try to contact them, you find yourself on a voicemail which tells you to go online to find 
the information on their website. […] So someone calls me [last Thursday] for a possible 
job […] without any news I try to call him yesterday to see a little how it evolves, if there 
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is hope or if I am totally burned, and I found myself on a voicemail with multiple choices 
but without the possibility to enter in direct contact with the person […] Then I was 
stuck, so I moved on to something more constructive to do in terms of job search since 
I was blocked and already spent all my time on it. (Eric, 48, unemployed) 

Therefore, all these services, which ostensibly have an objective of helping, are becoming 
more and more distant from individuals, and it is in this sense that individuals in difficulties with 
digital, mostly after a rupture or a situation like the one explained above, turn toward 
intermediaries, like the existing network of Public Digital Spaces (EPN/OCR)25.  

Implanted in the three regions of the country, Public Digital Spaces (PDSs) are places which 
several of the respondents were able to benefit from in supporting their digital uses. Indeed, 
the definition of PDSs  

means far more than just a public access point to the Internet; it is also and mainly a 
structure of host, support of users, help to the realization of projects. […] it is defined 
as an open place for [the] public, providing them computers to make digital activities 
and navigate through the Internet, with the support of coordinators. (Brotcorne & 
Valenduc, 2009:57-58) 

Behind these places lies common spaces that provide support to fragile users for their 
administrative procedures, although the scope of their intention surpasses the response to 
urgent needs alone. In fact, PDSs are also places of learning, sociability, and proximity. 

As places of learning, several digitally fragile respondents in rupture’ situations had turned to 
PDSs for help. This was the case for Alexandr (49, unemployed):  

At almost 50 years old, I thought to reorient myself and find another job that will be less 
physical than the previous. Obviously, I must go through the computer step and the 
occasion is offered to me here [at the PDS]. I find it good, because at 50 years old, I 
was starting to think that I was mostly an illiterate.  

In fact, in his life course, this respondent did not develop digital competences because he had 
neither the need, the occasion, nor the will to learn until he had a work accident that obliged 
him to find a less physical job. He is now in a process of learning about digital technologies. In 
addition, his thought about the role of PDSs was quite clear:  

I see people that are lost. Nobody will show them. They may not know [the PDSs] or 
there are not enough of it […]. Me, I don’t live far away […] so I know it because I’m 
living here in the neighbourhood. But there are people that don’t know that there is [the 
PDS]. I think that’s something that should be scattered everywhere.  

By saying that, Alexandr (49, unemployed) highlighted an important feature of these PDSs, 
that is, that they are places of proximity. We saw in Chapter 4 that digital technologies were 
seen like objects that provoke a loss of social relations, and especially of relations with the 
people who surround one’s social environment. By putting forward and giving more resources 
to PDSs in order to make them “constituent element[s] of a network of local services” 
(Brotcorne & Valenduc, 2009:60), they could be new places for local participation. Moreover, 
by becoming long-term actors of the local communities, PDSs will be better able to know their 
public and the stakes of these communities to make these stakes the core of projects that 

																																																								
25 Espaces Publics Numériques or Openbare Computerruimte. 
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could benefit more people. Thanks to this, they could become intermediaries able to fulfil and 
extend their existing mission – that is, support for individuals in difficulty – but also to develop 
projects that have an impact on local communities and participation, thus improving everyone’s 
integration into their social environment. This would fight social isolation and thus prevent 
digital and social exclusions. 

In this sense, PDSs are places of sociability and, further, their very existence is already a 
means of integration, like in the case of Baptiste (44, unemployed), who is homeless. This 
shows that these spaces encompass both social and digital inclusions:  

It’s true that I frequently go to the PDS, especially in this wintery period of the year 
because, actually, it’s a heated place but it also allows me to do my research because, 
even if I’m unemployed, homeless, and so, that doesn’t mean that I do nothing during 
the day, so I do things during the day and it allows me to stay dynamic and stay in a 
routine. 

 Digital technologies as means to act on society 

One could say that the challenges of digital inclusion for the upcoming years are not only about 
digital divides but also about a divide with the digital that is exacerbated by the unavoidable 
nature of digital technologies.     

Therefore, the different changes previously highlighted – data gathering, individualization of 
uses and services and technological constraints – could constitute a basis to work on those 
collective levels, as their appropriation by individuals could benefit from social participation and 
rehabilitate choice, not as much as choice to use it or not, but as the ability to make informed 
choices about how to use digital technologies. 

• The reappropriation of data 

Fieldwork has shown that, for individuals, this issue is far from being unquestioned, even more 
so for young adults. However, the issue concerns every life stage group as, for example, we 
saw that seniors strive to maintain their participation in society and have to connect to achieve 
this goal. While connecting, they are also embedded by default in this scheme, and their 
questioning often remains undermined by the urge to use digital technologies (Gangadharan, 
2017).  

Thus, the interviews showed the interest of raising awareness of algorithms’ logic, the 
objectives they serve, their mechanisms of recollection, and, finally, their property, which is 
commonly found under the spectrum of the GAFAM26. Indeed, some of the respondents like 
Alain (69, retired), often with a higher level of education, were aware of these issues and their 
impact, while remaining connected and able to run their daily activities:  

[S]o, there is Google. I don’t really like GAFAM, all those companies that don’t pay 
taxes […] including Google. I would like to boycott them and this morning we heard on 

																																																								
26 “GAFAM is the acronym of the Web giants – Google, Apple, Facebook, Amazon, and Microsoft – which are the 
five major American firms (founded between the last quarter of the 20th century and the early 21st century) which 
dominate the digital market (Wikipedia, 2019). Nowadays, the GAFAM coexists with a new form of web giant, the 
NATU, which is the acronym for Netflix, Airbnb, Tesla, and Uber (L’Obs, 2015).  
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the radio that there was Qwant, I don’t know if you know it, it’s an alternative French 
browser […] which doesn’t create […] which doesn’t have an algorithm if I’m right.  

And I don’t have Windows on my computer and I found, thanks to a group [an 
association] that I met […] and by an engineer friend who is a volunteer in this 
association. […] Ubuntu, it is an alternative operating system that depends on a 
community of Internet users and it’s a system that is also used, it seems, on large 
servers, by big firms. Have you never heard of that?  

However, despite the obvious interest of this individual for free software and alternatives to 
GAFAM, he expressed clearly that “I would like to escape it for certain things, but I’m not sure 
I can escape from everything” when he spoke about his use of Gmail27 or booking airplanes, 
and the concrete consequences of such uses: 

– R.: But there too we come to the GAFAM for some bookings… […] And here too I’m 
starting to resist because I learned that it wasn’t good for hoteliers […] and that it’s 
better to contact them directly. And also then they bother us [the booking applications] 
because they recall us any time. I’m trying to remove the cookies28 too. […] – I.: So, it’s 
complicated to resist? […] – R.: Yes, oh yes, but if we know a little the logic of things… 
I learned it not so long ago, it wasn’t interesting at all for companies. Now I keep in 
mind to try to contact the company directly. 

Going beyond the step of information about algorithms at the individual scale to propose their 
collective use and more largely the use of ICTs is also a path that we found in the interviews. 
To illustrate this argument, we built on the interview of Mathieu (52, unemployed), who 
advocated for a “civic Internet” and managed his use regarding the founding ideals of the 
Internet: 

– R.: We have a very important data collection and fortunately in Europe we still have 
laws on the protection of privacy, but for how long? […] I think we really have to be 
careful in the upcoming years. There was the founder of the Web who warned people 
about the future of the Web and saying he was disappointed29. So there you go, he 
warned people a little bit. – I.: So you adhere to the basic principle of the Internet?          
– R.: Yes, it’s the basis that was defended by the founders, free Internet with a sharing 
of knowledge, etc. 

By adhering to these principles, this respondent went further by emphasizing the importance 
of information and formation to the mechanisms that underpin digital technologies.  

Citizen IT I think it’s very important, because of the issues I mentioned earlier, these 
monopoly issues and the market aspect of the Internet, the data collection. It starts 
early, it starts at school, and I think that we should be giving courses in citizen 
computing in high schools or even elementary schools [...] I think that from 7 to 8 years 
old, if the children had a computer science class, and why not an introduction to coding, 
programming, because it’s good to understand what is behind it. And after that, the 
institutions are still lagging behind what is happening at the level of private companies 
and at the level of legislation, it was a mess and it still remains a bit, even the copyright, 

																																																								
27 Property of Google.  
28 A cookie is “a packet of data sent by an Internet server to a browser, which is returned by the browser each time 
it subsequently accesses the same server, used to identify the user or track their access to the server” (Oxford 
Online Dictionary, 2019). 
29 “Tim Berners-Lee, a London-born computer scientist who invented the Web in 1989, said he was disappointed 
with the current state of the internet, following scandals over the abuse of personal data and the use of social media 
to spread hate” (HuffPost Canada, 2018). 
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the downloads in legal and illegal aspects. 80% of people do illegal things on the 
Internet but they don’t know they do. The stakes are that everyone must take this into 
account. Because they make laws but we’re well aware that people who are a bit more 
advanced have already found a way to overcome the law. 

• Collective approaches of uses 

Indeed, being able to understand one’s own actions on the Internet seems to be a prerequisite 
for empowerment and reappropriation of the means of action (Badouard, 2017). Further, as 
we have seen previously, digital technologies are rather negatively perceived as soon as they 
affect collective impacts. By collective uses, we do not mean the transposition into digital 
platforms of public services that benefit the community, but rather ways to implement ICT uses 
in groups, by reflecting on the needs and wants of the communities concerned, for the group, 
that is to say in a social aim that takes into account the peculiarities and thus promotes 
potentially more positive impacts, and by the group, meaning being clear about the design, 
with awareness of the situations in which users are embedded and trusting about the traces 
left by users. To illustrate, we take two quite different examples in the data. The first is from 
Mathieu (52, unemployed), a well-educated and informed man who intended to invest in his 
community through digital technologies and ameliorate the daily lives of other inhabitants, by 
building precisely on the existing social environment and needs: 

But to talk again on mobility, I contacted an association [...] because they are 
responsible in rural areas to inform people about the means of travel other than car. 
Alternative means. They have a call centre, you tell them where you live and they tell 
you which train lines you can take. And if you don’t have access to public transport, 
they have a system of social taxis and so they get you in contact with a social taxi. And 
if that doesn’t suit you, you can also rent an electric scooter for 3€ per day. I went to 
see them to tell them that people still use the car a lot in rural areas when we could 
make carpooling systems. That would be nice if there was an application, more local, 
something other than BlaBlaCar so that there’s a carpool system and that [the 
association] could be the intermediary of this application. So I have a contact with 
someone [of the association] and she was looking for people like me who have ideas 
and who want to develop that kind of idea. I gave them the idea and after we have to 
work together, but they liked the idea. We have already talked a lot about it. 

The second example is from Claire (51, unemployed), who completed an ICT training course 
on “digital stories”. Her life course featured several biographic ruptures (unemployment, 
divorce, illness, disabilities, etc.) which were triggers of non-use and remaining remote from 
digital uses. Also, her remoteness to digital uses was characterised by a negative emotional 
experience that stemmed from the time she discovered her husband was having an affair by 
reading his emails. So beyond the ruptures, an emotional facet was added that made it difficult 
for her to cope with digital technologies. At first, she was obliged to do the training course but, 
as time went by, she gained a renewed interest in digital technologies and regained the 
confidence lost through the past years. Thus, this respondent’s trajectory was characterised 
by ruptures and a life through assistance:  

It’s been a few years like this, but I’m entitled to nothing because I’ve never worked, I 
was enough to be entitled to the mutuality. So that’s how I find myself at the [social 
assistance]. So I have the [minimal income] and I participate for the moment in a 
formation [...] to put me back on track, initially socially to meet people [...] because it 
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allows me to go out and see people because I’m always in my apartment. Seeing 
people and talking is good. To laugh, to discuss, to learn things. 

As she indicated, she was obliged to participate to a training during several months, including 
the “digital stories”. The particularity of such a training is that beyond the objective of acquiring 
skills, there is the idea of constructing a project that makes sense for the individual and which 
is developing confidence and competences through the making of a digitized personal story, 
making the individual appropriate herself to a digital existence: 

We had two projects including digital stories that took us at least two months to 
implement because we had the material but we didn’t know [how to use it]. The time 
everyone finds their marks, learns to manage the computer and everything. Then we 
had to take photos, the text the music and we had to put everything in place. We invited 
the director of the [employment office] and we interviewed him too. It was the big 
project. Then we went to an audience at the Labour Court. We visited the municipal 
museum of [the city] and we visited the Collegiate. [...] Following our digital stories, we 
received a [former journalist] who had looked at them and analysed them. He told us 
what he thought and so we did a little job with him on that. 

As explained in the extract, the project went far beyond the acquisition of competences and 
embodied social and local aspects in the making, as the respondent was involved in a folkloric 
association in her city and made her project on it, thus giving a collective meaning to her 
actions and, as she was in a fragile social position, allowed her to remain integrated and 
participating in society. For the respondent, the outcomes of such an approach were the 
making of a new volunteer project of communication and design for the local community and 
individuals in need: “moreover, to tell you, we are now going towards volunteering, that is to 
say we have a poster project. And so we are creating a poster to bring people to [the city] and 
of course the unemployed people”. 

This example shows how collective purpose and local anchorage can go beyond individual 
benefits for vulnerable individuals. Collective purposes could be understood in different ways, 
taking different paths but ending in the same principle of increasing participation in one’s local 
community through the uses of ICTs. Furthermore, these integrated approaches seem efficient 
in terms of lasting effects, as while working on digital competences, individuals can also 
achieve in-depth gains to self-confidence. This can be important for individuals with ruptured 
trajectories, like Béatrice (52, nurse) who has a long-life mental disease and for whom going 
to PDSs generated a movement of perseverance and motivation even while facing difficulties 
due to her disease: 

[C]oming here is very positive about a lot of things. First, it structures my day; two, it 
allows me to meet interesting people; three, I’m able to focus on the lessons; four, I 
force myself somehow to review again at home, which is difficult because I have a very 
unstructured personality. I’m very proud to be able to come here for all these reasons. 
[...] it’s helping me. I still have trouble rereading my notes because I’m a scatter, when 
I’m at home I can’t unfortunately stay ten minutes on something but I force myself to 
reread my notes and I know that if I’m concentrated I will manage to memorize things 
but, being under treatment, it’s sometimes a little difficult. 

The collective gives a purpose to the global idea of progress represented by digital 
technologies. Moreover, this entry in a local approach, through community-based initiatives or 
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associations that can take care of people who encounter problems with digital uses, aims for 
a digital transition that would not be experienced as a constraint but an opportunity to 
participate. Victor Petit (2017) drew a distinction between the “ecology of the environment” and 
the “ecology of the milieu”, where the first consists of adapting technologies to make them 
more sustainable and with less impact on the environment, while the second proposes to focus 
on the amelioration of the quality of our living environment  and, to do so, “seeks to modify our 
relation to technologies, understood as modes of consumption and production” (Petit, 
2017:802). Thus, while we often discuss taking into account the social environment to 
understand the relation to digital technologies, taking into account the broader life milieu seems 
relevant to investigate. The major difference between these two approaches is that, in the 
ecology of the milieu, the thought is that “a digital city does not make sense without the 
contribution of its inhabitants” (Petit, 2017:802), and is “attentive to smart citizens” (Petit 
2017:803) instead of thinking through the digitization of the city itself.  

That said, one should be cautious in providing participatory resources and not just consultative 
ones, as 

fieldworks have shown that those who take part in public consultations are often 
audiences which already possess more important resources to defend their interests. 
This is generally a well-educated population, middle and upper classes, well-integrated 
in the associative and political network of their place of living. In this context, online 
tools are only a new string to their bow. Finally, they are digging a civic gap that leaves 
out those who express themselves the less and who stay away from the ‘revolution’ in 
progress. (Badouard, 2017:136) 

To avoid this pitfall, one must keep in mind that digital and social inclusions are intimately 
bounded, and an initiative could succeed only if basic and equal accessibility to digital 
technologies is realized.   

 Making the resources available 

Some background issues remain concerning the access to basic social and digital resources 
to allow individuals to be autonomous. 

• Accessibility to digital resources 

Concerning digital resources, the issue of access continues to prove problematic. First, the 
financial wherewithal to acquire a device is often put forward as a limitation, with various 
degrees of constraints, beginning with thoughts about the merits of the investment: “I knew 
that it [the smartphone] exists but I was so on my mobile phone, and I thought to myself I didn’t 
want to spend money on that” (Erica, 60, secretary in a PDS). The constraints continue with 
the inability to acquire and support the costs of a personal device: 

No, I don’t have the Internet at home. Every time I ask with my friends if they can help 
me but Internet at home, I don’t have. That’s why it’s hard for me to improve myself 
because I can’t afford to buy it. And I don’t have a computer either because to pay for 
it isn’t easy [...] Because you have to pay [Internet], it costs money, and it’s expensive, 
I don't have enough money to pay each month. (Nadia, 28, student) 
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In addition to these situations of financial insecurity, certain individuals who intend to choose 
a responsible way to use digital devices face the same kinds of problems. This for example 
was the case for Alain (69, retired), who was attached to sustainable uses of digital 
technologies, whereas the price of a “FairPhone” was a deterrent and a reminder of the fact 
that there is sometimes little truly free choice even for well-integrated individuals. 

Financial issues are not limited to the acquisition of the device in itself, but extend to a range 
of other access issues. We want to highlight here the accessibility to Wi-Fi in public and private 
places. In fact, even if 4G connectivity is well diffused nowadays, its non-use for financial 
reasons should encourage the establishment of public Wi-Fi access points in public areas, a 
service that should be enlarged to include various devices like printers, because free basic 
access remains an important criterion for achieving personal objectives with the opportunity to 
receive support: 

I have all my CVs that are saved in the folder there and I don’t have them on my PC. 
So for not redoing everything, here, I have the free printer […], I have my CV, I print 
and it’s done. And in addition I have at the same time the [employment administration] 
service that gives me all the job offers. (Léa, 18-30, unemployed) 

These proximity services and accessibility are typical from urban areas. However, the question 
of access also arises in rural areas, where people tend to have longer distances to travel and 
less developed public mobility networks. Thus, home access can still be difficult, like in the 
case of Karine (42, extracurricular assistant), who said that “we have the problem that the 
network doesn’t work so well at home […] We had to put Ethernet to be able to [make the 
connection work]”.  

Finally, access is related not only to device issues but also to global accessibility to services 
and information that, in the movement of digitization, sometimes appear to become more 
complex. Three examples were raised in the interviews. First, there is Nicolas (46, engineer), 
who needed precise information in the frame of his job and had observed that this information 
tends to become more incomplete:   

Yet, on the Internet, I often come on websites that are extremely interesting, but 
actually they put two, three lines [of information] and then the rest is hidden and if you 
want to have access to information and well you have to pay. And that, that I’m often 
confronted with that. [...] It was a case, and I had the formulas OK, and then at some 
point it stops and gives me no more information and if you want to have it and you have 
to pay. [...] Generally I don’t pay and I try to find by another method.  

In this case, Nicolas seemed specialized enough to bypass the problem, even if it was still 
annoying, but this case could be extended to individuals with fewer resources and greater 
consequences for their inability to access information.  

Secondly, the case of Céline (29, notary) was frequent and concerns the fact that access to 
public services is conditioned by logins, passwords, card readers, etc. Individuals are often 
lost by the multiplication of means necessary to access their personal information:  

And the administrative process, no I remained on paper, mainly, because once again I 
lose my tokens, I lose my logins. […] I did it once [on Tax-on-Web], but yes, there are 
too many identifiers, too much password so I lose them and so I stop using that.  
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The common point with these two examples is that people are left to find a solution or 
alternatives by themselves. This leads to our last example, Sophia (34, teacher), who 
explained that the computer has become an obligation for her work – to prepare her lessons, 
fill out school reports, check her mailbox at least once a day for school general information, 
etc. – while the possibilities for technical support were almost non-existent and were based on 
the competences and available free time of other teachers: 

But I think we aren’t helped enough. Here, […] I know only two or three colleagues who 
will be able to help me for a computer problem, but if you don’t have them at hand, if 
you don’t have anybody that helps you, honestly, it gets complicated. There are no 
resource persons in the schools, at least we don’t have a computer specialist who will 
take care of helping the colleague in difficulty with such program or if the Wi-Fi doesn’t 
work, there is no one to help you. In professional life, for that I find that it blocks the 
teachers. [...] So if you have planned an activity with students with digital support but it 
doesn’t work, you will not get help directly. It is therefore absolutely necessary to have 
a plan B. 

To sum up, the costs, broad dispersion, and technical support are important issues for 
individuals to be able to access information digitally. Beyond this necessary regard on digital 
resources, non-digital resources are at least as important.  

• Beyond digital resources 

The reading and analysis of some interviews allowed us to identify at least two points of interest 
in overcoming the barriers that stand in the way of complete inclusion in society. These points 
are, on the one hand, the difficulties in the relationship with the written and, on the other hand, 
the situations, particularly those linked to employment, where individuals find themselves 
clueless in the face of front-line actors of public services who do not have the means and/or 
are not informed on the issue of digital exclusion, and therefore let individuals rely on 
themselves in situations where they need crucial help. 

Concerning the relation to the written, digitization has been a reversal where we have 
witnessed a decline in oral communication, since many interactions now go through social 
media or emails – although we note the development of social media that use video and oral 
conversations. The computer is thus generally a tool of mediation that privileges the written, 
and individuals with literacy difficulties have found themselves more exposed to negative 
outcomes. They also are exposed to the negative regard of others, which can sometimes be 
harmful, as was the case for Ismaïl (26, unemployed):  

The boss, the boss of the factory, go and convince him by looking face to face, talking, 
he will understand if it’s good or not [...] But I also go on the Internet but I prefer in real, 
for convince him [...] By Internet no, especially, in fact I’m going to post my resume 
hand-to-hand, the day after he calls me, most of it, but on the Internet never. There is 
way, but by that we see the writing, my French, I never know but [...] But on the Internet 
I never. [...] My spelling in French, it is a little ... not too weak but not at the level 
admissible for an interview, normal.  

For people who have difficulties with writing, the translation from handwriting to a computerized 
layout is an additional barrier, as writing on a computer is linked with other technical knowledge 
related to the use of the software: 
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Then after I found myself unemployed, I had a lot of trouble with CVs, compared to 
writing, because it was more than 10 years since I had been to school. And when I 
went to school, I was not really in school because I was working and going to school 
for 2 days and now the kids are with their PC at school. There is not really a computer 
course, well, there must be some but here the young people know, we must not show 
them. When I see now, the younger you are, the more you are used to the Internet and 
all that stuff. Me when I was younger, I had no PC, no connection with the Internet and 
all that. I didn’t have that time to spend on PC. Especially for Word, I had trouble, in 
establish a table, etc. (Florian, 32, educator) 

The case of Florian brings up a second point. In his case, losing his job was experienced as a 
rupture and impacted him objectively and subjectively. In accord with his previously mentioned 
difficulties with writing, his job search was made difficult by the fact that no one was really in 
charge to help him with the activities related to formulating a CV and, further, he acknowledged 
the negative impact of having someone who does that for him: 

– R.: Yes, and what did not help me either, when I lost my job, I wasn’t really shown 
how Word functions. I was told “you have to do a CV” like, I must be doing it on my 
own. [...] I felt a little lonely. There was a lady who took my information. People didn’t 
really help me to figure it out on my own. – I.: Have they done things for you? – R.: Yes, 
and I too have relied a little on it. I should have been asked to do it. They could have 
given me a formation. I think it’s important to do some formation to get by on our own. 
– I.: And so you have the impression of not really being supported? – R.: No, then I had 
to find by myself without knowing how to do anything. I asked for help to do my resume 
but in the end the person did it for me. But afterwards for my job I tried to do it alone. 
And I notice it in my writing works, it feels because I never train myself. 

Although the person who wrote his CV was not malicious in doing so, this type of situation 
reflects a more global problem: the lack of resources and information concerning the 
management of the digital divide, which for some public and private services is a marked 
problem. There is a form of unthinking about the non-connection of people, as Alexandr (49, 
unemployed) put it: “because for health insurance, it’s unconceivable that you don’t have an 
email address”. Email has become a normative means of communication, and reactions to 
someone who does not have it often leave that person left to his or her own means in terms of 
solving the problem. 

Thus, whether it is about having an email address, writing a resume, or anything else, the 
means of action available to these front-line workers appeared as a barrier and thus led to 
finding precarious and non-permanent solutions. It either ignores the problem – Alexandr will 
be penalized financially for not having responded to the health insurance by email because he 
had never seen the message – or it may help but without putting an end to the problem. This 
was the case when Alexandr attended language classes: 

I failed because I didn’t know, there were websites to visit, websites to consult, things 
to do by computer. [...] I passed an entrance examination. They evaluated my level [...]. 
It started well [...] There were websites that the teacher had given us, websites with 
answers and corrections for example. [...] and as the exams approached, she warned 
us that we could give her our email address, but I never did it either. And when I went 
to the EPFC they said, “Oh, you don’t have an email address?” And I said I didn’t have 
a memory for it. What are you feeling like that for? One evil, one ball. And so you gave 
it to the registration but you may never have given it directly? No, I didn’t give it to the 
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EPFC, they even gave me a phone so I could give them my email address later, which 
I never did.  

As such, the awareness of the differences in usage and the diversity of the pathways of 
individuals is an insight to add to these situations. Likewise, better detection and care of 
vulnerable people would enable them to be redirected to appropriate training or support, 
notably by relying on the role of the PDSs in the local associative network.  
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Conclusion 
The IDEALiC project is built from the observation of the profound transformations of the digital 
society and the increasing questioning around the current categories of digital and social 
inclusion. This deliverable, D.2.3. “A Qualitative Analysis of the Development of Digital 
Autonomy from Within a Life Course Perspective”, examined the issues related to the 
increasing digitization of society and its impacts throughout a life course. In particular, this 
report explored the common and divergent features regarding the development of digital 
autonomy of individuals who belong to a certain life stage group, i.e. a group that is 
characterised by similar steps of life, like studies, first job, retirement, and for which the 
passage between these stages is a major transition in their social status. 

In focusing on the daily uses of digital technologies, the objectives of this report were multiple. 
On the one hand, it was an attempt to approach and describe these current uses and how they 
arise and evolve through the life trajectories of each, whether it started by a familiarization with 
technology from childhood or growing up and witnessing the profound changes brought by 
computers, the advent of the Internet and, more recently, mobile technologies. On the other 
hand, these narratives from various personal stories were also a way of reflecting on what 
could now be covered by the notions of digital inclusion, digital exclusion, or digital 
competences, in a context characterised by the massification and the diversification of ICT 
uses. Thus, much more than narratives about digital uses, these are individual positions that 
we discovered through the interviews. 

Life trajectories and digital uses 

As the ambition of the IDEALiC project is to question and update the categories of digital 
inclusion and exclusion in order to guide new digital inclusion strategies in Belgium, the 
analysis of these individuals’ narratives constituted an attempt to understand these categories 
as close matches for the larger population of other users. Therefore, this study was based on 
a quite global approach of digital uses: respondents were of all ages, educational backgrounds, 
and living places, and the reflection on uses considered many domains of life (employment, 
education, intimate relationships, health, mobility, citizenship, and hobbies) that prompted 
discussions of elements identified as significant by respondents with regard to their ICT uses. 
Finally, ICTs themselves were widely considered, because the general aim of the research 
was not to base digital uses on preconceived assumptions. Our research confirmed that 
adopting this global approach is relevant for at least three reasons. 

First, the methodological stance of the life-course perspective made it possible to grasp the 
issues according to the age and life stages in which individuals are embedded. While some 
steps of life are more specific to certain age groups (first job, education, retirement, etc.), others 
potentially span all life stage groups (divorce, job loss, illness, migration, etc.), but their 
common denominator is that at each of these transitions and ruptures, ICT will now be part of 
the equation. Thus, the richness of the fieldwork carried out was to focus not on the role of 
technologies in specific domains, but to pay attention to a multitude of domains in which ICTs 
are involved, assessing their growing importance in every situation and the multiplicity of their 
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presence in one’s life. This implies, on the one hand, that the skills required no longer only 
concern isolated domains and, on the other hand, that these life steps are key moments when 
the lack of digital competences can harm and exclude the individual.   

Secondly, some studies on digital exclusion have focused on vulnerable groups and individuals 
distant from digital, while the life course perspective suggests that everyone is concerned 
about digitalization and can face difficulties, and it is how these difficulties are managed and 
solved that will be important. Indeed, the pervasiveness of the injunction to use ICT, the 
variability of skills and modes of use needed, and the diversity of platforms and devices no 
longer make the groups of people at risk of exclusion as clear as before, both in terms of digital 
skills or in their socio-economic profiles.   

Third, the framework of this study was to think of inclusion as a form of autonomous 
relationship to society. Thus, being included implies the ability to access the resources set up 
by society without assistance, and doing so means fitting the social norms. As the digitization 
of these economic, social, and cultural resources is becoming increasingly rapid, the first 
question posed by this study was to see how individuals view their relationship to these 
technologies that have become essential. In other words, it was a question of how individuals 
experience their choices to use ICT and to what extent their digital autonomy is understood. It 
is clear that digital autonomy is strongly linked to the life course, in the sense that each stage 
and break in life will lead to a use of digital that is increasingly constrained both by the situation 
in itself and by the normalization of digital uses in these situations. 

Digital technologies: Usages and experiences 

While analysing the various usages and experiences with digital technologies of seniors, 
adults, and young adults, this study found that the divergences and convergences in terms of 
construction of digital autonomy could be analysed according to the negotiation of choice, the 
situations of uses, and the social participation through ICTs. Addressing the process of digital 
autonomy according to these three thematic pillars indicates that it is the combination of 
individual, circumstantial, and collective conditions that contributes to the logics of use or non-
use of digital technologies. 

• Negotiating choice 

To the corpus of data gathered, it was necessary to apply an approach that reflected the 
transversal nature of ICTs in everyday life. The first step of the analysis thus focused on the 
handling of this relationship between individuals and ICTs and more particularly on the way in 
which individuals positioned themselves towards digitalization, which carries both social norms 
and representations.  

Throughout each age, we have observed how individuals gradually feel deprived of their ability 
to choose as soon as choice enters the digital sphere. This constraint applies differently 
according to age – from a more internalized constraint among young adults who assess their 
use choices in ways of connecting and using ICTs in a life course where ICTs have always 
been integrated, to seniors who view ICTs as a break point where, without them, exclusion is 
almost inevitable, and with life courses of which ICTs have not always been a part.  
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This issue of choice and, more particularly, of the development of an increasingly restricted 
digital autonomy throughout the life course has several implications. First of all, it shows that 
individuals are not “by default” users and that the process of adopting a digital service is a 
subject for reflection on their part. Indeed, the adoption of these digitized services changes 
their daily lives, and the more important the stakes are, the less flexibility there will be. These 
issues are understood in terms of participation within society, and the more competent and 
critical individuals are, the more capable they are of making choices that correspond to their 
needs.  

However, the acquisition of skills also faces other more social challenges, because as well as 
digital technologies can be perceived positively in individual terms – people will gain time for 
things they consider more important, they have access to information as they wish, and they 
have the opportunity to maintain and strengthen intimate relationships through ICTs – they 
also have more negative positions in their impact on the social environment. In particular, the 
analysis pointed out the time-consuming use of ICTs, the dehumanizing aspect of digitalization 
in daily relations and interactions with public and private services, and the lack of sustainability 
and general transparency that surrounds the functioning and content of the Internet and 
connected devices. This is to say that there exists various levels of comprehension of digital 
uses and of intervention, and while the means of action at the individual level could depend on 
the acquisition of digital skills, it appears that there is a consciousness of collective issues but 
unclear means of action in the face of them. Furthermore, while certain individuals have some 
ways to deal with these negative collective perceptions of ICT, other more vulnerable persons, 
who must use ICT to achieve minimal access to social resources, understate these concerns 
and thus are embedded in a world as disempowered individuals.  

• Understanding situations 

By identifying digital exclusion in the broader educational, professional, and private context, 
this research shed light on life- and event-related obstacles to participate in the digital society. 
The central points that emerge from our research are three: First, it showed the multiplicity of 
life courses and revealed the cumulative risk of social exclusion within and across the 
educational, professional, and private life domain. Secondly, it highlighted the contextual 
dimension of digital use and gave a detailed overview of each life domain, including the 
potential risk situations. Finally, it indicated that regardless of the life stage group or life 
trajectories, at-risk situations of digital exclusion occurred.  

Addressing the issue of digital exclusion according to at-risk situations enabled us to question 
the causal relation between socio-economic profile and the (non-)usage of digital technologies. 
The data indicated that respondents in general, including those with privileged life course 
trajectories and digitally competent profiles, can find themselves in situations in which 
digitalization leads to concrete challenges to participate in the entire process related to 
education, professional, and private life domain, as well as at specific moments in time. At-risk 
situations are moments at which the combination of a lack of coping strategies and the 
convergence of digital competences does not enable an individual in an autonomous way to 
realize a set objective.  
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Understanding the process of development of digital autonomy from the perspective of at-risk 
situations of digital exclusion instead of at-risk profiles has two consequences: First, it shows 
that the profound digitalization of everyday practices has tangible implications for the entire 
population. Virtually each daily practice entails one or more digital actions at a certain moment 
in time. In this context, we should question what the limits of these ongoing processes of 
digitization at every level of daily interaction are or should be. How can or should we guarantee 
an offline alternative for those who “choose” interpersonal exchange or a physical place over 
the digital, regardless of the underlying motivations? It is at this moment that tension rises 
between the norms, as explained earlier, and personal choices. Secondly, it implies that the 
manner in which individuals act against at-risk situations of digital exclusion is decisive. Digital 
competences in themselves do not define or divide the population. Rather it is the way in which 
individuals experience the scope and quality of coping strategies on which they rely when 
confronted with these at-risk moments that creates new risks of social inequalities amongst 
and across seniors, adults, and young adults.  

• Paths of social participation 

The analysis showed that it is possible to put into perspective the current issues of digital 
inclusion, not only by asking how to achieve the inclusion of everyone in society, but also to 
put at the centre the possibility of setting up digital inclusion mechanisms that improve 
individuals’ means of action on their social environment and which critically question the way 
digitalization currently goes. The need for individuals to have more manoeuvring room in their 
ICT uses in order to participate is currently constrained by the fact that ICTs operate as a 
necessary gateway to be able to participate in social life.  

Allowing an improvement of digital autonomy and individual choice does not mean either the 
elimination of digitized services or digging into two-speed processes where a real service 
would only catch up with those excluded from digitization. Instead, it is a question of intervening 
in the relationship between designers and users, in the sense that one of the major 
weaknesses of digitalization as perceived is that individuals often do not understand the 
underlying objectives or do not feel integrated into these digitalization objectives.  

Thus, the experiences of digital inclusion gathered in this report show that inclusion goes 
beyond the focus on competences-driven approaches. At least three axes for social 
participation through digital technologies were highlighted: two of these involve combating 
digital exclusion and the third deals with emergent issues of digital uses. First, PDSs continue 
to have a crucial role to play in terms of digital inclusion, but also in the struggle against social 
isolation. Secondly, it appears that while digital technologies are considered a prerequisite for 
participation in all domains of life, some elements of accessibility remain problematic, such as 
material access to ICTs and the question of the relationship to the written word. Thirdly, new 
questions concerning the modes of participation currently imposed by ICT design – the use of 
data, the constraint of design, and the individualization of services – are emerging and 
encourage further reflection on critical approaches and how to regain power to act on these 
modes of functioning. More generally, this way of thinking about the digitalization in view of its 
collective impacts requires us to have the keys for a critical reading of such a digitalization. 
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Rethinking digital autonomy: From assistance to solidarity 

Each of these pillars builds upon each other, but their shared ground can be summarized in 
the growing unavoidable nature of ICTs and the positions that individuals must adopt in the 
face of them. Although uses are often considered in terms of competences and needs, this 
report focuses the notion of choice on diverse manners and seeks to understand how choice 
regarding ICTs’ uses is more or less constrained by the situations an individual has to face 
during his or her life course. In doing so, this analysis builds on a relational approach of 
autonomy, which distances itself from the technical and competences-driven conceptions of 
autonomy. Thus, at a time when the choices of uses are increasingly constrained by a form of 
digitization by default, how should we think about the social and digital inclusion of each and 
the means of autonomous participation in society?  

A major focus of our questions was to be able to approach, understand, and deconstruct this 
blurry notion of “digital autonomy” through user interviews. Indeed, the interviews showed how, 
beyond competences, digital autonomy appeared mainly as an issue of autonomy from the 
digital. More precisely, in a lot of life situations – transitions or ruptures – digital technologies 
are becoming more and more unavoidable for individuals and, besides the issue of knowing 
how to use ICTs in these situations, this fact raises questions for individuals, as they feel stuck 
in situations where they can no longer choose to do things digitally or not. This leads to a 
feeling of misunderstanding and, more broadly, of disempowerment in the face of digitization. 
In other words, a situation of low digital autonomy could be understood as a situation where 
the room for manoeuvre in the face of digitized uses is low. As a weakening of choice, it assists 
a weakening of effective participation for individuals who are not yet well integrated and, 
further, it puts vulnerable individuals in an increasing situation of risk.  

In a sense, one could place the relations individuals maintain with digital technologies under 
the issue of the unclear objectives behind digitalization. More than having a clearer objective, 
it appeared also to be a matter of having objectives that make sense for the individuals who 
use these ICTs and digital services and go beyond the fact that things are digitized by default, 
or by casual “progress”.  

This analysis sheds light on an important nuance in the definition of autonomy and, therefore, 
exclusion. Primarily defined as a relation of assistance, reaching inclusion is not about saying 
that everybody should be totally independent from others, as data showed the importance of 
the social support and environment to deal with ICTs. Rather, inclusion is about everyone 
having the right to access the same opportunities in the face of digitalization, which means 
having been provided with the basic resources for access and social integration. Further, as 
long as those who need assistance are defined according to social norms, action toward digital 
inclusion could only be the responsibility of individuals. Yet this report showed that digitalization 
of services lacks mechanisms of assistance, inviting a movement of clarification of the role of 
digital technologies and of redefinition of norms of uses where individuals are not solely 
responsible for their learning. If there is no choice to use digital technologies in a situation, the 
collective support to users should be included in the definition of the objectives behind 
digitization. Finally, a principle of solidarity before digitization could reduce the needs of 
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assistance for users in difficulties with ICTs, as well as solidarity between individuals as a lever 
of inclusion.  

Suggestions for further research 

However, at least two limitations arose from the critical reading of this report. First, the corpus 
of data was broadly constituted since it aimed at collecting the diversity of user narratives in 
order to bring out their convergences and the ways in which each of these life stage groups 
perceived ICTs and other user groups. But this strength can also be a limitation, as it did not 
allow deep evaluation of some cases, profiles, and situations that could have been more 
specific to young adults, adults, or seniors or specific to some kinds of uses. In this continuum, 
the difficulty of targeting certain profiles, such as young adults in difficulty, must be noted. In 
this case, this echoes the stereotypes raised during the analysis, as, for young adults, the chief 
difficulties tend to be attenuated by their sense of mastery of digital technologies through the 
possession of a smartphone and the frequent use of social networks, while older generations 
consider such young adults as naturally competent with digital technologies.  

Secondly, emphasis has been put on the evolution of uses through the past and current 
experiences of individuals, in terms of their current positioning toward the digitization of society. 
Yet one particularity of digital technologies nowadays is their pervasiveness and the fluidity 
between uses and non-uses. For example, how should one qualify the uses of someone who 
has his smartphone by his side, and does not actively use it through an app but is still 
connected to the Internet? Therefore, a detailed analysis of the actual status of ICTs in 
everyday life, which would require an empirical framework closer to fieldwork or participant 
observation, would be an element to go further in the definition of current uses of digital 
technologies and in the understanding of the place they occupy in everyday life. 

Just like the issue of social inequalities, digital inequalities must also be better understood and 
visible in the public sphere, so that each institution or company working to digitize a service 
has a better awareness of the potential discrimination that their platforms can bring, sometimes 
against their will. These institutions, and all of us, must bear in mind that people who do not 
use these platforms may not do so only because they find it intrinsically inappropriate, but 
because they do not have the skills or access to do so. Alternatively, they may find little 
usefulness for them in their daily lives, or the impacts on their autonomy may exceed the 
practical gain of using them. Similarly, the study showed that although access to digital 
resources is a condition for participation in society, individuals are increasingly aware that 
digitalization constrains their different forms of participation. 

The originality of this study, which was also one of its major difficulties, was to focus on a here-
and-now of the uses of digital technologies rather than on individuals who a priori had a 
problematic relationship with ICT. Beyond establishing the simple overview of the current 
context, it was also a question of adopting a critical stance towards the terms of digital 
inclusion, by considering its contours outside the instituted categories of exclusion (the public 
in difficulty). To do so, it is not so much the comparison between individuals that has become 
enlightening but rather the consideration of what brings them together as a category of “users”, 
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and what these supposed users share in the way they view the place and role of digital 
technologies in everyday life, thus giving a new perspective on the impacts of digitization that 
affect everyone, on the need to give meaning to it and to place individuals and groups at the 
centre of digitalization. Ultimately, this study shows us how individuals cannot be reduced to 
users but must be considered as real actors of society, all the more so at a turning point as 
crucial as that generated by digitalization, because in one way or another it changes every 
moment of daily life. 
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Annex 1: Codebook 
THEMES 1ST HIERARCHY 2ND HIERARCHY DEFINITION 

T
R

A
JE

C
T

O
R

Y
30

 

ALL THE NODES AND THEMES RELATED TO THE INDIVIDUAL LIFE COURSE, IN RELATION OR NOT WITH ICT 

Triggers Factors that led to use or non-use of ICTs. The triggers are external and objective factors for the individuals and 
should not be confounded with individual attitudes. 

 
Trigger of use Individual triggers that led to using technologies in life course 
Trigger of non-use Individual triggers that led to not using technologies in life course 

Life transition Significant life steps for a large number of individuals characterised by their high probability of occurrence and pre-
established sequencing common for most (Lalive d’Epinay, 2005). 

 

Birth  
Death 
Leaving the family nest 
Love life 
Retirement 
Studies 
Work, employment 
Other 

Biographic rupture Singularities in the life itineraries/moments of discontinuity in the personal trajectory, at geographic, familial, or 
professional scales (Van de Velde, 2015) 

 

Divorce  
Dropout 
Illness 
Immigration 
Relocation 
Reorientation 
Unemployment 

																																																								
30 Themes and 1st hierarchy nodes (when they are not followed by a 2nd hierarchy node) were instituted as thematic groups but not used as coding tools.  
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C
O

N
D

IT
IO

N
S

 O
F

 A
C

C
E

S
S

 A
N

D
 U

S
E
 

ALL THE NODES AND THEMES RELATED TO THE MATERIAL ACCESS 

Equipment Material aspect of access and use of ICTs, including the devices, their age, and general conditions. 
 Computer  

GSM 
Smartphone 
Tablet 
Other Other equipment, including “Internet” 

Places of access Places where equipment is used 
 PDS Public Digital Space (Espace Public Numérique or Openbare computerruimte) 

Home  
Office 
Public spaces 
Public transportation 
School 

Multi-accessibility Use of the same services/applications on different devices/places 

D
IG

IT
A

L 
E

N
G

A
G

E
M

E
N

T
 

NODES WITHIN THIS THEMATIC GROUP WERE INTENDED TO SPECIFY THE CHARACTERISTICS OF ONE’S USE AND THE DOMAINS OF 
INFLUENCE 

Degree of choice Assertions about injunction to use situations and the personal feelings related to this injunction. Those feelings are 
not to be confounded with more general social representations about the injunction to use and participate. 

 Non-normativity Non-normative position with respect to the use of ICTs: framework in which the use has 
not been imposed/has been bypassed/refused 

Normativity Normative position with respect to the use of ICTs: framework in which the use has 
been imposed/has been chosen 

Neutral Uncertain assertions and ambivalent positions about how the injunction to use was 
applied to the individual 

Frequency Frequency at which ICTs are used according to situations and equipment 
 Daily  

Never 
Occasionally 
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Experience of use Length of use and descriptions of experiences using digital media that led to more or less digital engagement 
Type of use Type of use of the different applications 
 Affective, social Using digital technologies to communicate with others 

Cognitive Using digital technologies for informational purpose 

Leisure, escapist 

Using digital technologies for hobbies and personal interest. This type of use is not to 
be confounded with a social use, as escapist use concerns “uses that are achieved by 
individuals on their own and not in organised, more formal or information organisational 
structures” (Helpser, Van Deursen, & Eynon, 2016) 

Other  
Uses of the social 
environment 

Influence of the surroundings of users of ICTs on individual uses. Influence of the relationship of the social 
environment on ICTs’ uses. 

 Family Relatives 
Friends Only when the bounds between people are explicit 
Peers When interpersonal bounds are not clearly identified 

Type of applications Type of applications used, according to the context and device 
 E-banking  

Email 
Pack MS Office 
Social media 
Other apps 

Life domains Fields of social life to which use of ICTs is related 
 Administration Uses of administrative platforms and services related to citizenship 

Economic Uses of platforms and services related to banks, online shopping, bills, etc. and money 
transactions at large 

Education Uses of platforms and services related to education and training at large 

Health Uses of platforms and services related to health, both caring and organizing (medical 
appointments, social security, research of symptoms, etc.) 

Hobby Uses of platforms and services related to personal leisure and passion 
Interpersonal 
relationships 

Uses of platforms and services related to the organization of the private sphere 

Mobility Uses of platforms and services related to personal mobility 
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Participatory Uses of platforms and services related to civic participation and/or activism 
Work Uses of platforms and services related to the professional sphere 

Social representations Shared representations, common sense, and beliefs about the social world or the link between society and ICTs. 
Attitudes Assertions about the sense given to the relationship with ICTs 
 Carefulness  

Disinterest 
Fear 
Interest 
Mistrust 
Trust 

O
U

TC
O

M
E

S
 

IMPACT OF THE USE OR NON-USE OF DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES ON THE INDIVIDUAL TRAJECTORY AND/OR DAILY LIFE 

Objective outcomes Impact and influence of ICTs that have led to perceptible change in everyday life: weakening/strengthening of social 
participation in particular domains of social life or objective (dis-)advantages from the use or non-use of ICTs 

 Economic commerce Impact on the economic capital 
Economic labour Impact on professional sphere 
Educational Impact on cultural capital 
Governmental Impact on citizenship features 
Health Impact on individual health 
Mobility Impact on individual mobility 
Social Impact on social capital 

Subjective outcomes Impact and influence of ICTs on the sense of belonging to society, on experiences and perceptions of inclusion and 
exclusion, or on the recognition of the individual’s place in social relations and his or her sense of social utility 

 Communication Subjective perceptions of a better/worse connectivity to others 
Efficiency Subjective perceptions of improving individual daily life by using ICTs or not 

Independence Subjective perceptions of improving individual independence toward others by the 
means of ICTs 

Inefficiency Subjective perceptions of not improving individual daily life by using ICTs or not 

AUTONOMY BASED ON THE “DIGITAL COMPETENCE FRAMEWORK FOR CITIZENS” OF THE JOINT RESEARCH CENTRE OF EUROPEAN COMMISSION 
(CARRETERO ET AL., 2017), THIS THEME DEVELOPS THE FEATURES OF DIGITAL AUTONOMY IN TERMS OF SKILLS AND SOCIAL SUPPORT 
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Degree of digital 
competences 

Declared degree of digital competences and perceptions of it 

 Basic Capacity to use ICTs for simple tasks (with or without help) in the domain covered by 
the concerned skill and in clearly defined situations 

Intermediary Capacity to use ICTs by yourself for simple routine tasks or non-routine tasks but clearly 
defined by the needs 

Advanced Capacity to guide others for tasks and to use ICTs by yourself, according to personal 
needs and in complex and unusual situations 

Social support Concrete received support when using technologies, punctual or recurrent. Social support includes various forms 
of helping, from teaching to the delegation of tasks. 

 Colleagues  
Family, friends  
No social support  
Online support  
Technical assistance  

Support to others Concrete given support to others about ICTs’ uses 
 Friends, family  

No support  
Online support  

Learning process All the methods used to learn and cope with digital media 
 Targeted training Instituted methods 

Trial and errors Non-instituted methods 

P
E

R
C

E
P

T
IO

N
S
 INDIVIDUAL PERCEPTIONS OF ONE’S RELATIONSHIP TO TECHNOLOGY, WHETHER IT IS ABOUT USES OR REPRESENTATIONS 

Negative perceptions   

Neutral perceptions Neutral or ambivalent position 

Positive perceptions 
  

PRIVACY ASSERTIONS ABOUT PRIVACY CONTROL, SHARED DATA, CONTROL OF IMAGES ON SOCIAL MEDIA, PRIVATE AND PUBLIC LIFE BOUNDARIES, 
ETC. 
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